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“The remnant of Israel shall not do iniquity, nor speak lies; neither shall a deceitful tongue
be found in their mouth.” – Zeph. 3:13.

“They hated knowledge, and did not choose the fear of Yahweh: they would none of my counsel.
They despised my reproof.  Therefore they shall eat of the fruit of their own way and be filled
with their own devices.” - Prov. 1:29-31.

Woe to them that devise iniquity, and work evil upon their beds!  When the morning is light, they
practice it, because it is in the power of their hand.  And they covet fields, and take them by
violence; and houses, and take them away: so they oppress a man and his house, even a man
and his heritage. – Micah 2:1-2.

“If the Jew is present, your dreams will never come true.” – Eustace Mullins

Introduction: Crisis in Identity
“Verily, verily, I say unto you, Whosoever commiteth sin is the servant of sin.”- John 8:34.

“A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it cannot survive treason from
within. An enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is known and carries his banner openly.
But the traitor moves amongst those within the gate freely, his sly whispers rustling through–-all
the alleys, heard in the very halls of government itself.   For the traitor appears not a traitor; he
speaks in accents familiar to his victims, and he wears their face and their arguments, he
appeals to the baseness that lies deep in the hearts of all men. He rots the soul of a nation, he
works secretly and unknown in the night to undermine the pillars of the city, he infects the body
politic so that it can no longer resist. A murderer is less to fear. The traitor is the plague.” -
Marcus Tullius Cicero
This essay has been composed as a public service to Christian Israel, because Scripture tells us
to expose criminals who operate in our midst.  (2 Tim. 3:1-5.)  A crisis has emerged within our
ranks, which has been brought about primarily by Mr. William Finck, who, as a supposed
member of our Faith, has used every form of deceit and guile to defame those with whom he
disagrees.  Rather than confine himself to rational debate, Mr. Finck has, for quite some time,
descended to the level of ad hominem attack, rumour-mongering and back-stabbing.

There are two questions at issue:  1.) How is Christian Identity is supposed to relate to the
non-White races.  2.)  How are we Israelites to treat each other.
With regard to the first issue, Mr. Finck has taken the position that all non-Whites are worthy of
death, because they are supposedly half-breed races, parented by the same creatures that
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parented the Jews.  I warned Mr. Finck that this position, besides being false, will serve only
alienate all of the decent Whites who may come across CI theology.  I predicted that his
theology will drive them away and attract only the ruffians of the White Nationalist movement.
My prediction has come true.
With regard to the second issue, it is obvious to me that my accusers do not care how many
people they drive away from Identity, nor does their smug and calculating behavior attract new
people.
Since our split in early 2011, Mr. Finck and his cohorts have flooded the internet with videos,
audios and articles “exposing” Eli James as a “Jew,” “universalist,” “rabbi,’ etc., with a total
disregard of ethics and a total disregard for honest debate.  These lies have been repeated by
many others, both knowingly and unknowingly.   Therefore, this document will serve to set the
record straight, both as to what I actually teach and as to the anti-Christian tactics of my
accusers.
The attitude we should take as Identians is this:
“And Nathaniel said to him, Can there any good thing come out of Nazareth?  Philip says to
him, Come and see.  Jesus saw Nathanael coming to Him and says of him, “Behold an Israelite
indeed, in whom is no guile.”
This crisis within Identity concerns whether guile and hauteur can accomplish Yahweh’s ends.
 In other words, if we behave like Jews, can we bring in the Kingdom?
My adversaries are attempting to create a Civil War within Identity.  I am to stop by simply
telling the Truth about how these men have acted towards me.
There is also a broader issue, which concerns Jewish tactics against the White Race. It is very
important for all White patriots to understand how the ZOG beast operates.  The Jews are
masters at infiltrating popular movements and using agents to undermine the good work that real
patriots do.  This technique was used by the Pharisees and their infiltrator, Judas.  At the same
time, these Pharisees were great at public posturing, pretending to keep Yahweh’s laws while
making up their own, easy for them to follow Talmudic “law.”  When they accused Yahshua of
“having a devil,” He told them and their Judahite accomplices,
“Did not Moses give you the law, and yet none of you keeps the law?  Why go you about to kill
Me?  The people answered and said, You have a devil.  Who goes about to kill you?  - John
7:19-20.
Of course, the people didn’t know that the Pharisees intended to kill him.  Yahshua could read
their thoughts, and He admonished them:  “Judge not according to the appearance, but judge
righteous judgment.”  - Verse 24.
As my ministry has grown, due to my various radio appearances, essays and websites, it is only
natural that I am being more frequently attacked by the Jews and their agents.   In July of 2012,
the ADL put pressure on my hosting company to take my website, www.anglo-saxonisrael.com,
off the net.  It has taken over six months to get all of the material back on line, as that website
contained massive amounts of material.  In the meantime, my accusers have been very busy.
Now that the website is finally near completion, I can get back to the business of rejoinder.
I originally intended this document to be only twenty or thirty pages, but intervening events
have occurred, which need to be included and explained, since they illustrate how the Jews have
used our own people to TRY to destroy Christian Identity.  The Jews refer to their civilian
Jewish agents as sayanim.  They refer to their non-Jewish agents as shabez goys.   We refer to
these non-Jewish agents as shills.  I can rightfully say that I have consistently led the battle
against these infiltrators, and I speak from personal experience.  This essay will share a lot of
this personal experience, as I believe it is crucial for all Identians to know how the enemy
cleverly uses provocateurs in their attempt to divide and conquer us.
All patriots need to know the extent to which the White Nationalist Movement has been
infiltrated and manipulated.  Every Israelite must learn to be as wise as a serpent (Edomite) but
guileless as a dove.
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“Make Your face to shine upon Your servant: save me for Your mercies’ sake.  Let
me not be ashamed, O Yahweh, for I have called upon you: Let the wicked be
ashamed, and let them be silent in the grave.  Let the lying lips be put to silence;
which speak grievous things proudly and contemptuously against the righteous.”
– Psalm 31:16-18.

General Comments about Covert Infiltration of the
Patriot Movement

“BE NOT SILENT, O Elohim, of my praise! For wicked and deceitful mouths are opened
against me, speaking against me with lying tongues. They beset me with words of hate and
attack me without cause. In return for my love they accuse me, even as I make prayer for
them.  They reward me evil for good, and hatred for my love.” – Psalms 109:1-5.

Let me begin by saying that, throughout my career as an Identity minister and racial nationalist,
I have been constantly accused of being a “Jew,” an “infiltrator,” an “ADL agent,” “non-White,”
“Portugese,” “homosexual,” etc.  False accusations and tale-bearing are serious offences in
Israel (by which I of course mean Caucasian Israel, not Edomite Khazar Jewry).  Those who
engage in such activity are to be seriously reprimanded.  Most of these accusations have come
from fringe members of our Movement, such as the Paul-bashers and the “Sacred Namers,” who
have attacked me personally simply because I disagree with their points of view.  White
Nationalists, who do not understand our theology, have also attacked me, falsely believing that
I am pro-Jewish because I, as well as all other True Identians, refer to my people as Israel.  I
have worked tirelessly since 1980 to disabuse these people of their false, Jew-imposed view
from inside the Matrix of Deceit.
I can excuse and even forgive those who accuse me out of ignorance; but those who fabricate
nonsense for the express purpose of destroying someone else’s reputation or ministry cannot be
forgiven until they repent.   Despite the fact that I have an unblemished record of Pro-White,
Pro-Identity writings, words and actions, these personal attacks continue.  I can say that, since
the publication of my book, The Great Impersonation, I have been subject to an escalation of
these accusations.  Having foreseen this development, I chose the penname, Eli James, so that I
could maintain a low profile and not have my family and business life affected by being a
notorious “anti-Semite.”  Contrary to the squealings of these false accusers, there is no
biblical law against going incognito.  It is something I chose to do in order to preserve my
business and the safety of my family.  Yashua Himself did this on at least one occasion.  (John
8:59.)  As you will see later, those who accuse me of being a “name-changer,” as if there were
some biblical commandment against going incognito, are hypocrites, because they all know
other name-changers, whose identities they help to keep secret.  The Jews change their names
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to fool Whites.  Patriots assume pseudonyms to protect themselves from scurrilous attacks by
the Jews and their agents.
This is the reality of the situation.  Rick Adams of RBN radio and many other patriots use
assumed names in order to work more efficiently, without harassment from those of our enemies
who would like to know where we live and work.
 Having begun my Identity career with the Christian Patriots Defense League around 1978, I am
very familiar with the dirty tricks that are employed by the Zionist Occupation Government,
utilizing slander, the silent treatment, intimidation, imprisonment and even murder. Some
Identians who have been so victimized are Robert Matthews, Gordon Kahl, Robert Miles, Vicki
Weaver, and others.   Having been a student of Zionist/Talmudic intrigue for all this time, I
knew that promoting Christian Identity publicly would be a dangerous business.
To those who do not know me personally, all I can say is that my teachings and writings speak
for themselves.  Unlike my accusers, I have never advocated acts of violence against anyone.
I have never gotten anyone into trouble with the law.  Knowing how easy it is to concoct charges
against a patriot, I have kept my nose cleaner than a fireman’s truck.  All you have to do is go
online and visit my website, www.anglo-saxonisrael.com, and compare what I teach with any
other teacher.   My teachings have been consistently anti-universalist, pro-White, segregationist
and anti-Jew.  Anyone who suggests otherwise is a liar and probably a shill.
Since I began writing TGI around 1980, I have worked tirelessly to explain the principles of CI
to all whites who will listen.  The only compensation I have received is from the steady sales of
my book and from donations, which funds I use to operate the Church of the Restoration of
Israel, a prison ministry for Whites in America’s prisons.  What Jew would do any such thing?
I take personal pride in explaining the differences between Judaism versus CI and Judeo-
Churchianity versus CI.  This includes biblical history, Two-Seedline, Local Flood Versus
Global Flood, Christian Identity Versus British Israel, Racial Covenant Identity Versus “Judeo-
Christianity,”  etc. I do believe that my historical explanations of the Intertestamental Period
are second to none.  ALL OF THESE WRITINGS prove conclusively that we Caucasians are
the True Israel of Scripture and history.  My Migration Chronicles slide shows prove my loyalty
to my Race and my Savior, conclusively.  No Jew, covert or otherwise, would dare to expose
such volumes of damning information about their own people, as these facts utterly destroy the
core foundation of Jewish deceit, namely: the false doctrines that the Jewish people are the
Israelites of the Bible or that Judaism is the religion of Moses.
The fact is that no Jew has ever endorsed Two-Seedline Theology, because it reveals the
Jews as the seed of Cain.  This is the LAST THING the Jews would want you to know; but I
have taught it openly, without apologies and to anyone who would listen.  This is my public
record.  I defy my accusers to find a single Jew who teaches any such thing.  All rabbis, religious
Jews, secular Jews, Judeo-Christians, etc., universally condemn Two-Seedline Theology, be-
cause it exposes the true genetic origins of the Jewish people.  Every liberal, Jewish, Judeo-
Christian organization - and even most conservative organizations - heap nothing but ridicule
and spite upon Christian Identity, especially two-seedline.  All of these organizations are doing
their utmost to prevent this message from becoming public knowledge.
Despite my public record of exposing the deepest, darkest secrets of Jewry, there are phony
Identians who accuse me of being Jew.  These individuals have a hidden agenda, which will be
fully exposed herein.
Knowing that the CI message cannot be refuted in open debate, organized Jewry plants agents
among us to distort the message and to spread disinformation about real patriots.  Since the vast
majority of Identians are actually peace-loving people, ZOG has consistently used the tactic of
hiring and placing agent provocateurs among us, whose basic job is to marginalize us by making
us appear to the general public as a bunch of irrational and violent neo-Nazis.  This is exactly
how the ADL wants Christian Identity to appear to the general public, especially to White
Christians.  The ADL knows very well that no Judeo-Christians will be inclined to join CI if
they can be prejudiced against us; and they also know that those who are attracted by our
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segregationist message will be repulsed by violent, neo-Nazi rhetoric.   At all costs, the ADL
must ensure that CI be presented as merely a new fad for neo-Nazi “hate.”
Rather than help me disseminate these very important teachings, certain self-proclaimed “teach-
ers” and speakers have made it their business to try to undermine my ministry.  Needless to say,
this opposition to the clear truth of my record makes me very suspicious of their motives.  From
my perspective, the question is simply this:  “Why are these men helping the Jews to destroy my
ministry?”  Legitimate disagreements over doctrine are one thing, but false accusations are the
realm of Satan; and my accusers know it.
As Jesus said to His false accusers, after they accused Him of working for the Devil, “If Satan
cast out Satan, how shall his kingdom stand?  A house divided cannot stand.”  If I am a Jew, as
my accusers claim, then I give the same answer to my accusers.  How is modern Judaism to
stand if I am one of them, yet being the most active person exposing the very foundations of
their deceit?   The accusation is so ridiculous that only those who are completely ignorant of my
work can possibly believe it.  Therefore, since they cannot attack my work, they must attack me.
There are certain doctrinal matters that the ZOG beast will not touch.  There are certain subjects
that the Deceiver cannot touch without exposing his most jealously guarded secrets.  But I have
left nothing out.   No Jew agent will touch the subjects that I teach.  No one can say that Pastor
Eli James holds back any information about the ZOG beast.  I expose every wart, wrinkle, boil,
canker sore, and mole, from the blood-sucking mohels to the war-mongering international
banksters and Jew-communists.
On the other hand, a shill will always hold to a carefully controlled script, so as not to
reveal too much.  His “exposures” will only go so deep.  Witness Alex Jones, David Duke,
David Irving and many others (“Brother Nathanael” and Henry Makow included), who never
challenge the Jewish claim to being the “Israel” of God.  They will never venture into the
detailed analyses that are available in my writings and talks.  Even Texe Marrs, despite his
frequent expose’s of Jewish genocide, will not go there, as he claims that the Jews are still
capable of “salvation.”
Organized Jewry is perfectly happy with a certain level of “anti-Semitism,” since they use these
so-called “reactionaries” as the bogeymen to terrify and control the little jew.  Consequently, a
ZOG agent will never venture too far from the script, which almost always employs gratuitous
hateful rhetoric, so that the ADL can point to those people and say, “See, that is the face of
Christian Identity: violent, racist anti-Semitism and White supremacism.  These people are
nothing but Nazis in disguise.”
Very few shills will go into the subject of how the Jews assumed the Identity of True Israel in
ancient Judea, how the Edomites usurped the throne of Judah during the reign of John Hyrcanus,
how the language of Scripture has been deliberately distorted in order to deceive Christians.  On
the contrary, the shill will stick to well-worn “anti-Semitism,” and this type of “anti-Semitism”
will get lots of publicity, so as to drown out the real scholarship that Christian Identity has to
offer.   In this way, true scholarship can be painted with the brush of “hate.” The bottom line is
this: The ZOG beast lives in total fear of the full exposure of Talmudic Judaism.  If the general
public, and especially the orthodox “Christians,” were to ever become aware of this grandiose,
2,000-year-old imposture, their stranglehold on the minds of White people everywhere would
collapse.  I have worked tirelessly and live to see this day become a reality. Yahshua willing, I
will live to see it.

Christian Identity is called to be a Kingdom of Righteousness, not a cult of gossip.
Everyone who is familiar with my work knows all of this, and my accusers know it too.  So, they
have to come up with kindergarten logic and insist that I am somehow working for the Jews.
We’ll see who is working for the Jews.

Legitimate Disagreements within Christian Identity
Within the Identity Movement, there are many anti-seedliners, who disapprove of what I teach;
but even these people, for the most part, respect my work because they know I am sincere in
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what I teach.  Most anti-seedliners fully agree that the Jews are the most evil breed of people
that this sad planet has ever had to endure; but they feel that two-seedline is either so unbeliev-
able or so radical that it may keep potential converts away from Identity.  I fully understand this
point of view; but I will not soften my rhetoric on this point, because it is neither hateful nor
extreme.  It is based on solid biblical scholarship and no anti-seedliner will dare to debate us on
this issue.
At some point, the true meaning of Genesis 3:15 must be confronted; and the issue of race-
mixing, with the Talmudic design to destroy our race, must be exposed.  Anyone who denies
that the Jews are consciously trying to destroy the White Race is simply blind.   To those who
think that such statements are too radical, I have this to say:  Those who don’t believe me today
will believe me tomorrow, for they will eventually know this truth from first-hand experience,
because what the Bolshevik Jews did to White, Christian Russia in the Twentieth Century is
exactly what the Jews are preparing to do to the White race in the 21st Century.   I have made
this statement many times and people are finally beginning to understand the true nature of the
Jew.  Anyone with eyes to see can tell that the Jews are leading the charge against the Second
Amendment, precisely so that Whites can be disarmed.
If the non-seedliners awaken Whites to the evils of the Jews, that’s fine.  By coming into CI
through the teachings of the non-seedliners, newcomers will eventually hear about 2SL and join
us.  I can say that many people have sent me emails and letters telling me that my teachings have
convinced them that two-seedline is true.  The fact is that 2SL is the plain, unadulterated Truth,
from Genesis 4:1 to Revelation 22:21.  I will NEVER water down the Truth, for fear of the Jews,
or for fear of driving the incredulous away. I know that, eventually, those who have been
weaned on milk will want filet mignon, grilled with fire and brimstone.  Knowing what I know
about Jewish religion and culture, all other doctrines, besides Two-Seedline, simply evade the
genetic Truth.
In addition to my Bible studies, my Judgment Day Perspectives Newsletters have, on a regular
basis, exposed Jewish genocide, criminality, terrorism and treachery against True Christianity
and the White Race.  My exposures of the Talmud and the House of Rothschild have been
equally constant and detailed.  My websites (www.anglo-saxonisrael.com and
www.killthebank.net ) are banned globally by most government agencies and libraries as “hate
speech,” precisely because ZOG cannot tolerate exposure.  On August 12, 2012, the ADL shut
ASI down, because it was exposing too much about Judaism and Judeo-Christianity.  Shills and
fools have been saying that I partnered with the ADL in taking my own website down, making
ridiculous accusations like, “Eli had the ADL take his website down to make himself look good,”
or “Eli James is a rabbi.”  Skip Baker puts out cartoons, depicting me as some Israeli rabbi, yet
he cannot provide any evidence that I was ever in Kikestan.
The Jews have tried giving me the silent treatment, but I will not shut up.   I shine the spotlight
upon them with irrefutable, solid scholarship.  Cockroaches hate sunlight.  My work shines a
spotlight on every nook and cranny of Judaism.  Since they cannot refute my work intellectually,
they must rely on dirty tricks.  Tarnishing my reputation is the only tactic they have left.  What
better way to do it than by using shills within the movement to do the dirty work?
Jesus said, “Be ye therefore wise as serpents, yet guileless as doves.”  (Matt. 10:6.)  When I first
read these words, I literally cried, because I perfectly understood their meaning, as they
encapsulate how True Israelites must both understand the nature of the Nachash/Jew enemy,
plus our loving, lawful duty to fellow Israelites. My accusers, who claim to be Identity, are filled
with guile; and none of them dare to debate me openly, because they know they cannot back up
their false accusations.  The words of Matt. 10:6 have been my guide ever since first reading
them.  All Israelites should abide in them.  Yahshua elaborated on this theme at Matthew
25:31-46.  Identians should read these verses and firmly plant the message in their hearts, for
they are the Code of Conduct for all True Israelites.  Needless to say, mainstream Apostianity
has no use for these verses, which clearly tell us to separate ourselves from the heathen and love
our White brethren, no matter how deluded they might be.  (See also Rev. 18:1-5; 21:9-14.)
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Though I have done my fair share of jew-bashing, I can say that I receive, on an almost daily
basis, emails and letters thanking me for my clear, concise explanations of Identity Theology.
My word studies of the original Hebrew and Greek, especially on the words, ‘Jew’ and
‘Gentile,’ have proven that the Paul-bashers and the Judeo-Christians, especially the “Spiritual
Israel” heretics, are simply brainwashed dupes, who have been deceived by clever Jewish word
distortions.    For this type of feedback, I am extremely grateful and encouraged, as it is proof
that my ministry is having a positive effect, despite the loud clamoring from the cabal of shills.
This campaign of ritual defamation began when Clifton Emahiser and William Finck began
ridiculing my position on Ron Wyatt’s archeology.  I smelled a rat right away.  Then Finck
demanded that all people accept his absurd Extermination Thesis.  That’s when I knew he had
a hidden agenda.  It is now time to address these issues, for there are dangerous individuals
within our movement, who pretend to be our friends but work for the enemy.  Infiltrating the
Patriotic Right is the prime directive of most of our Police State agencies, such as Homeland
Sabotage; and ZOG will exhaust this approach until Satan sees that it is not working.  At that
point another 9/11 will occur and martial law will be declared.  Get ready for the American
Revolution, Part II.
Note this declaration of assault against Freedom of Speech:
President Barack Obama's appointee to head the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
advocated in a recent paper the 'cognitive infiltration' of groups that advocate 'conspiracy
theories' like the ones surrounding 9/11 via 'chat rooms, online social networks, or even
real-space groups and attempt to undermine' those groups. Sunstein admits that 'some conspir-
acy theories, under our definition, have turned out to be true.' Sunstein has also recently
advocated banning websites which post 'right-wing rumors' and bringing back the Fairness
Doctrine. You can find a PDF of his paper here. For decades (1956-1971), the FBI under
COINTELPRO focused on disrupting, marginalizing and neutralizing political dissidents, most
notably the Black Panthers. More recently CENTCOM announced it would be engaging
bloggers 'who are posting inaccurate or untrue information, as well as bloggers who are
posting incomplete information.' In January 2009 the USAF released a flow-chart for 'counter-
bloggers' to 'counter the people out there in the blogosphere who have negative opinions about
the US government and the Air Force.'
- http://rawstory.com/2010/01/obama-staffer-infiltration-911-groups/

From this perspective, Christian Identity is the proverbial bird in the coalmine.  Dear White
American, if ZOG can kill us, you’re next.

Modus Operandi: Governmentum Infiltratum

This video really sums up the troll action that we True Identians have to deal with:
http://www.brasschecktv.com/videos/government-corruption-1/trolls-are-often-paid-by-the-
government.html
Infiltration of the Patriotic Right is nothing new.  Ever since World War II, the federal
government, via the FBI, ADL, CIA, and other powerful pseudo-government organizations,
have been using taxpayers’ money to illegally entrap, spy upon and infiltrate the Klan, Neo-
Nazis, Neo-Pagans, and other White Nationalist organizations.  The assault on David Koresh’s
Branch Davidian compound near Waco, Texas is a prime example of their handiwork.  What
they did to the Branch Davidians sent a message to all non-Orthodox Christian groups:  “Stay
within the 501(C)3 guidelines, or this might happen to you.”  The feds made a very clear
statement: “The law of Posse Comitatus has been unofficially repealed.”  Since these govern-
ment agencies have unlimited funds to work with, it is easy to find a disgruntled ex-Nazi or
ex-Klansman to agree to be a paid agent.  It is even easier if that person has a criminal record,
or is currently in jail.  This allows the Feds to make a deal with that person, letting him out early.
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Then, he can go back to his former associates, claim that he was “railroaded” and is now more
eager than ever to “fight the Jews and commies.”
I’m sure that many of you have heard this spiel from someone who turned out to be no good.
Infiltrating White nationalist groups is actually fairly easy, because they have few rules and
often less discipline.  My experience with these groups has been less than encouraging.  There
are way too many ruffians, alcoholics and drug-abusers.  But infiltrating Christian Identity is not
so easy as infiltrating these other organizations.   Non-Identity pro-White groups have in
common with us our desire to expose the evils of the Jews and communists.  What they do not
share with us is our knowledge of the Scriptures.   Pastors Udvary, Swift, Gale, Emry,
Comparet, and many others have had agents try to infiltrate their groups.   Evcery one of them
has had their ministry seriously attacked and disrupted by the jews, both openly and via sinister
pressure against their publishers and/or broadcasting companies.
Usually, Identity is very difficult to infiltrate because the members are expected to adhere to the
high moral standards of the Bible.  Typically, anyone who espouses acts of violence is shown
the door very quickly.  This is exactly what happened to Timothy McVeigh, who, according to
the false reports of the mainstream media, was supposedly a regular member of Elohim City, a
Christian Identity compound in Oklahoma.  The truth is that McVeigh went there a total of two
times; and he was expelled from the group when he started talking about blowing up buildings.
On the basis of such meager associations with Christian Identity, his name is used to besmirch
our Movement.  These are the kinds of dirty tricks our enemies use against us.  Timothy
McVeigh was NEVER part of the Christian Identity Movement.  At best, he was a disgruntled
right-winger.  At worst, he was a conscious agent, but probably a patsy, who was sacrificed like
Lee Harvey Oswald in 1963 and the Tsarnaev brothers of 2013 Boston Fakathon fame.  The
mother of these two patsies stated that her sons were in touch with the FBI for up to five years
before the Fakathon occurred.  At the same time, the FBI was denying any previous knowledge
about them.
What we in Identity know for sure is that both organized Jewry and our Yidocracy believe in
the philosophy that, “Lies are good.  Lies are good all the time.”
After the Oklahoma City bombing, Timothy McVeigh was either drugged or hypnotized and
told to drive up I-35 out of Oklahoma City, right after the bombing on April 19, 1995.  His car
had no license plates at the time, so his vehicle was a traffic stop waiting to happen.   He had a
pistol lying on the passenger seat and on the back seat copies of two books: the Turner Diaries,
by William Pierce and The Vigilantes of Christendom, by Richard Kelly Hoskins.   Talk about
a set-up!!!  The only thing missing was a yellow “bomber on board” sign in the back window!
Of course, all of this was staged in order to implicate Christian Identity as the “evil White
supremacist” organization behind Timothy McVeigh.
Pierce’s group, National Alliance, is atheistic and rejects Christian Identity.  In spite of this, the
Kosher Press always lumps Identity in with these other groups, many of which as rabidly
anti-Christian as they are anti-Jewish.  Many of these WN groups refer to Jesus as a “Jew on a
stick.”  This would include members of the Hammerskins, NSM, Odinists, Creators, etc.
Nevertheless, Richard Kelly Hoskins, author of Vigilantes of Christendom, was practically
blamed for Timothy McVeigh’s alleged actions.  Mr. Hoskins found himself the target of an
intense smear campaign, which caused him to largely retreat from public life.  He continued to
publish his “Hoskins Report,” which I had subscribed to for many years, but his public
appearances were never as frequent since this episode of negative publicity.

Recent Dirty Tricks by ZOG

The recent Hutaree “Christian militia” roundup of March 28, 2010 is another case in point.  The
entire group was controlled by an FBI agent who instigated the whole operation, in order to
blame it on Christian Identity:
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http://www.prisonplanet.com/as-predicted-fbi-agent-discovered-at-center-of-alleged-hutaree-
conspiracy.html
I believe this operation was timed to distract public attention from the “murder-suicide” of
former Georgia State Senator Nancy Schaefer, who was getting ready to air a video exposing
the corruption of the Child Protective Services scandal in Georgia and California.  Allegedly,
Mrs. Schaefer’s husband shot her and then committed suicide.  She had publicly condemned
these government institutions for using their offices to kidnap children away from poor parents
and to allow them to be used by pedophilia and child pornography rings.
Speech by Nancy Schaefer, describing the CPS operation as “legal kidnapping”:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbSRDjcuirI
In the recent Boston Fakathon bombings, the staged violence was performed on two patsies, the
Tsarnaev brothers, who had been working for the FBI for at least two years before the fake
attack at the 2013 Boston Marathon.  The Boston Globe reported on April 30, 2013, that the
family of the supposed bombers had received over $100,000 in “welfare” benefits:
The Tsarnaev family, including the suspected terrorists and their parents, benefited from more
than $100,000 in taxpayer-funded assistance -- a bonanza ranging from cash and food stamps
to Section 8 housing from 2002 to 2012, the Herald has learned:
"The breadth of the benefits the family was receiving was stunning," said a person with
knowledge of documents handed over to a legislative committee yesterday.  The state has
handed over more than 500 documents to the 11-member House Post Audit and Oversight
Committee, which yesterday met for the first time and plans to call in officials from the
Department of Transitional Assistance to testify.
"I can assure members of the public that this committee will actively review every single piece
of information we can find because clearly the public has a substantial right to know what
benefits, if any, this family or individuals accused of some horrific crimes were receiving," said
state Rep. David Linsky (D-Natick), the committee's chairman.
This is how the Jewish International uses our own government agencies to fund phony
terrorists.  We keep trying to awaken our people to the subversives within the Jew-controlled
government, but now we must deal with the subversives in our midst, within Christian Identity.
Be it known that Christian Identity never was, is not now, and never will be a violent organiza-
tion, except in self-defense, as our Second Amendment guarantees.  All statements to the
contrary are Jewish fiction, heavily promoted by the ADL and the SPLC, and their bastard
Kosher press.  I have even banned all gun talk from the chat rooms of my internet radio shows,
because such talk tends to lead into vengeful talk about our enemies and can be used as evidence
against us.  The Feds monitor the internet; and chat room yak can be easily copied.
Recently, a nuisance caller, who was taking up air time on my Voice of Christian Israel show
on RBN, turned out to be a Jew named Russ Estes, an employee of the Southern Poverty Law
Center.  I like to refer to them as the Shameless Perverts and Liars Club.
For the record, and for the Jew-agents who will read this, I repeat: I do not advocate violent acts
of any kind, except for our Second Amendment right to self-defense.  Until the Second
Amendment is repealed, this fact will serve to keep me out of legal trouble.   If I were to make
calls for violent acts against individuals or the Jews, as Hal Turner was known to do, I would be
immediately arrested.   Hal Turner was able to get away with such rhetoric precisely because he
was an agent provocateur.   As I have repeatedly stated on the air:  “Those who openly call for
violence are either fools or provocateurs.”   A provocateur can be independent, but a shill is
collaborator who is secretly working for the Jews.
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Brief  Personal Biography

Joining the Movement officially in 1979, I attended my first Identity Conference, held by the
Christian Patriots Defense League.   These conferences were absolutely fabulous, with many of
the “far right” of the patriot movement in regular attendance, including pastors, authors, militia,
etc.  The taped audio sermons of WG Finlay, with his heavy South African accent, revealing the
orchestrated attacks on the Whites of South Africa by international Jewry, were broadcast over
the public address system during the intermissions.  Identity – and the First Amendment and the
Second Amendment - was in the air, freely discussed, freely practiced…until both Illinois and
Missouri, in response to our meetings, passed anti-militia laws and threatened to throw John
Harrell, the founder of the CPDL, into prison.  John had already done time for harboring an
AWOL soldier, who showed up at his front door one day, asking for sanctuary.  That AWOL
soldier turned out to be a government agent.  John Harrell was arrested and convicted of
“harboring a fugitive,” but only John went to jail.  The “AWOL soldier” went free!  John Harrell
did not want to go to prison again, so the meetings were never held again.  Two FBI agents were
stationed in his home town for many years afterwards to make sure that he didn’t try to restart
the CPDL.
This quotation explains how this anti-militia legislation was used to crack down on our
Constitutional rights:
A demonstration of the deterrent potential of such laws was the reaction of the Christian
Patriots Defense League (CPDL), an extremist survivalist group which, beginning in 1979, held
propaganda-filled "freedom festivals" where over 1,000 people engaged in military-style field
maneuvers and attended some 55 classes, receiving instruction in, among other subjects, "Guns
and Reloading," "Demolition and Camouflage," "Anti-Aircraft and Anti-Tank," and "Knife
Fighting." In 1984, when the CPDL festival was scheduled to take place in Licking, Missouri,
CPDL director John Harrell instructed festival participants not to bring their firearms to the
camp because Missouri had enacted an anti-paramilitary training law. Many extremists
apparently stayed away from the meeting altogether for this reason.

http://www.archive.org/stream/naturethreatofvi00unit/naturethreatofvi00unit_djvu.txt
(This same article further admits that the ADL was behind this illegal legislation.)

 Thanks to these CPDL meetings, I was able to personally interact with Sheldon Emry, Col. Jack
Mohr, Robert Miles, bookseller Gerda Koch, Dr. William Pierce, Pastor Richard Butler and
many others.  Emry, Mohr and Koch were regular attendees at the Christian Patriots Defense
League’s bi-annual Identity/Militia camps.  These were held in Louisville, Illinois and Licking,
Missouri.  The Spotlight Newspaper and the Populist Party, USA were also heavily represented
at these meetings.  I have never been in the company of so many decent, God-fearing, honest
human beings in one place than at these meetings.  Guns and knives were everywhere, but I
never felt safer in my life.  Safer than DC or Detroit!!!  These meetings were getting bigger and
better, and ZOG smelled an Identity revolution coming, so the government moved in to stop us.
It is obvious to me that the Jews intensely fear Christian Identity, especially the CIU militias,
and this is the real reason for the current Zionist crackdown on the Second Amendment.
Hurricane Katrina was a trial run for gun confiscation.  The Boston Fakathon was just the most
recent installment of the gradual insinuation of martial law.  The following link proves that the
Obama Administration believes in arresting people BEFORE they have done anything wrong,
Soviet-style.  We’ll see if the government’s “conspiracy” charges hold up in court.
http://www.swrnn.com/southwest-riverside/2010-03-30/news/feds-christian-militia-needed-to-
be-taken-down
With the optimistic era of the CPDL having come to this bitter and abrupt end, I decided to focus
on writing my book, The Great Impersonation.  This effort took me out of circulation, except
for local Identity and Populist Party meetings.  I therefore concentrated on establishing my
carpentry business and raising my family.  In the meantime, I subscribed to numerous Identity
publications, one of the best of which was the Jubilee Newspaper.  I was really sad to see that
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paper fold.  As my book was nearing completion, I started attending Identity conferences again
in 1996 and started appearing on Pastor Dan Johns’ radio shows in 2002, just before the
publication of my book.  I knew that the publication of this book would make me lots of
enemies; and I was right.  Little did I realize that major opposition would come from shills
within the Movement.   Consequently, I have had lots of experience being attacked by people
claiming to be on our side!
The reality is that being an Identity theologian is a dangerous business.  You never know when
ZOG will decide to try to shut you down or shut you up.  That’s why most of our ministers
maintain a low profile.  I knew that I could not promote my book and maintain a low profile.
Having done 23 years of Bible research on this book, there was no way I could keep quiet about
it and not share my knowledge with the White Race.  It would have meant 23 years of wasted
effort.  So I decided to jump into the fire and let Yahweh guide my path.  This is the one and
ONLY reason why I have used aliases.  It is to protect myself, my family and my property from
undue harassment, angry relatives, violent attacks, damage to my property by ARA extremists,
etc.  My accusers know that this is the case; yet they persist in posting rumors about my
supposed jewishness and publishing information about my residence and business which can
cause me and my family harm and loss of income.  Because this is the case, I consider my
accusers to be infidels, who have no scruples about endangering others.  Because of the
maliciousness of this campaign, I have no choice but to stand up and call out my accusers.
Contrary to what my accusers say about me, what I am going to reveal about them is true.  There
is no need for me to make up false accusations or to invent crimes that they MIGHT be guilty
of.  Most of this expose will be taken from public records, so I don’t need to go down the road
to Rumorville.  The rest is personal experience.

“Fear them not therefore: For there is nothing covered that shall not be revealed and
hidden that shall not be known.” -   Matt. 10:26.

Shills and Thrills

The Rothschilds use infiltrators to fulfill the Protocols.  It does not need to be anything
sophisticated.   Disruption by rumor and innuendo:
"To wear everyone out by dissensions, animosities, feuds, famine, inoculation of diseases,
want, until the Gentiles see no other way of escape except by appeal to our money and our
power." (Protocol 10)  (and their own infiltrators…El
"We will so wear out and exhaust the Gentiles by all this that they will be compelled to offer us
an international authority, which by its position will enable us to absorb without disturbance
all the governmental forces of the world and thus form a super-government." (Protocol 5)
 (United Nations and New World Order by way of weapons of mass deception!)
In this document, I will name names and provide documentation of criminal activity by several
people who claim to be White Nationalists and/or Christian Identians, but whose behavior fits
the paradigm of agent-provocateur.  But first, a more general statement of the problem, because
organized Jewry has a very broad, comprehensive campaign of subversive activity aimed at all
of Christianity and the White Race:

1.)  The White Nationalist community has been the target of intensive governmental
and quasi-governmental infiltration.
2.)  Covert agents of these institutions have infiltrated our movement to prominent

levels.
3.)  Many of these infiltrators have done time for committing crimes and, upon

release from prison, they become moles, often making provocative public statements
that the rest of us would be prosecuted for, yet they are not so prosecuted.
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4.)  Typically, these infiltrators have no visible means of support.  Most of them
have no jobs and pay no taxes.  They tend to be internet warriors, spreading gossip
and false information about people.  Some of them are itinerant wanderers, who, like
Cain, roam from place to place, causing trouble wherever they go.

5.)  They usually work independently, but there have been cases of slithery duos
such as August Kreis and James Wickstrom.  After Kreis’s own family repudiated
him for molesting his own children, James Wickstrom teamed up with Hal Turner,
as will be detailed herein.  That duo fell apart when Hal Turner was exposed as an
agent provocateur.  Wickstrom has never repudiated his association with these two
shills, who have both been imprisoned for inciting violent acts against particular
individuals.  Turner has just been released from prison and put under a 3-year period
of home supervision:

http://www.northjersey.com/news/crime_courts/North_Bergen_shock_jock_release
d_from_prison.html
Mr. Turner, as a result of his arrest, admitted to being a government
informant/mole.  In the linked article, Mr. Turner protests his innocence about
incitement to kill, but he does not mention the fact that he was caught red-handed
emailing his FBI handler and bragging about setting people up!  Such denials are to
be expected from a mole, as ZOG knows that our people have short memories and
are willing to forgive the devil himself.  All I can say is “Once bitten, twice shy.”
Hal Turner is a mole; and there is no point in giving him another opportunity to
deceive us.
  6.)  It behooves every Patriot to know and understand the risks of being involved
in the White Nationalist Movement.  Every group must be constantly on guard
against infiltrators, who are working for the ZOG beast.  The ADL and SPLC have
unlimited funds at their disposal, and they use these funds liberally to disrupt the
White Nationalist movement.  The Jews recruit most of their moles in the prison
system, where they can make deals with potential infiltrators.
  7.)  The ultimate exposure of ZOG’s agit-prop tactics will lessen the beast’s ability
to disrupt the Patriotic Movement.  Hence this exposure is both necessary and
vital.  The more aware you are of how these people operate, the less likely they will
be able to fool you.

Douglas Reed, in his book, The Controversy of Zion, had this to say about a particular
infiltrator, Roy Carlson:
“Another method used by the ADL to keep Jews in ‘mass hysteria’ and non-Jews in a state of
delusion is that of the agent provocateur, the ‘bogus anti-semite’…part of this method is the
distribution of ‘documents’ exposing ‘the whole world plot’ and usually attributed to some
unverifiable gathering of rabbis. ..An example of the bogus anti-semite by the ADL is on record,
authenticated by the organization itself…In November 1952, a radio-interviewer confronted
this man with a well-known American foreign correspondent, Mr. Ray Brock, who taxed
Carlson with having formerly edited ‘a viciously anti-semitic sheet called The Christian
Defender.’  This could not be denied, as the fact had become known, so Carlson said he had
done it ‘with the approval of the Anti-Defamation League.’” – p. 347-348.
Dr. John Coleman, in his 1991 book, Conspirator’s Hierarchy: the Story of the Committee
of 300, stated, “I pursued my investigations, pressing on in the face of severe risks, attacks on
myself and my wife, financial losses, continual harassment, threats and calumny, all part of a
carefully crafted and orchestrated program to discredit me, run by government agents and
informers, embedded in the so-called Christian rightwing, the “Identity Movement,” and
rightwing “patriotic” groups.   These agents operated and still operate under cover of strong
and fearless outspoken opposition to Judaism, their main enemy, they would have us believe.”
– Foreword, http://img560.imageshack.us/img560/4598/thestoryofthecommitteeo.pdf
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 Note that these agents employ “strong and fearless outspoken opposition to Judaism,” just as
Hal Turner did!  So don’t latch on to some rabble-rousing “anti-Semite” just because he talks
the Jew-bashing talk!  You have to be smarter than that!
My own research shows that the downfall of the Ku Klux Klan began during WWII, when many
Klansmen went to fight against the Japanese and Germans, while the well-funded government
agents of Federal Dictator Rosenfeldt quietly infiltrated Klan groups.  In some cases, Jews did
a great job of impersonating Nazis and Klansmen.  Such names as Daniel Burrows, Jordan
Gollub, David Hawke (nee Andrew Greenbaum), Frank Collin (nee Cohen) and communist
turned “white supremacist” Bill White (nee Weiss) come to mind.  Since most Klan groups have
very little money, a secretly-financed agent can easily buy influence and rank; and that practice
continues today.  With sufficient funds, a collaborator can start his own organization and attract
real patriots, who do not realize that they are being set up for a fall.  Suffice it to say that I know
what Dr. Coleman is talking about.
A shill is someone who is working for the enemy while pretending to be against the enemy.
They operate as moles within the patriotic community.  If the mole manages to rise to a position
of influence, this façade is maintained so as to fool patriots into following the shill.  Usually the
mole will “lead” the organization so that it accomplishes absolutely nothing, as was true of the
John Birch Society, whose main job was to prevent the public from finding out that communism
is Jewish.  Alex Jones is just the latest version of Robert Welch, former leader of the JBS.  Other
phony leaders will attempt to manipulate the movement by steering it in the direction of a typical
“hate group,” thus reifying in the eyes of the public the ADL’s false accusation that “Christian
Identity is a violent hate group.”  Anyone who objects to the questionable tactics of the phony
“hate group” is publicly attacked and ritually defamed.
Via this technique of constant slander, organized Jewry suppresses Christian Identity.  Attack-
ing CI’s leadership from within is an inexpensive way of creating havoc within the movement.
The typical mole is an ex-prisoner, one who was conscripted before getting out of prison.
 Law-abiding people are very difficult to recruit, as they have no incentive to ruin their own
livelihoods and reputations.  Civilian shills must be well paid to engage in spying, as this could
be very dangerous work; but a prisoner who has been let out early has already received a reward;
and the threat of going back to prison will keep the shill working with great enthusiasm.
 Government policemen turned informants are also difficult to train for infiltration of CI,
because they really have to know their stuff to be taken seriously.  The lesser shills do what they
can to disrupt the movement by spreading rumors and assisting the major moles.  This is what
the pros call “interruption and interdiction.”  It is part of the Protocol process of divide and
conquer,  thereby  “wearing out the Saints.”
We know that Alex Jones is such an agent.  He is the mass media’s poster boy for rantin,’ ravin,’
lunatic right wing kooks.   The mass media presents him as an authentic representative of a right
wing conspiracy nut, but his entire operation is run by Jews, he is married to a Jewess and his
lawyer, Elisabeth Schurig, is the personal lawyer of the Bronfman family (Seagram’s, Chivas
Regal, Crown Royal,  Martell, Absolut Vodka, Captain Morgan).   Like Rush Limbaugh, Jones
is a bogus patriot, who stops short of exposing the Jewish connection to all terrorism and war
crimes.  He blames “the New World Order, the Illuminati, the powers that be,” etc.  The lesson
is this:  Just because somebody publicly reveals more information than the Kosher Press, this is
not proof that the messenger is on our side!  All agent-provocateurs must put up a believable
front, in order to dupe people into thinking that they are legitimate.

ZOG Gets Personal Against Pastor Eli James

With the above info as a primer of how the Jews infiltrate the right wing, it is now time to talk
about the current assault upon my ministry, which, I dare say, is the most successful anti-Jewish
ministry in the world.  Thanks to my websites, www.anglo-saxonisrael.com and
www.killthebank.net plus my book, The Great Impersonation, plus ten years of internet radio
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shows, public appearances, and solid biblical and historical scholarship documenting Jewish
perfidy against the White Race, I have a proven track record of exposing 6,000 years of Jewish
perfidy.   Unlike my accusers, I obey Yahweh’s laws and do not incite people to commit violent
acts, nor do I incite hatred of the other races.  My ministry consists of 1.) exposing the perfidy
of the Jews, 2.)  exposing the lawlessness and complicity of Judeo-Christianity, and 3.) waking
up the Caucasians to their own identity as Israel.

            (Here is an example of the controversy that is now raging around my ministry:
http://whitereference.blogspot.com/2011/09/christian-identity-pastor-eli-james.html  )

Even if I were a “universalist,” why would William Finck attack a ministry that is doing such
a good job of explaining these truths?  Of course, I am not a universalist; and William Finck
has ulterior motives, as will be demonstrated in the section devoted to him.
Recently, attacks against my person have been coming from several new sources, from within
and without the movement.  Most notably, Skip Baker, who actually produced most of the
videos on my websites, has recently accused me of being a Jew and a rabbi.  Following the lead
of William Finck and his cabal of hate-filled exterminationists, Skip Baker has fabricated
cartoons and videos, depicting me as a Jew, even claiming that I am actually an Israeli rabbi.
His justification for doing this is this type of reasoning: “Only a Jew could know as much about
the Old Testament as Eli James.”  Skip Baker forgets that my expertise in the New Testament
equals or exceeds my knowledge of the Old Testament.  This fact must also “prove” that I am a
Jew.  James Wickstrom has joined Skip Baker in calling me a “name-changer,” as if there is
some biblical law against using an alias.   I challenge these two agitators to show me where that
law exists.  Many Old Testament figures had more than one name, such as Jacob-Israel, Joseph-
Zaphenath Pa’aneah, Daniel-Belteshazzar, and Yahshua-Immanuel.  This is the type of shallow
argument that my accusers use in order to create suspicion, without giving any proof of my
supposed Jewishness.
Actually, my knowledge of the Holy Scriptures EXCEEDS that of any rabbi, because all CI
pastors know more about the Bible than any other group.  As we all know, the rabbis only pay
lip service to Moses while practicing their own traditions.   This is a fact that Skip Baker learned
from yours truly.
I do not include Skip Baker as a shill, but he has definitely become one of their dupes.  As a
result, he has made common cause with the cabal by publicly accusing me of being a Jew.  I
have been very patient with Skip Baker throughout this ordeal, as I know that his spondylitis
medications have long-term effects on one’s brain.  He may be addicted to these narcotics, such
as methadone and hydromorphone.  I understand that he is taking a third medication as well,
Dilaudid.   Quite a potent combo of mind altering opiates!  I will pray for Skip Baker’s healing.
Perhaps he will stop hallucinating!  Even though the drug companies say that methadone is not
addictive, Skip Baker is not about to give up his pain-killers.
I hope Obama does not force him to take the RFID chip in order to get his medications.  I was
the one who informed him that this is the “mark of the beast.”  Several congresscritters have
proposed religious exemptions to Obamacare.  Skip Baker should look into that so he doesn’t
have to take the chip.  I wouldn’t wish that on my worst enemy.
Skip Baker even designed the cover of my book, The Great Impersonation, so he knows me
well enough to understand that I do know the Bible very well, better than most Judeo theolo-
gians and better than the rabbis, whose expertise is in the Talmud, not the Torah.    However, by
sinking to the level of concocting false evidence in his videos, I have no choice but to expose
his lawbreaking, so that people can decide for themselves who is telling the truth and who is
lying.  Skip Baker, this verse is for you:
“But I say unto you, that whosoever is angry with his brother without a cause shall be in danger
of the judgment; and whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca, shall be in danger of the council:
but whosoever shall say, Thou fool, shall be in danger of hellfire.”  - Matt. 5:22.
William Finck, back-stabber, par excellence, was my internet radio co-host for about 2.5 years,
when he suddenly turned against me for refusing to endorse his unscriptural Extermination
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Thesis.  (See “William Finck, Race-Traitor” and “Crumbs” at ASI, for a thorough exposition on
Finck’s treachery, which also includes concocting false evidence.)  As far as I am concerned,
anyone who would stoop to the level of concocting false evidence has no honour.  Such a person
is using Jew-tactics.  But, we know that White people are capable of such things.  Witness Esau.
Witness Finck, Baker and Aaron Swartz, an associate of Finck, whom you will meet later.  By
the way, “Aaron Swartz” is an obvious alias, but these false accusers have no problem using
double standards to protect their friends.
As soon as Finck got out of prison, he was informed by me of my use of aliases, and he kept my
cover until he and Clifton Emahiser began promoting their Extermination Thesis, which
propounds that all non-Whites are hybrids, like Jews, instead of pure races.  This theory also
requires that all non-Whites and other “hybrids” will not survive the Judgment Day, leaving
only White people alive thereafter.   I had no initial objection to this thesis, until I started reading
their flimsy arguments for this doctrine.  I suggested to Clifton Emahiser that he come up with
better arguments than what I had read up to that point.  His response to me was “This means
war.”  I thought this was a very odd response from someone I considered to be an ally and
a colleague.  I wasn’t trying to oppose him.  I was trying to encourage him to make better
arguments, arguments that can’t be ridiculed.
From that moment forward, William Finck and Clifton Emahiser have been attacking my
person, calling me a “liar,” “Jew,” “universalist,” “rabbi,” etc.  In opposition to their Extermina-
tion Thesis, I have published “Beast of the Field,” “Genesis 1 &2” and “Crumbs.”  These three
essays explain my positions on racial hybridity and theology, contrasting their position versus
mine.   Because I refused to kowtow to their nonsense, Finck and his Zogbot buddies started
producing videos depicting me to be a “Jew.”
Finck has made himself especially obnoxious with his habit of publicly referring to White
women as “whores,” if they happen to disagree with his theology.  I know of at least three fine
White ladies whom Finck refers to as whores.  I’m sure there are many more.  In doing this,
Finck is just shooting himself in the foot.  If he were less arrogant, he might attract more women
to his message. If he were truly concerned about making converts of White women, he wouldn’t
be so stupid.  This is just more proof that Finck is not promoting Identity.  He is deliberately
causing dissension within our ranks.
Finck also began teaching his phony “All Whites are saved” doctrine after our schism; and that
is heretical as well.  In 2.5 years as my co-host, Finck had never once made such a claim!  After
the schism, Finck’s heresies began to mount up.   Here’s how Paul puts the matter:
For if we go on sinning deliberately after receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer
remains a sacrifice for sins, but a fearful expectation of judgment, and a fury of fire that will
consume the adversaries. Anyone who has set aside the law of Moses dies without mercy on the
evidence of two or three witnesses. How much worse punishment, do you think, will be
deserved by the one who has trampled underfoot the Son of God, and has profaned the blood
of the covenant by which he was sanctified, and has outraged the Spirit of grace? For we know
him who said, “Vengeance is mine; I will repay.” And again, “The Lord will judge his people.”
It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God.  -  Hebrews 10:26-31 ESV)
SO MUCH FOR "ONCE SAVED, ALWAYS SAVED."  And so much for Finck’s claim that
he was “baptized coming out of the womb.”  Finck thinks that having White skin is the
equivalent of salvation!  Amazing!  And he appears to have followers who actually believe this
pseudo-Aryan hogwash!!  Yahshua said we will be baptized with water and with fire.  We’ll see
if Finck survives the fire.
Of course Paul is only speaking of White Israelites, since only Israel was given the Law; and
Yahshua confirms Paul’s words in John 15.  Read that chapter for yourself, where it plainly
states that Israelites who are sinners will also be gathered and burned, just like tares!!!  SO
MUCH FOR SALVATION BY RACE ONLY, Mr. Finck!
Finck’s doctrine of salvation by race is merely a form neo-Nazism; and the Jews are all for
promoting Nazism, as the specter of Nazism is the favorite tool of the Oberjuden to strike fear
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and terror into the hearts of the lesser brethren.   Finck knows that this race-only (without having
to obey Yahweh’s laws) doctrine cannot be defended with Scripture, so he defames anyone who
disagrees.  Esau, move over, you’ve got competition – or a friend!

Identity Being Attacked from Without by Non-Whites Posing as
White Nationalists

Simultaneously with these attacks by moles from within Identity, attacks from without have also
increased.  I have always had enemies in the White Nationalist movement, especially those who
hate Christian Identity because they think that Yahshua was a “Jew on a stick” and that
“Christianity is a Jewish religion.”  Recently, several bogus anti-Semites, such as Charles
Giuliani and Zion Crime Factory have appeared on the scene.  I have butted heads with both of
them and denounced them as phonies, but gullible sheeple within the White Nationalist move-
ment have taken them seriously.
I recently confronted ZCF on the Rebecca Carley show to discuss the fact that the Jews are not
the Israel of the Bible, but he said, “I’m not interested in discussing religion.”   This was very
hypocritical, because his website at that time had a large anti-Christian section.  I even posted a
note on his blog complaining about his anti-Christianity.  I stated that he was not really
anti-Jewish at all and that his real target was Christianity.  As a result of that incident, I started
telling people that ZCF is a shill.  (I was proven correct, when Mike Delaney announced this as
a fact on www.zioncrimefactory.com  I have post this commentary as an Appendix, for the
record.)
Note very carefully:  Anyone who refuses to consider the evidence that the Jews are NOT
the Israel of the Bible is doing the Jews a BIG FAVOUR!
Such a person cannot possibly be a patriot.  And that includes the likes of David Duke and David
Irving.  These men deliberately avoid the task of exposing the Jewish masquerade as Israel.  If
you want to kill a vampire, pound a stake into its heart, instead of beating around the bush.
Furthermore, anyone who teaches that Christianity is an offshoot of Judaism is doing them an
even bigger favor!!  Or that Jesus was a Jew!  Or that the Bible is a Jewish book!  On these
points, bogus anti-Semites, like Charlie and Zander, are in lock-step with Jewish doctrine!
Rather than questioning the foundational myths of Judaism, far too many WN’s take these lies
for granted, thus giving the Jews credibility as the “chosen.”   Many more become anti-Christian
as a result, falling into the nihilism of the Protocols.   These WN”s don’t realize it, but they have
been just as brainwashed by Jewish propaganda as the Judeo-Christians.  These bogus
anti-Semites have a field day among the gullible.  Typically, they wind up attacking Christian
Identity, which was the intention from the beginning, for both Charlie and Zander.  Duke and
Irving are doing the Jews a big favor too, by not exposing their religious deceit.  Of course, their
books would be permanently banned if they promoted Christian Identity.
Remember, the Oberjuden use bogus anti-Semites as the bogeymen for whipping the “lesser
brethren” into beta wolves.   Most Jews are just as brainwashed as liberals and Judeo-Churchi-
ans.   These jews must believe that there is an “antisemite” under every bed.
As I have stated in many speeches to White Nationalist groups, “You know that the Jews are the
world’s consummate liars.  Why do you believe them when they claim to be “God’s chosen
people?”  Is this not the biggest lie of them all?  The very BIG LIE of Judaism?  By believing
this lie, they have successfully turned you against the Bible and Your only hope for salvation,
Yahshua Messiah!  Believe me, the Devil is way smarter than you are!  (Gen. 3:1.)
            By the way, ZCF does not reveal his name or whereabouts.  I wonder if Skip Baker or
Bill Finck have ever accused him of being a Jew for not revealing his identity or place of
residence.  Very hypocritical, if not suspicious!  Now that ZCF has been outed as an actual Jew,
maybe they can make a video on how Zander Crime Factory passed himself off as a bogus
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anti-Semite and totally fooled them!!!  I wonder if Finck and company will take the time to make
such a video, especially since they are part of the crowd that was taken in by him!!!
            After debating Charles Giuliani on the John Friend show, I received this comment
from a listener:  Ever since your debate with Giuliani, he has been bashing CI. I haven’t lis-
tened to much of it.  I just check to see what he is rambling about. Today he is claiming that CI
wants to rule the world just like Jews so we are just as bad as Jews because we want to “de-
throne” them.  This guy is really hell bent on destroying CI.” I agree.  Giuliani is a berserker,
who with much sturm und drang, plus a liberal amount of mock outrage, pretends to be pro-
White.  His rhetoric has “bogus anti-Semite” written all over it.
            These two shills, Charlie and Zander, even did a number of shows together, in which
they were praising Adolf Hitler, making the gullible neo-Nazis swoon, but neither one of them
ever had anything nice to say about Christian Identity or Jesus Christ.  They just couldn’t
bring themselves to pay lip service to the Son of God.

We all know that the communists, atheists, socialists, Jews, Judeo-Christians, liberals,
and academics hate Christian Identity, but I had to laugh when someone sent me a link to a
Satanist website, BlackSun666, that joined the chorus of condemnation.   Here is a link to the
website and the article: http://www.666blacksun.org/satanic-national-socialism/exposing-
christian-identity/

I just have to quote the first paragraph, which obviously comes right out of the ADL
handbook:

Exposing Christian Identity
Another jewish Program For Gentiles

[Note: they have even adopted the WN practice of printing a lower case j on the word
‘Jew.’]

A message for those who are deluded and acknowledge the religion of “Christian
Identity.”

Christian Identity is deluded in that they preach the Jews are of ‘Satan.’ “Satan” means
“adversary/enemy” in Hebrew for those who can read it and speak it. It is true the Jews
are of the evil one, but the evil one is NOT ‘Satan’ but ‘Yaweh/Jehova.’  The Jews
themselves, as a collective whole are “YHVH.” They have deceived humanity into
worshipping *their* “God.” The references in the Talmud have been erroneously
translated. The references to “Jesus” in the Talmud are really not “Jesus.” This is so
obvious concerning what is precisely written. The verses that “Gentiles ‘shit’ before
their God” and “Jesus boils in semen in Hell”; these are not in truth any references to
the nazarene or Jehova, but to The True God of the Gentiles, known as “Satan/Lucifer”
who has suffered more blasphemies, indignities and horrendous disrespect from his
own people at the hands of the Jews. The problem with most people is a lack of
knowledge. Few bother to do the necessary research, learn to read Hebrew (which is
actually quite easy) and really *research* the Jewish religion. Their “God” is none other
than Yaweh/Jehova. Jesus Christ is fictitious. YES, fictitious. Those who may have had
certain experiences are in reality dealing with evil. Jesus Christ has been used for
centuries as nothing more than a distraction. One does not just state “I am saved” and
then embark on a life’s course of non-action and self-denial. This is what the Jews
want. They want for gentiles to forfeit all of their spiritual power so this power will only
remain in the hands of a few; the few who control the world from the top- the Jews. In
truth, we “save” our own souls through power meditation. There is nothing “spiritual”
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nor has there ever been anything even remotely spiritual about the Christian Churches.
They are and always have been material. It is easy to fool those who have never
experienced true spirituality as they are unaware it even exists.
This may be the most important article you will ever read if you truly care about your
race, nation and future. Yes, the Jews are of the evil one, there is no doubt, but the
issue is the IDENTITY of the evil one. If we look to certain scriptures, he can readily be
identified by his works. There is much deception here because for centuries, gentiles
have been taught to have faith and not to think for themselves. Remember, the true evil
one is, like his chosen people, the master of deception and lies and if you have the
patience to read on, you will learn the Jews have deceived all of the nations into
worshipping him in their churches and his name is not Satan, but Yaweh/Jehova. This
deception has resulted in a huge supply of psychic energy, power and wealth that has
been used by Jewish adepts to destroy the gentiles, namely the white race that has
stood in the way of their agenda for world domination
So, Yahweh is the Evil One?  This is exactly what Charlie Giuliani argued in our broadcast
debate.  He was saying that Yahweh is really Satan.  Interesting Observation:  Since this is a
Satanic website, why would they expose Yahweh as the real “Satan.”  Shouldn’t they be keeping
this “fact” a secret?  They’re giving away the game!!!  The deceiver gets caught by its own
logic!  The author needs to take more courses at the Yeshiva.  This is amateur deception, at best!
Of course, the site is run by Jews in order to trick everyone, including non-Jewish Satanists.
Only Christian Identity can say that we are hated by every other group in the world, both right
wing and left wing!  The Jews hate us.  The Judeo-Christians hate us.  Atheists hate us.  Many
Neo-Nazis hate us.  Communists, socialists, liberals and conservatives all hate us.  Now, even
the Satanists are trying to discredit us.  We must be doing something right!!!  Yahshua told us
that we would be HATED for His Name’s sake!

The Enemy Within

The most frequent attacks against my ministry have come from “within” the movement, from
people who claim to be Identians, such as Martin Lindstedt, William Finck and James Wick-
strom.  Because these attacks have increased in frequency, I have no choice but to go public and
document their tactics of ritual defamation.  These individuals and others are posing as
patriots/Identians, but their behavior hardly qualifies them as law-abiding Christian Israelites.

Let it be known that I do not take false accusations against my person lightly.  Yahweh does not
approve either, for false accusations are a clear violation of His Sacred Laws.  It should be
obvious that any Identian who refuses to obey Yahweh’s laws has no credibility.  It is a
SELF-CONTRADICTION.  Identians obey His Laws.  Only phonies disobey them.   Also,
anyone who follows a law-breaker is demonstrating a lack of discernment.  The tools (shills)
need fools (dupes) in order to establish a following; but Identians should know that anyone who
violates Yahweh’s laws is NOT an Identian.  This is what differentiates Christian Identity from
all other doctrines.  We do not, like Pharisees, flaunt Yahweh’s laws.  That’s what the Jews do.
To imitate a Jew is to become a Jew; and that is a ticket to the fires of judgment.
Our example is Yahshua.  Any self-proclaimed “leader” who uses Jewish tactics against fellow
Identians needs to be exposed and shunned.  So I am composing this essay as a public service
to those who might be misled by people who talk the talk, but who publicly refuse to walk the
wal
Immediately after our schism, in early 2012, Finck and company went to the extent of putting
out a video depicting me as a rabbi.  This was done at www.zogbots.org, which will be fully
exposed in one of the Appendices.  Zogbots lists me, Eli James, as a “threat to Identity.”  The
Jew in that first video is at least 250 pounds, with a tremendous girth.  I am 5’ 9” tall, with a 36”
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waist.  Finck’s cabal has been defaming me with such tactics ever since, and they have not
provided a shred of evidence that I am a Jew.
Finck, Baker, et al, have no qualms about violating the law and invading my privacy, even
though I have done them no wrong.  Finck even admits that there is no sin until someone has
been harmed.  So, Mr. Finck, how have I harmed you?  Show me the Law that I have violated.
Show me one person who has been injured by my use of an alias?  But SLANDER is injurious
by design; and this my accusers are all guilty of.   Since I have violated no law, I am innocent
until proven guilty.  And the burden is on the accuser to provide the proof.  Anyone who
believes Finck’s accusations should ask him, “Where’s your proof?”
But shills don’t need proof.  They just add new accusations on top of the old ones.  Very Jewish!
Now, the cabal of infiltrators has put out another video depicting me as a different Jew, namely,
one Rabbi Amnon Yitzak!  So, there are two phony videos out there – of two different people –
both of which purport to be the “real Eli James.”  One is at zogbots.org and the other is being
circulated by Skip Baker.  The producer is someone by the name of “Aaron Swartz.”  (More on
this in the Appendix.)   I must be a god, because only a god can be three people at once!!!  The
Finckaholics need to get their story straight.  Only liars keep changing their alibi.
Finck and Baker both witnessed the ARA (Anti-Racist Action, a communist student group)
demonstration against me in Binghamton NY, when we tried to have a Paul Conference there,
in June 2009.  When we heard the chanting demonstrators, we had to pack up our stuff and leave
by the side entrance while the ARA was confronted by another group on the front porch of the
American Legion lodge.  A group of veteran bikers was holding a press conference on the front
porch when the demonstrators tried to access the premises.  It is not as though Finck and Baker
don’t know that I am vulnerable to attack by such groups.  Yet, in a clear act of maliciousness,
both of them are now accusing me a of being a Jew!! I report these things because you need to
know just how vicious these people are.  Because these attacks upon my ministry have been
growing in intensity, with outsiders in the WN community being encouraged to repeat these
ridiculous rumors, the cabal hopes to increase their number, so I have no choice but to expose
the shills who are behind this campaign of ritual defamation.
Like the Jews, false accusers never reveal their own crimes.
Now, for the cast of shills.

Hal Turner, Agent Provocateur

Students Protest FBI over Hal Turner

College students protested the FBI for hiring Hal Turner as an Intelligence Operative for the
Joint Terrorism Task Force.

While these particular kids are misguided Communists, protesting that the FBI funded a
pro-white media host and pro-white media outlet (Turner Radio Network), others showed up
to protest the FBI's BETRAYAL of Hal Turner.

Turner was arrested by the FBI on June 24, 2009 after he wrote an editorial which was
critical of three federal judges. In the editorial, Turner called the judges traitors and tyrants.
He
quoted Thomas Jefferson who said "The tree of Liberty must be replenished from time to time
with the blood of tyrants and patriots," and later said: "Let me be the first to say this plainly,
these judges deserve to be killed."

The FBI claims that saying the judges "deserve to be killed" is a threat to "assault and
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murder" them. Turner says his words are just an opinion.

Turner was hired by the FBI in the year 2002, but the bureau revealed Turner had actually
"contributed to the FBI's Mission since 1993." they trained him as an Intelligence Operative
and provided extensive legal advice about what is lawful, protected speech as opposed to
unlawful speech. Turner relied on that training while writing his editorial but was arrested
by the FBI
anyway.

After being held in federal prison for
119 days, Turner was freed on
$500,000 bail on October 21, 2009.
His trial is set for sometime in late
November in Brooklyn, NY.

More Evidence About Hal
Turner:

Hal Turner Admits He Worked
for the FBI

Kurt Nimmo, Infowars - July 28,
2009

In a lame attempt to save his hide and stay out of prison for allegedly threatening to kill federal
judges, the racist talk show host Hal Turner has admitted in court that he is an FBI informant,
the Chicago Breaking News Center reports today.

FBI informant and operative Hal Turner seen in state Superior Court in Jersey City in
June with his lawyer.

Alex Jones and others have argued for some time that the white supremacist from North Bergen,
New Jersey, is an FBI informant.
Assistant U.S. Atty. William Hogan tried to dismiss Turner’s admission. “Hogan said Turner
may have had some contact with the FBI as an informant but that it was quite some time ago,”
reports Jeff Coen. Recent evidence, however, reveals that Turner has continued his relationship
with the feds.
Documentation emerged in 2008 exposing Turner as an FBI operative. “Hal Turner, rising in
fame as the most blatant hate talk radio host, self-proclaimed neo-Nazi, antisemite, racist who
hinted at the need to eradicate Jews — turns out to have been fronting a typical FBI COINTEL-
PRO sting operation,” writes Richard Evans. Hackers managed to gain access to his forum
server and revealed correspondence with an FBI agent who was apparently Turner’s handler.
As documented by Brian Glick and others, under COINTELPRO, the FBI subsidized, armed,
directed and protected the Klu Klux Klan and other racist groups, including the “Secret Army
Organization” of California.
The FBI is notorious for unleashing informants and provocateurs. In 2008, it was discovered
that informants working for the FBI were at the center of a supposed terror plot aimed at the
Fort Dix Army base in New Jersey. One of the informants received nearly $240,000 in taxpayer
money for his role in the operation.
In 2007, the FBI was caught manipulating seven impoverished residents of Liberty City,
Florida, attempting to get them to blow up the Sears tower in Chicago. As it turns out, the
supposed terror plot and the principal source of resources for the group came in the form of an
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FBI informant posing as an “Al Qaeda representative.” The two informants — Abbas al-Saidi
and Elie Assad — earned over $130,000 for their services to the FBI.
Earlier this year, the FBI lured a gang of pathetic would-be terrorists in New York with “piles
of cash and gifts and even bags of weed,” according to the New York Post. The men were later
charged with plotting to blow up synagogues and military jets.
Source: http://www.infowars.com/hal-turner-admits-he-worked-for-the-fbi/
Hal Turner proves that you can say all the right things, thus duping thousands of patriots, while
working for the enemy, just like Zion Shill Factory.  This is why I have consistently said that
anyone who advocates acts of violence is either incompetent or a shill.   Those who are ignorant
of the depths of Jewish deceit and those with itchy trigger fingers are easily manipulated.  They
do not possess the patience of the Saints and are ready to rush in where fools perish.  There’s no
telling how many young, gullible and angry White males were taken in by him.  The fact is the
Jews know us better than we know ourselves, because their educational system and their
Judeo-Christianity moulds us into stupid goyim.

Hal Turner Is “Irreplaceable”
http://rawstory.com/2009/11/report-fbi-viewed-ultraright-radio-informant-turner-irreplaceable/

Infowars - November 30, 2009

Not only did the FBI coach Hal Turner, it paid him to make racist and antisemitic remarks. “The
Record of Bergen County reported Sunday that Hal Turner received thousands of dollars from
the FBI to report on neo-Nazis and white supremacist groups and was sent undercover to
Brazil,” reports the Associated Press.
Federal officials were concerned Turner and his white supremacist comrades would turn their
FBI encouraged rhetoric into action. “Turner also claims the FBI coached him to make racist,
anti-Semitic and other threatening statements on his radio show, but the newspaper also found
many federal officials were concerned that his audience might follow up on his violence
rhetoric.”
The FBI had little aversion in the past to supporting and encouraging racists, Ku Klux Klan,
Nazis, and white supremacists. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, for instance, the FBI under
COINTELPRO provided covert aid and assistance to the Klan and other groups (see Brian
Glick, COINTELPRO Revisited: Spying & Disruption).
“Church Committee hearings and internal FBI documents revealed that more than one quarter
of all active Klan members during the period were FBI agents or informants,” notes the authors
of COINTELPRO: The Untold American Story. “However, Bureau intelligence ‘assets’ were
neither neutral observers nor objective investigators, but active participants in beatings,
bombings and murders that claimed the lives of some 50 civil rights activists by 1964.”
FBI operatives set “up dozens of Klaverns, sometimes being leaders and public spokesper-
sons.” Gary Rowe, an FBI informant, was involved in the Klan killing of Viola Liuzzo, a civil
rights worker.
Under the FBI’s “White Hate Groups” program, senior FBI management and a majority of
agents in the field endorsed the Klan’s values, if not the vigilante character of their tactics.
In the 1960s, the Klan and racists were used by the FBI against Black, Chicano, and Native
American “liberation” movements. In the present time, inheritors of the Klan are used against
the patriot and constitutionalist movements.
“Turner’s FBI connections began in 2003 with the Newark-based Joint Terrorism Task Force
and continued on and off until this year, according to the newspaper. He claims his postings and
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other inflammatory statements were part of an undercover operation to ferret out violent
left-wing radicals,” reports the Associated Press.
In fact, “violent left-wing radicals” are few and far between and the targets are patriots. The
DHS and MIAC reports characterize the members and leaders of the patriot and constitutional-
ist movements as terrorists.

Shills Anonymous and Shills-A-Plenty

Before exposing these shills within Identity, I have a Bible verse for them:  “For I say unto you,
That except your righteousness exceed that of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case
enter the kingdom of heaven.” – Matt. 5:20.
I provide here a list of the main suspects:
Ray Larsen, retired Imperial Wizard of the National Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.
William Finck, convicted of “violating a prisoner’s civil rights,” which violation led to the death
of Arnaldo Ortega.  The judge equated Finck’s crime with second-degree murder, but Finck
plea-bargained to the lesser charge.  See “William Finck, Race-Traitor,” at ASI, for the evidence
in this matter.  Finck has been posing as a CI teacher ever since.

Martin Lindstedt, convicted child molester and
self-proclaimed admirer of Felix Dzerzinksy,
Jew-communist mass murderer.
August Kreis, III, convicted of many crimes.
James Wickstrom, convicted counterfeiter, home-
wrecker and long-time associate of many known
federal agents.
Of these five characters, Wickstrom and Kreis
have the longest rap sheets, as will be detailed
below.  They were also working together for
many years in various White Nationalist/Identity
groups.   Once Kreis became a liability to the feds,
Wickstrom became an associate of Hal Turner.
 Let’s take these ex-felons one at a time.

Railton Loy, Alias Ray Larsen

(Source of photo:
http://www.etruth.com/article/20120416/NEWS

01/704169981 )

It’s ironic that retired Imperial Wizard, Ray
Larsen, chides me for using an alias, since he has
done the same thing.  It is quite natural for Klans-

men to hide their identities.  That’s why they also wear hoods at rallies, so that friends,
neighbors and cops won’t recognize them.  Klansmen don’t like to have their windows smashed
and car tires punctured by leftists and Zionist dupes.  Also, it would be economic suicide for
many Klansmen, who have their own businesses, if their customers were to find out about their
racial views and Klan affiliations.  This is why many Klansmen use assumed names.  “There’s
a reason why it’s called the Invisible Empire.”
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For four years, I was Larsen’s Imperial Kludd (chaplain), travelling with him to three or four
rallies annually.   My purpose was to provide Klansmen with the Biblical facts about racial
segregation; and I think I did this job very well.  But a very difficult situation came up in 2009,
when I had to resign from the National Knights.   Without warning, Ray had replaced the
existing Tennessee Grand Dragon with a newcomer by the name of David Alexander (also an
alias) and he replaced the reigning webmaster, Jackie Lewis, who had designed and built the
site, with a Jewess by the name of Tina Greco.  I was suspicious of these two moves, but I had
no say in the matter.  We had a special meeting in Tennessee, where I found that all of the TN
people I had become friends with were absent.  None of the klansmen and klanswomen that I
had previously fellowshipped with in TN were present.  I found this to be extremely odd, but I
kept my concern to myself, but I had already suspected the worst.  Instead, Tina and David had
taken their places.  I immediately sized up David as a sleazebag and Tina as a Jewess, but I had
to hold my tongue until I got more information.  The last straw was when Mr. Alexander tried
to hire two members of my Illinois congregation to murder a number of people on a hit
list.
Yes, you read correctly!  David Alexander tried to hire two of my Illinois men to carry out a
contract hit!!  After showing Zach and Tim this hit list, Mr. Alexander pointed to a blank check
on his desk and said, “Name your price.”
Zach and Tim, being honorable Klansmen, did the right thing and immediately left the premises,
heading back to Chicago.  After reporting this incident to Ray Larsen, they reported it to me.
This hit list became a major scandal for the National Knights.  Because Ray Larsen refused to
do anything about these two provocateurs, Tina and David, I told Ray, “Either they go or I go.”
The rest is history.
[The full story of this hit list and Ray Larsen’s betrayal of the Ku Klux Klan is told in “My
Resignation” at ASI.]
Since resigning my position as Imperial Kludd, Ray Larsen has gone on the warpath, calling me
a “Jew” and a “name-changer,” just like Finck and Wickstrom.  Larsen has since retired from
the Klan, but his attempts to smear me continue.  At his retirement party, only about ten people
showed up.  This is a very poor turn-out for someone like Ray Larsen, who had been in the Klan
for nearly fifty years and whose group was probably the largest Klan in the world… but no
longer.  The reason for the poor turn-out was the fact that the Hit List episode had become
common knowledge within the Klan; and no one trusts him anymore.  This is as it should be.
By hobnobbing with Jewesses and infiltrators, Ray Larsen has disgraced himself.  May

Yahweh have mercy upon his soul.  In order to cover his own ass, Ray Larsen continues to smear
me in internet forums.
About one year before my resignation, Ray Larsen made national headlines by predicting that
Barack Obama would be assassinated.  This was in 2008, during Obama’s first campaign.  Here
is the Fox News Chicago report:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=30xP1i8YgdM&bpctr=1360717924

This video includes the testimony of another federal informant, Tom Martinez, who makes the
point as to how dangerous it is to be a klansman.   Mr. Martinez was probably a fed all along.
It is impossible for the Klan and other White nationalist groups to prevent such infiltrators from
coming in, especially as they seek to enlarge their membership.  Pretending to be a racist is easy.
Following the rules of Christian Identity is another matter.  We identify phonies by observing
their violations of Yahweh’s laws and their carefully contrived hate speech.  Contrary to Jewish
propaganda, Christian Identity has never engaged in any kind of hate speech against the other
races.  Only provocateurs, posing as Identity, engage in this tactic.
It is very interesting that, despite this hit list, the Obama administration has not bothered to
prosecute Mr. Larsen or his two operatives for racketeering and conspiracy to commit murder.
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After all, two police jurisdictions are aware of the Hit
List, one in Tennessee and one in Indiana.  The Grand
Dragon of Indiana brought this information to the
attention of the Indiana police, because nothing was
being done about Larsen’s racketeering in Tennessee.
Were the Obama administration truly interested in
punishing Mr. Larsen for his loose lips, they could
have taken full legal advantage of this Hit List epi-
sode.

Why have the feds and the media no interest in the Hit
List?  SHHH!  Don’t say a word!

Martin Lindstedt

Martin Lindstedt is an obvious infiltrator.  After serving three years in an insane asylum for
molesting a twelve-year-old boy, Martin Lindstedt appeared out of nowhere, just as Hal Turner
was leaving.  Mr. Lindstedt had never had anything to do with Christian Identity before getting
out of prison.  I have exposed the machinations of Mr. Lindstedt, whose only purpose in life is
to make Christian Identity look ridiculous and to cause trouble for true Identians.
Is it at all likely that a true Identity minister would call his website, “The Movement Turd”?  He
mocks us as he claims to represent us.  Very Jewish.
Here is an example of Mr. Foulmouth O’Lindstench pretending to be an anti-Semite:

http://sipseystreetirregulars.blogspot.com/2010/03/martin-lindstedt-netnazi-and-
convicted.html

Suffice it to say that none of Lindstedt’s trash talk even comes close to Identity scholarship.  The
nicest thing I can say about Guttermouth is that he is a professional agitator.  The Jews love to
use people like him to stir up trouble among real patriots.  On Halloween night, 2010, I called
in to his talkshow and accused him of being a liar and a phony, at least four times.  Significantly,
he did not deny it.  I either caught him off guard or he is actually a White man, who cannot lie
spontaneously.  But that does not take him out of the race-traitor category.
Lindstedt is known for filing frivolous lawsuits.   He has threatened me with lawsuits several
times, but he never follows through, as he does not want to see me in court, especially if I get
him in front of a jury.  His charade will be forever terminated if a jury of his peers sees what a
slimeball he is.  Lindstedt is constantly trolling my talk shows and posting porn and false
accusations against me and those who attend my chat rooms.
I am still waiting for him to file suit, as he claims that I once complained to the FBI about him,
which is just another lie, as I have never contacted the FBI about anyone or anything.   He is
such an obvious shill that no one takes him seriously.  Those who keep him on their email lists
are just giving him the credibility he craves.  He had to conscript the Nimbusters internet
harassment group, because he has no friends; and now, after two years, even the Nimbusters
have deserted him, because they have found out what a phony he is.  Trolling my shows is no
longer fun for them.
            This item I just discovered, dated Sept. 28, 2011, Neosho Daily News:
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GRANBY – Self-avowed white supremacist Martin Lindstedt, of Granby, Missouri, was
arrested this Tuesday on his third charge of statutory sodomy on a minor. The former
Aryan Nations pastor was previously arrested by Newton County authorities on May 10 2005,
and charged with first degree statutory sodomy, a charge that indicates the victim was less than
12 years of age.
Mr. Lindstedt was found guilty on both previous charges and sentenced to serve three
years in the Fulton State Hospital and register as a sex offender. Under the Three Strikes
Law Martin Lindstedt can face life imprisonment if convicted. He’s currently being held without
bail in the Newton County Jail.  Source: http://www.neoshodailynews.com/newsnow/x26172...

So, a registered sex offender is posing as a “pastor.”  Lindstedt is out on the streets again,
polluting southwestern Missouri with his presence and the internet with his foul mouth.
Unfortunately, the Stench, as everybody likes to call him, is still among us, although his activity
seems to have subsided,
since his friends have
been deserting him.   Lindst-
edt’s sordid history is de-
tailed at ASI, under “Rabbi
Lindstench.” (I noticed that
the first link in that article
didn’t work, so I have put it
here.  It is a good example
of the quality of his writing:
http://www.w hitenationalist
.org/forum/sh owpost.php?p
=5795&postc ount=116 )
I’ll let you be the judge of
whether his writing is
worthy of a pastor.
This post would be of interest as well, as it details Lindstedt being defrocked from Aryan
nations: http://rturner229.blogspot.com/2007/04/its-time-for-lindstedt-to-have-his-day.html

Lindstedt’s hero, the Jewish mass-murderer, Felix Dzerzhinsky:

Jubilant Russians Toppling Founder Of Homeland Security In USSR
Felix Dzerzhinsky
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Mr. Lindstedt changed his name to Martin Dzerzhinsky Lindstedt in honour of this Jewish
mass murderer.  ‘Nough said!

August Kreis III

I met August Kreis for the first time in 2004 at the White Pride Fest in Indiana.  I had already
heard about his reputation as a long-time associate of James Wickstrom.  I had also exchanged
emails with him over the Council’s hearing concerning the Kathy Kallstrom – James Wickstrom
affair.  I remember one email in particular, in which he said, “Don’t quote Scripture to me.”
 Since he knows nothing about the Bible, I can understand his comment.
Our first meeting was nearly a violent one.  The details of this first encounter are related in
“Reports of My Jewishness Are Highly Exaggerated,” at ASI.  The Wickstrom/Kreis camp has
been calling me a Jew and otherwise insulting me on the internet ever since the 2004 White
Pride Fest.
Kreis was posing as a White Nationalist, having belonged to the Aryan Nations before Pastor
Butler died.  After Butler’s death, several wannabees laid claim to the Name, Aryan Nations,
and started various offshoot groups.  Kreis was one of them.

August Kreis, Media Hog, Bogus Anti-Semite, Par Excellence

This link is of August Kreis and his daughters on the Jerry Springer show.  This is positively
embarrassing, because Kreis’s behavior becomes fixed in the public mind as an example of a
“White Nationalist.”  August Kreis, a supposed “representative” of White nationalism, has
taught his daughters to kill Jews: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWmlCvGDeEQ  With
such pitiful examples being set before the public, it’s no wonder that CI has such a hard time
attracting followers.
I’ll bet Jerry Springer was fully aware that Kreis is an operative.  The entire show was staged to
make White Nationalists look like morons.  Making White people look like morons is Springer’s
stock-in-trade anyhow.
Here are some of Kries’s incendiary posts from his Aryan nations website:
"Now is the time for all who seek to wage war under the banner of Aryan Nations to raise high
the flag of violent, pan-Aryan revolution against the jew [sic], absolute hostility to all enemies,
total secrecy in relation to all operational needs, policies and action and adherence to decen-
tralization and leaderless resistance."
“Fanaticism, ruthlessness and consistency must be the character traits of those who wish to join
with us in the Aryan Nations."
"Jew praising Judeo-Christian freaks should be treated no differently than the jewish [sic] scum
they support and admire! Even though many are of our race they are nothing less than traitors.
Fact is ALL that dance to the tune of the jew should and will be exterminated with the jew!"
Dr. Wesley Swift and Bertrand Comparet never engaged in such threats; and only hired agitators
can get away with such talk without being arrested. Like Lindstedt, Kreis also advocates that
White Judeo-Christians should also be treated with violence!
“Such mindless rhetoric is just what the jews need to paint Christian Identity with the false brush
of “violent, racist hate group.”  Kries is one of their poster boys. They use people like him to
discredit Christian Identity.
August Kreis has two protection orders filed against him:  One by his daughter, Jennifer, who
accused her father, August Kreis III, of sexually molesting her.  “He sexually molested me for
several years.”   {Filed Dec. 19, 1996, Potter County, PA.}  His ex-wife also filed a restraining
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order against Kries, on behalf of herself and two other children, Amy Lynn and August IV.  The
complaint cites that August Kreis held a gun to Jennifer’s head, molested their daughter Amy,
and physically abused his son, August IV.  {Filed on the same date in Potter County, PA.  I have
photocopies of these documents in my possession.}
August Kreis was supporting Arab terrorists on the web.  In the press, Kreis praised Buford
Furrow, a former Aryan Nations member, who, under the influence of anti-depressants, shot up
a Jewish school.

http://74.125.95.132/search?q=cache:http://againstnazi.com/nazi-jihad.htm

Now, I’m sure that many of you reading this are happy about Mr. Furrow shooting a bunch of
little Jews, but it is beyond stupid to say so in public.  It is VERY provocative!  It’s hard enough
to get people to join our movement, but when WN’s praise Sandy hook type shootings, any
sympathy for our cause disappears.  The ADL is loving it.
The long and short of August Kreis’s career is that he has done nothing but make real patriots
look ridiculous.

White Pride Fest, August 7, 2004

The 2004 White Pride Fest was held by the National Knights of the Ku Klux Klan in Mishawa-
ka, Indiana.  I was invited to speak about Christian Identity.  Many other groups were represent-
ed there, including other Klan groups, Aryan Nations, and the National Socialist Movement.  At
that event Pastor Dan Johns and I had an encounter with August Kreis III.  With August Kreis
were Bradley Jenkins and Charles Juba, plus one of their strong-arm guys.  The four of them
tried to throw me and Dan out of the rally.

When Kreis and his entourage tried to assault Pastor Dan Johns, I stepped in front of Kreis and
got in his face, preventing him from going any further.  This was a very bold move, especially
since I was a newcomer to these Klan rallies and Dan had never been to one before.  If a riot had
ensued, Dan and I would have been assumed to be the “bad guys.”  August Kreis was one of
their heroes, since the death of Pastor Butler.  Nevertheless, I instinctively went to Dan’s
assistance and never thought about us being outnumbered.

At the time, neither Dan nor I were well known in the White Resistance Movement, as Identity
is Bible-based; and few of these other groups are.  We were there to make these White
Separatists aware that the Bible teaches racial separation, something that few of them realize.  I
have been very active in this area; and I intend to keep preaching Identity to White Nationalists
of all kinds.  Unfortunately, some of these groups are heavily infiltrated by government agents.
Pastor Butler’s compound in Idaho was one of the most heavily infiltrated of all groups.  Several
people have told me that up to two-thirds of the people there were federal agents, who were
simply spying on real patriots.  Many of these agents are hired to instigate violent acts, so as to
discredit our Movement.  The Feds plot the activity, hire agents to carry out the activity, and we
get the blame.

Bradley Jenkins had his own Klan group and Charles Juba represented the old Aryan Nations
group, as did August Kreis.  Because all three of these men were held in high regard by White
Nationalists at that time, we refrained from openly criticizing them at this rally, as their
followers took them seriously.  This turned out to be the correct tactic.  Within a few months,
word about their attempt to physically assault us got out; and all three men were negatively
affected by what they did that day.  Right after this incident, Juba dropped out of the movement
completely, never to return.   Jenkins was physically ejected from the next two rallies he tried
to attend; and he has since joined a bogus Klan group in Tennessee.  (NOTE: It looks like
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Bradley Jenkins is still up to his old tricks, as he has publicly declared his opposition to the
Easter 2013 Klan rally to protest the renaming of the Nathan Bedford Forrest Park in Memphis,
TN.   Jenkins even reached out to the Crips, a black gang in Memphis, stating he would join with
the Crips in opposition to this scheduled rally.  It is unprecedented for a supposed Klansmen to
join with Blacks against fellow Klansmen; and it is highly suspicious!  Here’s a link to that
story:  http://rollingout.com/videos/grape-street-crips-team-up-with-united-klan-of-america-in-
protest-of-local-memphis-kkk-march/ The rally went off peacefully, as most Klan rallies do,
because the police are sworn to uphold our freedom of speech.  Here’s a link to the events of
that day:  http://www.wmctv.com/story/21836206/mpd-successful-in-keeping-kkk-rally-civil )
After the White Pride Fest, Kreis remained active in his own offshoot group of Aryan Nations,
but his influence declined dramatically, as he was no longer a force outside of his own group.

Also, Kreis has a knack for committing crimes, and he has spent more time in jail since then.

This article presents a very accurate summary of who all these people are, right around the
White Pride Fest of 2004:

September 2004 and After: Aryan Nations Splits into Two
Factions, Dwindles in Size, Relevance

After the death of Aryan Nations leader Richard Butler (see July 2004), the organization,
already deeply divided and dwindling in size and influence (see Late 2000 - 2001), splits into
two rival factions. One is headed by August Kreis in Pennsylvania and the other by Jonathan
Williams in Georgia. Kreis and Williams are divided in part over the issue of whether
neo-Nazis can find common ground with Muslim terrorists based on their mutual hatred of
Jews. In 2005, Kreis tells CNN, “And I want to instill the same jihadic feeling in our
peoples’ heart, in the Aryan race, that they [jihadists] have for their father, who they
call Allah.” Another Nations leader, Charles Juba, attempts to anoint organization “pastor”
James Wickstrom (see 1969, 1984, and 2003) as the group’s chaplain. Wickstrom aligns
himself with Juba’s breakaway faction, in what some believe is an attempt to claim
leadership in Butler’s wake. Aryan Nations member Floyd Cochran, who will leave the group
and renounce its racist teachings, will later say: “Jim Wickstrom has a certain stature in the
racist movement—one Juba doesn’t have—and especially among the more religious, the
biggest ones that are really into the Christian Identity aspect (see 1960s and After).… With
the death of Richard Butler, the Christian Identity aspect of the movement is now more
focused on Wickstrom.” Days after Butler’s death, Juba announced he was appointing
Wickstrom “Chaplin” (sic) and said the group’s new slogan would be “No Jew left alive in
2005.” However, Wickstrom has powerful enemies within the movement, not the least
because in 2003 he eloped with the wife of another Christian Identity preacher, his former
friend and colleague Keith Kallstrom.

- http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=august_kreis_1
Wickstrom’s claim to Identity fame has never been more than marginal, and there only with the
more militant groups who call for pre-emptive violence between Whites and Jews.  Such
violence would obviously be suicidal, nor is it sanctioned by Yahweh.   Wickstrom’s enemies
within the Movement are the real CI pastors.

Wickstrom and Kreis

A quotation from the following link:
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August Kreis and James Wickstrom, longtime leaders of the violently racist and anti-Semitic
Posse Comitatus, recently put up an article on their Web site hailing [Eric] Rudolph as "a true
warrior of YHVH [God]." Wickstrom, a Michigan militia enthusiast who organized paramili-
tary training for the Posse during the 1980s, has served prison time for impersonating public
officials and counterfeiting. Kreis, Wickstrom's Posse deputy, headed The Messiah's Militia in
Pennsylvania. In their article, the men complain about the "several hundred JOG agents (jewish
occupational government forces)" searching for Rudolph.
http://www.amasterpiece.com/BurningTimes/Features/abortion3.htm

By blatantly advocating violence against Jews and others, and by posing as “leaders” of the
White Resistance, Wickstrom and Kreis have given the ADL grist for the “anti-Semitic” mill,
which the Jews use to paint all of Identity as being as militant as they are.  In actual fact, Kreis
and Wickstrom have always been part of the lunatic fringe.  Like Hal Turner, their function
has been to entrap sincere Identians into committing violent acts, thus discrediting Identity.
Though Wickstrom has toned down his rhetoric in recent years, he has never repudiated his past
actions.
This ADL article gives a fairly straightforward account of the team of Wickstrom and Kreis,
after the collapse of Butler’s Aryan Nations:

http://www.adl.org/learn/extremism_in_america_updates/groups/aryan_nations/aryan+nations
_update_0502.htm

At the time of the break-up of Aryan Nations, Wickstrom and Kreis were accused of being
frauds by the other contenders:
“August Kreis and the [faction then in Pennsylvania] have no affiliation with the Church of Jesus Christ
Christian/Aryan Nation,” a message on Butler's old Web site announced. “In fact there exists no reason
for the bogus [Aryan Nations] to exist other than to siphon off support of the true organization.”
At the same time as it was denouncing Juba and Wickstrom as frauds, Butler's contingent moved its
headquarters from Hayden, Idaho, where Butler had maintained Aryan Nations’ hub for 30 years, to a

post office box in Lincoln, Alabama, held by Clark
Patterson of nearby Talladega.
According to Patterson, also known as "Brother Laslo,"
a four-person leadership would succeed Butler.  While
Patterson still has not formally named the leaders, the
most influential figures in the group include Jonathan
Williams of Atlanta, the new director of communica-
tions; Rick Spring of Little Rock, Arkansas, Butler's
head of security; and Patterson himself.

 The only bit of disinformation I found in this ADL
article was the false statement that Williams, Pat-
terson, and Spring, with whom I have worked
intimately, advocated violence.  None of them
ever did so in my presence or to my knowledge.
As many of my radio listeners know, Jonathan
Williams was the head of the United Church of
Yahweh (UCOY).  He was a frequent guest on my
shows; and I was a frequent guest on his shows.
No one associated with me has ever publicly called
for any acts of violence towards anyone, because I
do not associate with people who engage in such
talk.  True Identians do not engage in such rheto-
ric.  This is the modus operandi, however, of the
bogus anti-Semites.
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I will now focus on the career of James Wickstrom and his associations with known criminals,
federal agents and provocateurs.

James P. Wickstrom, Self-Proclaimed “Teacher of Yahweh”
Left: Wickstrom giving the “Pastor’s Salute”                                  (The Bay City [Mich.]

Times)

My first encounter with James Wickstrom was on the Internet, around 2002.  I had just
discovered the Internet talk show of Pastor Dan Johns and was surfing the net to see if there were
any other Identity teachers on the net.  I happened across Wickstrom’s talkshow and was
encouraged to hear more Identity teaching, until I heard the recorded message at the break in the
middle of the show.  The recorded message had cast two men speaking and joking about
killing Jews.   Having been in the movement since about 1978, I can say that I had never
previously heard any Identity minister publicly speak about killing Jews, whether it was
jokingly or not.  Even at private gatherings, I had never heard any Identity minister say such a
thing; but Wickstrom was and is an exception to this rule.  I said to myself, “Either this guy is
a fool or he is a provocateur.”  Clay Douglas has repeatedly stated that he also has never heard
any other Identians promote violence.  Wickstrom stands out as the major exception.
Real Identity ministers do not say such things publicly, because 1.) It is against the law to call
for the killing of other people.  2.) It makes the rest of us in Identity look stupid and only
strengthens the ADL’s publicly projected stereotype, a stereotype which the Jews have carefully
and deliberately created about Christian Identity, namely, that we are violent people, crazed
lunatics out to overthrow legitimate government.  On the contrary, true Identians only preach
self-defence against our arch-enemy, the International Jew.  We fully teach Biblical morality
and Constitutional Law.  As I have said so many times on my Internet radio shows, “Anyone
who calls for acts of violence against any group is either a fool or a provocateur.”  I make this
statement on my radio shows in order to protect myself legally and also because the statement
is true.
Over the years, I have reported the facts about many suspicious characters, such as Commander
Herrington of the National Socialist Movement, whose wife ran a website called “Joy of Satan.”
The problem with that website was the fact that the NSM, in whose ranks I have many friends
and associates, has a stated policy of staying out of the subject of religion.  Jeff Schoep, leader
of the NSM, does not prevent individuals in his organization from holding religious beliefs.  In
fact, Jeff even allowed me to speak at the huge NSM rally held in Madison WI in 2006, as long
as I didn’t talk about religion.  But the Commander’s wife being a closet Satanist was just a bit
much; and Jeff had to ask Herrington to leave.

{This link covers much of the hanky-panky: http://www.fightdemback.org/2006/07/14/im-
dreaming-of-a-bill-white-christmas/}

My Newsletters also helped to expose Bill White, “white supremacist,” who turned out to be a
Jew, posing as a Nazi.  Like Frank Collin of Nazi Party fame in Skokie, IL, who also turned out
to be Jew, Jewish infiltraitors are quite common in the White Nationalist Movement.  Later, I
helped expose Hal Turner, having published two newsletters about his FBI connections, before
he was arrested.  I never considered Turner to be a member CI.  Some people considered him to
be CI only because of his association with Wickstrom.  Turner’s function was to give the whole
White Nationalist Movement a black eye, by using hate-filled rhetoric and even calling for the
killing of particular individuals.  As noted above, when Turner was finally exposed, he admitted
that he was working for the FBI as a provocateur.

Documenting Wickstrom’s Trail of Tears
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First, a short biography of the man who claims to represent Christian Identity.  Wickstrom has
the longest rap sheet of anyone in Identity; and he has left behind him a trail of sorrow and
heartache unparalleled in the history of White Nationalism, both in terms of violent acts and
violations of Yahweh’s laws.  Nor has Wickstrom repented of any of his past crimes.  He
remains as pugnacious today as in his hey-day in the 1980’s and 1990’s.   How many other
Identity “pastors” have ever been photographed flipping the bird?

Biography of James Wickstrom

http://www.historycomm ons.org/entity.jsp?entity=
james_wickstrom_1

Wickstrom’s Ca- reer as a Counter-
feiter

Wickstrom has a long list of crimes, none of which benefited Christian Identity.

The Furious Führer
James P. Wickstrom, 60 | MADISONVILLE, Tenn.

(AP Wide World Photo)

Jim Wickstrom is the kind of neo-Nazi white supremacist who appears in bad novels and movies
— a red-faced, spit-firing, soaked-in-sweat speaker who looks as if he's about to have a coronary
every time he gets to attacking "the Jews."

Wickstrom talks about the pleasures of seeing his enemies' "heads on the fence posts" and longs
for the day when "Aryans" will "fill our shoes with the blood of our enemies and walk in them."
He wants to "go hunting," to "kill" the Jews, to "exterminate" race-mixers and a whole host of
other enemies.

And it is precisely these dubious qualities that make Wickstrom a continuing draw on the
American radical right, especially among violent Skinheads and Armageddon-minded neo-
Nazis.

The man often known as "Wick" first came to the movement in the early 1970's, when he joined
the Mission of Jesus the Christ Church in Humansville, Mo., which promoted the Christian
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Identity theology espoused by the late William Potter Gale. (Gale's theology described Jews as
biologically Satanic and whites as the real chosen people of the Bible.)

In 1980, he ran unsuccessfully for the U.S. Senate on the ticket of the far-right Constitution
Party. By the following year, he was calling himself "national director of counter-insurgency"
for the violently anti-Semitic Posse Comitatus that was founded mainly by Gale.

Wickstrom ran for governor of Wisconsin in 1982, but failed miserably. In 1983, he was
arrested after forming an illegal township, christened "Tigerton Dells," which was a collection
of about 30 trailers and a bar. He was sentenced to 18 months for impersonating a town clerk
and judge, but fled to Oklahoma while the case was on appeal and was only arrested and sent to
prison seven months later. In the end, he served just 13 months, moving to Pennsylvania upon
release.

By 1987, Wickstrom, a practicing Identity preacher, began attending annual congresses of the
neo-Nazi Aryan Nations*, and it was at that group's Idaho compound, authorities alleged, that
he schemed to pass $100,000 in counterfeit bills to finance extremist paramilitary groups.

That 1988 case ended in a mistrial, but Wickstrom was convicted in a second trial in 1990 and
sentenced to serve 38 months in a federal prison. While in prison, he turned over his Pennsylva-
nia operation to Mark Thomas, a neo-Nazi now in prison for his role in a conspiracy to rob 22
banks.

In 1995, after leaving prison, he moved to Munising, Mich., setting up an Identity ministry and
collaborating with neo-Nazi August Kreis of Pennsylvania in running the anti-Semitic
possecomitatus.com Web site. The same year, Wickstrom started a business, Information
Consulting Corp., to sell survival gear, outdoor apparel and videotapes about militias.

In the late 1990's, Wickstrom preached regularly to an Identity congregation in Dayton Town-
ship, allegedly including Scott A. Woodring (see 'Patriot' Crimes), who was killed by police in
July 2003 after murdering a police officer who came to serve a warrant for alleged solicitation
of a teenage girl.

Later, he moved his ministry to an old furniture store in Hampton Township, where a recent
visitor was James Nichols, brother of the Oklahoma City conspirator. This June, Wickstrom told
friends he was moving to Tennessee, where he would be living and holding services on the
property of John Roberts, former head of the Militia of East Tennessee.   Source:

http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?pid=216

So far, we can see that Wickstrom’s career as a White Nationalist has been riddled with illegal
activities, conflicts with other Identity teachers, including Dan Gayman, William Gale and Dan
Johns.   He has also goaded certain of his followers to commit illegal acts.  In at least two cases,
White people (James Thimm and Scott Woodring) have died because he has encouraged his
followers to perform illegal or violent acts.   Obviously, such activity can only give Christian
Identity a black eye.   It is also obvious that Wickstrom and Kreis were taking advantage of the
anti-tax movement of the 1980’s and the militia movement of the 80’s and 90’s in order to
promote a violent form of “Identity,” quite unlike that of  true Identity ministers.  Wickstrom
and Kreis account for most of the headlines of such activity in that era.  Wickstrom was also
involved with Gordon Kahl up until the day that Kahl was executed by the feds.   (More about
this later.)

The Council Meeting
While Wickstrom was the pastor of a church in Essexville, Michigan, a controversy arose over
his harboring a woman fleeing from her husband.   This was the Keith and Kathy Kallstrom
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affair.  Keith had accused Wickstrom of adultery and had asked our Council of Elders to review
the matter.  He was hoping to get his wife back, but she was staying with Wickstrom in his
Michigan residence.  The Council agreed to hear the case.  I was elected liaison officer between
the two parties.  I had attempted to get Kathy Kallstrom and James Wickstrom to attend this
hearing.

Wickstrom condemned the meeting as a “witch hunt” before the fact.  He and August Kreis
began sending me threatening and accusatory emails.  I have saved these emails in print form,
as evidence of their profanity and defiance.

The purpose of our Council Hearing was twofold:

1.) To hopefully get Keith and Kathy to reconcile their differences, and

2.) To determine the Biblical laws that applied to this case.
The Bible clearly states that the congregation is to judge matters of dispute that cannot be
resolved between or among the brethren.  (Matthew 18:15-17; I Cor. 6:4.)  This function has
always been the duty of the Elders, who are to form a Council for the resolution of such matters.
The elders of every Israelite community are to investigate infractions of the Law.  Jesus (John
7:24) and Paul (I Cor. 6:1; I Tim. 5:17-20) both verify this.   Since I personally invited both
Wickstrom and Kathy Kallstrom to testify at this Council Hearing, it could not possibly have
been a witch hunt.  Any of Wickstrom’s friends were free to attend as well, such as Don
Campbell and Bill Benedict.

Even the SPLC took note of this hearing, citing myself, Dan Johns and others who were
involved in it.  (The ADL and SPLC routinely send agents to Identity meetings, to spy on us,
gather “intelligence,” photograph license plates, etc.)

Here is what the SPLC reported about the hearing:

In the 10 years since his release from prison, Wickstrom has been relatively low key. He has
continued speaking to small groups across the country, selling speeches through the mail and
the Internet, and also produced a weekly radio show for seven years. Wickstrom abandoned
radio earlier this year, citing a desire to explore different directions.

But he has also has kept busy exploring other men's wives. Rumours of womanizing have
besieged the portly pastor for years, but no dalliance has been as flagrant and as divisive as the
scandal he is currently embroiled in, which may be politically damaging for a preacher trying to
make a comeback.

In the summer of 2003, Wickstrom took up with Kathleen Kallstrom, the wife of Identity
minister Keith Kallstrom, who along with his father Loren Kallstrom had worked with Wick-
strom during the heyday of Tigerton Dells.

Keith says Wickstrom secretly called his wife of 31 years for months. Then, on Aug. 15, 2003,
Kathy made a trip to Wal-Mart and never came home. She made her way to Michigan and
moved in with Wickstrom.

Keith Kallstrom was enraged, and the situation became so volatile that a council of Identity
ministers, including Eli James, Dan Johns and Gary Blackwell, was convened in order to resolve
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the dispute between the men. In February 2004, Wickstrom refused to attend and lashed out at
his peers, who Kallstrom says condemned Wickstrom's relationship with his wife.

"There are things that Jim Wickstrom teaches very well," Kallstrom says bitterly of his former
friend. "But it's not just a matter of what you say and what you do, but how you lead your life.
You do not stand behind the pulpit and preach the tenth commandment, 'thou shall not covet,'
and then take another man's wife. You do not twist the word of God. You do not covet other
people's blessings."

- http://www.splcenter.org/get-informed/intelligence-report/browse-all-
issues/2004/winter/return-of-the-pastor?page=0,2

Wickstrom refused to attend the Hearing, but he was represented by Pastor Don Campbell.
Pastor Campbell presented his defense after Keith Kallstrom’s presentation.  Keith Kallstrom
presented a very eloquent argument on behalf of Biblical marriage laws, plus a furtive plea for
Kathy to come back to him.   The meeting was tape-recorded and the secretary kept minutes on
his laptop.
Here is part of Keith Kallstrom’s testimony, which he read aloud at the Hearing:
“Throughout the thirty-one years of our marriage, we have experienced good times and bad
times, times better and worse.  We consummated our marriage and we were blessed with five
lovely and capable children.  For my family and I, however, I can think of no times worse than
the present.  To have the lady that you love and cherish depart from your life and that of your
family and go to another man’s house is shame beyond belief!  Before Kathy left, she asked me
for a divorce, stating that she was not happy.  My reply to her was that there was no reason for
divorce in our marriage and that happiness is correlated with forgiveness and thankfulness.
And as we forgive one another we should be thankful for the things that Yahweh has given us
and if we would do that, Yahweh would bless us with bigger and better things both in the
physical and the spiritual realms.  I truly believe in this principle – it is the principle of the
sower, “as you sow, so shall you reap.”  I told Kathy that the world has not yet heard the
“Gospel of the Kingdom Message” of the Bible that teaches the truth of love, joy, peace,
longsuffering, and the righteousness of Yahweh, our Yahshua and that it was my ministry to
teach the Gospel of the Kingdom message and the I needed her help as my helpmeet to perform
this task.  To have had her run away after telling her this and then aligning herself and
defending a ministry that knows nothing of the “goodness” of Yahshua’s teachings totally
offends me.  She knows better!”
- “To Whom It May Concern.   Subject:  The Law of Faith.”  March 23, 2004.

Of course, Keith was referring to James Wickstrom’s ministry.  One day, Kathy left home and
never came back.  But she turned up at Wickstrom’s home in Michigan.
The Council, after hearing the evidence, adjourned and came back after lunch to consider the
arguments.  We did not issue a ruling at that time, because we did not have time to look up the
relevant Bible verses.  As it turned out, we did not have to issue a ruling, as James
Wickstrom’s congregation in Essexville saved us the trouble.
As a result of the Kallstrom affair, James Wickstrom was defrocked by the Essexville
congregation.   His stated defense, as I recall from Campbell’s argument, was that Wickstrom
did not recognize Wisconsin’s marriage laws, since these laws are “not of Yahweh.”   Based on
this premise, Wickstrom believed that, therefore, there was nothing wrong with him shacking
up with Kathy Kallstrom.  We did not ask whether the marriage was civil or religious, but Keith
stated that their marriage vows were made before Yahweh, even though the ceremony took
place in the State of Wisconsin, on April 6, 1973.  For this reason, Keith Kallstrom rejected
Wickstrom’s argument.  Even more importantly, Wickstrom’s own congregation agreed with
Keith.  Biblical Law states that the wife is not free to remarry until she receives a writ of divorce
from her husband.  Since they were living together and having children together, they were
husband and wife according to biblical law, irregardless of any State ceremony.
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Keith cited the fact that Wickstrom was calling Kathy behind his back.  Wickstrom was clearly
coveting another man’s wife.  Keith was doing all he could to preserve the marriage.   Until
Kathy received the writ of divorce from Keith, Wickstrom had to keep not only his hands but
his mind off of Kathy.  (Matt. 5:27-28.)  In addition, Paul advises us to avoid unseemly behavior,
as it reflects badly on Israel.  (I Cor. 13:4-5.)  “Abstain from all appearance of evil.” (I Thes.
5:22.   Wickstrom couldn’t wait for the divorce and it appeared that Wickstrom was at least
partially to blame for the Kallstroms’ marital problems, because of his secret calls to another
man’s wife.

A very bizarre episode took place during Don Campbell’s
presentation.

While Campbell as at the podium, both Dan Johns and myself heard noises coming from his
headset, which had a wire attached to something in his pocket, which we assumed was a small
tape recorder, thinking that he was making a recording for himself and Wickstrom.  But both
Dan and I clearly heard someone’s voice coming out of Don’s earpiece!   We looked at each
other and decided to stop the proceedings to find out what was going on.  It turned out that
Don Campbell had turned on his cell phone and was allowing Wickstrom to eavesdrop on
the hearing!  Wickstrom, who has a very loud, booming voice and rarely speaks below a roar,
could be heard coaching Campbell through the earpiece.  Wickster the Trickster declined to
attend in person, but he was secretly attending anyway - by stealth!
At that point, the assembly of elders erupted in a fit of outrage, as Campbell had obviously
arranged for Wickstrom eavesdrop on the proceedings.  We told Campbell that he could not
continue in this manner and that he had to put away the cell phone.   Our hearing was by no
means a witch hunt, but there was a witch whispering in Don Campbell’s ear!

Essexville Pastors’ Letter to James Wickstrom

To:  Pastor James Wickstrom and Congregation.

is with heavy heart and contriteness that we come before you today, because the House of Israel
has a problem which must be made known and cannot remain hidden.

The problem arose several months ago and was brought to the attention of Pastor Gary
Blackwell and Pastor Ralph Daigle.  The problem concerns the relationship between Pastor
James P. Wickstrom and Kathy Kallstrom.  Information was received from various sources
informing us that Kathy is still another man’s wife.

Acting upon this information Pastor Blackwell and Pastor Daigle went to Pastor Wickstrom and
discussed this matter with him [Read Matthew Chapter 18, verses 15-16] and brought the law
dealing with this situation before him.  [Read Deut. Chapter 24, verses 1-4 and Matthew
Chapter {obscured} verses 7-9].  Pastor Wickstrom was told that if this was indeed the situation
that we could not sanction it as it was a direct violation of Yahweh’s Laws.  Both Pastor
Blackwell and Pastor Daigle were told by Pastor Wickstrom that he and Kathy would not be
co-habiting the same living quarters and that he would have separate living quarters and that
this would be the situation.  Kathy had a legal divorce granted by the proper State authorities.
We as Pastors and as brothers of the faith agreed to this before Yahweh as our witness.

Sadly and unfortunately this has not been the case.  We find fault with them and are bringing it
to your attention because Pastor Wickstrom is our {obscured in my copy of the letter} and we
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love him and enjoy that which he teaches and brings forth.  Nevertheless the Law, Yahweh’s
Law must stand.

The Law is the strength, the power, the backbone of Israel.  It has not been complied with,
therefore we, as Pastors and Watchmen, bring this before you pursuant to the instructions of
Yahweh as given in Matthew, Chapter 18, verses 17-20.

One cannot say by his mouth that he stands for the Law and then goes and destroys the Law.
That is a false teaching. {Received by me in the form of a handwritten, scanned email document
from Essexville, dated 1/19/04.  I have a print copy of this letter in my files.}

The day before the hearing, Pastor Don Campbell sent me an email challenging the validity of
our Council, even though Don Campbell was an active and enthusiastic Council member up
until that time.  All of the sudden, Don Campbell turns against the Council!  Of course, it was
only a legal manoeuvre on Don’s part, on behalf of his client.  Anyway, there is no doubt that
both the OT and the NT teach that community matters are to be judged by the elders of the
community.  Paul himself authorized such a community in Corinth.
 I, Eli James, was the liaison officer between Keith Kallstrom, the party on one side, and James
Wickstrom and Kathy Kallstrom, the other party.  Primarily via email, but also by phone, I was
in constant communication with them up until the day of the Council Hearing.  No one is more
intimately aware of the details of this case than yours truly.
It was my job to try to get all of the involved parties to come to the Hearing.  Kathy was always
polite with me, but after repeated attempts to get her to attend, she declined.  James Wickstrom,
with accusations of a witch hunt coming out of his mouth, also declined, so the hearing
proceeded with Keith representing himself and Don Campbell representing Wickstrom.
Up until the day of the Hearing, my email correspondence with Wickstrom became very heated,
with Wickstrom not being shy about using foul and abusive language towards me, as he still
does with his White adversaries.  His goon, August Kreis, also joined in the verbal assaults
against me, via email.  In my notes, I recorded this impression of Wickstrom:
It’s really obvious that Wickstrom encourages an us-against-them mentality (a classic trade-
mark of the Pharisees, by the way) among his flock.  This mentality is necessary against an
adversary; but it is forbidden among brethren (“…agree quickly with thine adversary.”)  He
also condemns me because I am an associate of Dan Johns, using the false and anti-Scriptural
principle of ‘the friend of my enemy (Dan Johns) is my enemy.’  Even Don Campbell will admit
to you that, should the circumstance arise that the Council might challenge James Wickstrom
on any potential violations of Scripture, several Council members told him that they would not
hold it against him (D.C.) if he chose to defend Wickstrom at a hearing.
In fact, Don Campbell stayed at my home before and after the meeting; and there were no hard
feelings between us.  As I said, the Council was convened to determine whether James
Wickstrom had broken the Bible’s anti-adultery law.  Pastor Campbell and I stayed on good
terms until his death.
For the record, Wickstrom’s foul mouth and hatred of me has not abated since the Hearing.  In
2010, this email, sent to a group, inadvertently informed me of Wickstrom’s continued hatred
towards me.  I am publishing other messages of the thread, so that Wickstrom cannot say that I
am making this up.  Wickstrom’s own comments are in red, from the original email, the subject
of which is Lunar versus Solar calendars.  I have deleted the other people’s names, for their own
privacy.  The emails are in reverse order, chronologically.

 ----- Original Message -----
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To: 'James Wickstrom'
Cc: [Deleted]
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2010 11:33 AM
Subject: RE: FW: The Jubilee Year

I am just trying to find out the truth.  The problem with the Mormon Calendar expert is  that he
mentions the lunar calendar etc.  that raises suspicions. You are probably right in that we really
do not know the year of the Jubilee.

From: James Wickstrom [mailto:jamespwickstrom@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2010 10:54 AM
To: [Deleted]
Subject: Re: FW: The Jubilee Year

Eli James is an asshole.... and always will be.  He "thinks" he has a grip on something.  2010...
The Jubilee of YAHWEH.  Who the hell is he to even know the correct year?  None of us real-
ly knows.  It is only written in the heavens.

Eli James and "his" alledged 'council' is one of the biggest bullshit gatherings for a long time.
Most are so ignorant, they can't even write their names in longhand.
Russ, why do you waste your time communicating with this asshole? Good grief... you have
far better things to do with your time. YAHWEH bless. Jim

On Tue, 3/30/10, [deleted] > wrote:
From: [deleted][
Subject: FW: The Jubilee Year
To: jamespwickstrom@yahoo.com
Cc: [deleted]
Date: Tuesday, March 30, 2010, 8:51 AM

Jim – I don’t totally understand this but maybe you can explain it at Passover.  [Name delet-
ed]

From: [deleted]
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2010 2:39 AM
To: [deleted]
Cc: [deleted]
Subject: The Jubilee Year
 http://www.watchmanbiblestudy.com/BibleStudies/BibleStudy_JubileeYear.htm
[End of thread.}

+++++++++++++++++++++

 I consider it funny that Wickstrom can use the terms ‘asshole’ and ‘bullshit’ and then sign off
with “Yahweh bless.” “Let no corrupt communication come out of your mouth.” – Eph. 4:29.
Here is a copy of a thread between myself and Wickstrom.   In this email, Wickstrom threat-
ens me with violence:

+++++++++++++++++++++

Wickstrom responded to me with a veiled threat:
James Wickstrom <jamespwickstrom@yahoo.com> wrote:

Just who the hell do you think you are emailing me?  You are a total asshole and always will
be.  I think a damn good attitude adjustment is what you need in order for you to learn some
manners.  I haven't forgot your ignorance and wise-ass remarks about me asshole, and the same
goes for your lapdog Dan Johns.  Delete me from your mailing list ... or you and I are going to
have a very serious encounter when we meet face to face. JPW
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My response to Wickstrom:

James Wickstrom "teacher of Yahweh."  I didn't realize you were on this list.  But since you
responded, here is what I have to say to you:
Your attitude exposes your true religion, Sir.  You call yourself a teacher of Yahweh?
If you threaten me again, this email that you just sent to me will be plastered all over the internet
and everyone will know just who and what you are.

Pastor Eli James
A TRUE Servant of Yahweh, unlike yourself.

ps. If you really believed in Yahweh, you wouldn't be so rash!!!!!  You bet I'll delete your ass.
If you are smart, you will do the same with mine.   Thank you for revealing your true personality
to me!!!!!!!     [End of thread.]

“Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks,” – Luke 6:45.  It is quite obvious that it
is Wickstrom who is in need of an attitude adjustment.  I had merely responded to a group email,
not knowing that Wickstrom was on the list.  The above was his response.  It was pretty stupid
of him to send me an email like this.  I automatically saved it!   He must think he can get away
with personal threats!  For the record, I never made any “wise-ass” remarks to Wickstrom.  I
have saved all of the emails between him and myself.  My comments to Wickstrom have always
been stern reminders that he should obey Yahweh’s laws, which he refuses to do.

Wickstrom has never followed Yahweh’s laws.  He is an impostor, with a long history of
violating numerous laws, both civil and scriptural, by which he often disrespects injures
 Identians.   I have never witnessed him in humble attitude.  His first instinct is to attack with
belligerence and without any regard for Christian civility.  His act may fly with those who have
no regard for Yahweh’s laws, but it won’t fly with serious Identians.

“Giving no offense in anything, that the ministry may not be blamed:  But in all things
approving ourselves as the ministers of God, in much patience, in afflictions, in necessities, in
distresses…By pureness, by knowledge, by long-suffering, by kindness, by the Holy Ghost, by
LOVE UNFEIGNED.” – II Cor. 6:3-6.

“If any man among you seem religious and bridles not his tongue, but deceives his own heart,
this man’s religion is vain.” – James 1:26.

The self-proclaimed “teacher of Yahweh” is one of the most vain and offensive people I have
ever encountered.   He has proved himself to be a sinister force, not a blameless minister.
Here is an email that Wickstrom sent me during the Hal Turner scandal, trying to convince me
that Hal Turner was legit:

Subject: Visser and Finck

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 5:02 PM
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From:
This sender is DomainKeys verified
"James Wickstrom" <jamespwickstrom@yahoo.com>
Add sender to Contacts
To: eli-james@sbcglobal.net
Cc: "James Wickstrom" <jamespwickstrom@yahoo.com>,

Eli James,

I am writing this to you to let you know that you have some people around you who are trying
to 'sucker punch' you into believing LIES and FALSE INFORMATION relating to Jay Faber
and me.  You know what YAHWEH thinks of this, right?  Right!!

They will tarnish your reputation if you allow them to continue to do so.  Put a leash on this....
or they will drag you into what they started.  I have told you before, that I do not like you for
your stand with the asshole, one Dan Johns .... but I will admit to you, that you have outdistanced
him in understanding of YAHWEH and that you are trying to do right.  As to Johns, it is all
about Johns.  Period!!

We have a common enemy called world JEWRY ... and those close and near to you are bringing
you into this as per 'guilt by association'.  You don't deserve this.  You have worked to hard to
get where you are at the level you are as per YAHWEH.

I suggest that you take a damn good look at those around you who are close to you and
remember what Solomon said; "Never trust a woman, and trust only one man in a thousand men."

YAHWEH Reigns Always. JPW

First of all, Solomon never  made the statement that Wickstrom attributes to him.  Secondly, I
never accused Faber of anything, but I was fully aware of Hal Turner’s status as a federal
informant; and my reputation has not suffered at all from helping to expose Turner.  You
probably don’t need to know any more about Wickstrom, as his emails reveal his true character.
As Mike Ditka likes to say, “Character DOES matter.”  But it gets worse, much worse.

The Man Known As Wickster the Trickster

From what I can tell, James Wickstrom’s career as an “Identity minister” has been that of an
itinerant preacher, never staying in one place very long, always wearing out his welcome
because of conflicts with both Israelites and the law.  Shortly after being defrocked by the
Michigan congregation, Wickstrom’s warehouse/church burned down; and Wickstrom departed
for greener pastures, yet again.
This is the statement that Wickstrom issued after that fire:

From the Desk of Pastor James P. Wickstrom...

In the very early morning of June 21, 2004, between the hours of Midnight and 2 AM, an
arsonist(s) burned down the building (see pictures) where I have been conducting Racial
Covenant Identity Studies for the past three years.

Over $600,000.00 of valued building and contents were destroyed at the Marquiss Furniture and
Water Supply store where said studies were held in Essexville, Michigan. Previous to this vile
and corrupt act, the jew controlled news conducted a vicious attack against our religious
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gathering and congregation in all aspects. When asked as to what transpired, I stated; "It was
jewish lightning that burned the building down." All of my recording equipment and everything
else was destroyed as also the Sanctuary where we gathered twice a month to praise YAHWEH
our Heavenly Father. This was also where we obeyed His Laws and held the three 'Feast' days
as commanded, teaching and proving that the White Western European peoples are the true
blood descendants of Jacob who was surnamed 'Israel'. I also taught that the jews of today are
the blood linage deceivers and liars of St. John 8:44 and 47.

In my opinion, it was actually the jew controlled press and t.v. who, indirectly, by their
malicious news articles and editorials lit the fire-bomb that incinerated the building. It was the
local and State jewish controlled press and t.v. who repeatedly stirred up the trouble against our
Racial Covenant Identity gathering. It was the local and State controlled jewish press and t.v.
who is supposed to stand for freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, and freedom of Faith and
religion who indirectly lit the match of destruction that early morning of June 21, 2004. It was
political officials in various elected offices in the local area and State who, by their actions and
words did not support their 'Oath of Office', "So help me God," to protect our Right of gathering
in support of our freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, and freedom of Faith and religion.
They proved that they are part of the same jewish subverters and cowards in political office who
seem to enjoy emerging this Nation and its people into deeper jewish communist filth where you
have no freedoms left unless you follow the good jew communist party line. It is this present
jewish controlled press, both newspaper and television who light the matches of subversion
against the masses in America.

I have been told by many who are well read, as to what has happened in America since the jew
Roosevelt, when President, destroyed the Common Law of this once great moral and ethnic
Nation, that you don't take any flak unless you are over target and identifying the enemy. I
believe this to be true. But if there was one thing that this monstrous and dirty crime did, it was
to wake up thousands of more people everywhere to the fact that we DO NOT live in a free
society unless we toe the communist jew party line of the controlled press and political machine.
I say; "Screw them both." The majority of their employees, both editors and reporters are in my
opinion, prostitutes in the likeness of news whores and the politician's are as political pimps of
the jews.

I will say this, if our Bible study group is not entitled to their freedom of assemble, freedom of
speech, or freedom of personal Faith and religion, then let this be a wake-up call that NO ONE,
no matter who they are or how they worship, is either! Thus, ANYONE who speaks out or
against free speech, the right of assembly, or personal Faith-religion IS A DAMN COMMU-
NIST AND IS ALSO UN-AMERICAN!

Though this arson has been labeled as a HATE CRIME and the destruction of a building where
Bible Church services were conducted, the F.B.I., A.T.F., Michigan State Police, and numerous
other local police agencies are involved in the investigation of this HATE CRIME. However,
only a very small contingency of personnel are involved in trying to solve the crime. IF this had
been a black church a jew synagogue or jewish run abortion clinic, then hundreds of federal
agents would have been flown into the area to catch the 'hate crime' perpetrators. You can take
that to the bank! But since its a gathering and worshipping place of White Racial Covenant
Identity believers, its just to the contrary.

The attack just prior to the fire-bombing was well orchestrated by local and State newspapers
and television coverage against our Rights and Religious Faith. Everything was well timed to
make sure that when the burning took place, public opinion would be shifted into agreeing that
this place of worship was justified in being burned down. It is as plain to see as the nose on
Henry Kissinge's face.

Now we will probably see some effort to frame or charge someone who is not guilty of this
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terrible deed, just as the Brauffman's were not guilty of the Lindberg kidnapping long ago. A
good jew tactic, is to always find some poor bastard and pin the blame on them to avoid the jew
involvement in these sort of crimes, making sure that the 'peace loving commie kikes' always
avoid capture or exposure.

But I shall continue my teaching of the Racial Identity message just as I have for the past 30
years. They have now in this period of time destroyed my home in Wisconsin, cast me in prison
twice on trumped up charges, incinerated my place of worship and teaching, burned much of
my master tapes, writings, and personal library acquired for 30 years in their attempt to shut
me up and destroy me personally and financially. But I refuse to stop teaching the scriptures as
I know to be Truth in the Name of YAHWEH and have done so throughout it all.

The question which remains for the reader of this article is to ask them self, just how far are you
going to go to try and not only preserve whatever "freedoms" are left in America; but what are
you going to do to help return America back to its former moral and ethnic greatness it once
had before the jews corrupted it in all aspects? Yes, that is the question! Look into the mirror
and ask yourself that question. Am I going to stop being a coward and a religious or political
pimp of the jews, or am I going to be a real White man or woman and stand for YAHWEH,
Almighty God's Truth?
Your prayers, financial donations, and tithes are greatly appreciated and needed at this time in
the replacement of all electrical and recording equipment, tapes, books, and writings. I cannot
do this alone. I am in need of the total support of all YAHWEH'S Racial Covenant Identity
believers to continue in His battle against the anti-YAHWEH jew enemy.

Thank you and may YAHWEH bless, guide, and protect all of you.

April 28, 2004, May 17, 2004, May 24, 2004

Pastor James Wickstrom
P.O. Box 67
Essexville, MI 48732
USA
{Source:  http://www.stormfront.org/forum/showthread.php?t=144018 }
Wickstrom  claims that “The Jews did it,” but it was also a very convenient fire for Wickstrom,
in the sense that his sagging sales of tapes and books, due to his sagging reputation,  plus the
loss of friends and customers, had made his inventory worthless and unsalable.  I don’t know if
he collected any insurance money from the fire, but I suspect that the fire was a case of Wickster
lightning, not Jewish lightining, because Wickstrom’s star was fading fast.
Now, let’s take a closer look at some of Wickstrom’s associates.

Wickstrom and Gale

Posse member Thomas Stockheimer assaults an IRS agent, triggering a wave of reprisals by
various government agencies.  David Rockefeller’s life is threatened.  Doesn’t the bible say,
“Who can make war against the beast?”
http://www.start.umd.edu/start/data_collections/tops/terrorist_organization_profile.asp?id=110

Wickstrom’s Cult of Violence

Wickstrom is still advocating violence against Jews on his Talkshoe show!!  Copy of complaint:
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http://getsatisfaction.com/talkshoe/topics/talkshoe_host_promotes_killing_jews

Wickstrom:  ADL’s Poster Boy for Slandering Christian Identity

Wickstrom talks about mutilating Jews.

http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?aid=507

Wickstrom’s Counterfeit Money Caper

http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1129&dat=19880701&id=ZlANAAAAIBAJ&sjid=1
G0DAAAAIBAJ&pg=6819,36918

Pittsburg Post-Gazette, July 1, 1988.

http://cases.justia.com/us-court-of-appeals/F2/893/30/268268/

What kind of minister – of any religion – even thinks of counterfeiting money?

Wickstrom in Wisconsin

Court Record of a Raid of the Church of Life Science.  Wickstrom holds BATF agents hostage.

http://bulk.resource.org/courts.gov/c/F2/807/807.F2d.610.86-1300.html

“Bury every Jew on earth.”  Does such rhetoric help CI or hurt CI?  Doesn’t this kind of agit-
prop bluster drive people away from Identity?  Doesn’t it make us look like a bunch of retard-
ed nincompoops?

http://www.mediamouse.org/tag/james-wickstrom

Wickstrom Secedes from the Union.

http://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=6115458605068324178&q="James+P.+Wickstr
om"&hl=en&as_sdt=2002

Cultic violence linked to James Wickstrom and company.  This is how James Wickstrom, and
those associated with him, have given Christian Identity a bad name.
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http://www.icsahome.com/logon/elibdocview.asp?Subject=Cult+Violence+and+the+Identity+
Movement

James Wickstrom’s Website

As you will see from Wickstrom’s current website, there is nary any Bible scholarship therein.
That’s because he is not a Bible scholar.  To my knowledge, he has never written a single Bible
study.  He just repeats the same sermon he has been repeating for the last 30 years, with a few
references to Two-Seedline theology sprinkled in.  This may be exciting stuff for newcomers,
but the real test of a person is whether he follows the example of Yahshua Messiah.  It’s easy to
rehash old Identity sermons.  Anybody can do this.  As a professional Jew-basher, Wickstrom
is probably the best.  As a Bible scholar, there is little to demonstrate it.  Here is the link to Jim’s
website:  http://www.jameswickstrom.com/Blog/index.html
You would think that a “Pastor” and self-proclaimed “Doctor” would have a body of
theological work.  Where is it?  While I was researching and writing the Great Impersonation,
Wickster the Trickster was impersonating a CI minister!  Where are the Bible studies bearing
his autograph?  What does the man do with his time?  If he has a list of titles, what are they?  I
have to wonder what he has written to earn the D. Litt. (Doctor of Letters) he puts before or after
his name and who awarded it.  He gives a lot of speeches and has an internet talk show, which
require a minimum of time and effort on his part, but I see nothing to justify the title of “Doctor.”
“Let me not, I pray you, accept any man’s person, neither let me give flattering titles to man.
For I know not to give flattering titles; in so doing, my maker would soon take me away.” - Job
32: 21-22.
Wickstrom’s website is little more than cut-and-paste Jew-bashing, which any internet warrior
can do.  But few people have the courage to publicly bash the Jews, so his followers perceive
him as being courageously outspoken, and admire him for this, but this is typical for a bogus
anti-Semite, as Douglas Reed pointed out.  Most of these admirers know nothing about him, nor
do they care about Yahweh’s laws.  Hence, their admiration is based only on their gut reaction,
not Scriptural knowledge.
Today, Wickstrom, as a rabble-rousing Jew-basher, remains on the sidelines, doing his best to
imitate an Identity minister, the only effect of which is to ensure that Christian Identity is
painted in a consistently negative light, thus fitting the ADL’s stereotype of CI.  Rather than
making CI popular, Wickstrom alienates people and makes us all look bad.  At best, he gathers
small groups of hotheads and fearheads together, who have itchy trigger fingers, few scruples,
and a pre-emptive attitude towards the Jewish Question: those who think they can take the law
into their own hands or beat the jews with baseball bats and six guns.
But Scripture says, “Vengeance is mine, saith Yahweh.”  That vengeance will come with the
return of Yahshua, and we can do nothing without His approval.  Jesus said, “Occupy till I
come,” not “Start the revolution without Me.”
Wickstrom has thoroughly flummoxed Skip Baker, who takes the “Dr.” in front of the trickster’s
name seriously!!  Witness:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFzFJsfI6UY   Anyone who
speaks of “brotherly love” and does not practice it is a hypocrite.  Skip Baker needs to get off
those painkillers, so he can start thinking clearly again.
“And hereby we do know that we know him, if we keep His commandments...He that says he is
in the light and hates his brother, is in darkness even until now.” – I John 1:3, 9.
Since I have done the man no wrong, he owes me charity, not hatred.  The record presented here
is proof of his disingenuousness.  If Wickstrom has any love for his brethren, I have not
witnessed it.
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Hal Turner and James Wickstrom Team Up

James Wickstrom became part of Hal Turner’s agitprop operation.

http://groups.google.com/group/alt.radio.amateur.club.clarc/browse_thread/thread/844460d54
9b201ec/fe550977dc7b7ccc?lnk=raot&pli=1

Turner and Wickstrom Give Identity a Bad Name

(In this article, scroll down or search on Wickstrom’s name)

http://www.vanguardnewsnetwork.com/?p=2545

Hal Turner, Known Federal Informant, Turns the Reigns Over to
Wickstrom

Oh incidentally, one final thing, you know how James Wickstrom always says you only “only
take flak when you are over enemy territory?” I want to prove to you that this whole thing was
designed to shut me up. The conditions of my release on bail, if I am able to get the bail, the
conditions of my release are, I have to stay in the house under house arrest with electronic
monitoring. I am not allowed to even LOOK at the Internet. I can not serf the web, and nobody
in my family can surf the web. The court would install monitors on their computers to make sure
they can’t surf the web. I am not allowed to be on the radio, or host my own radio show. And I
must surrender any radio broadcasting equipment that I own including Short Wave Radios, so
that I can not be heard by the public.
Now I am going to reach out to Jim Wickstrom, and to Paul Geller, and to Derrick MacThomas
down in Australia, and I am going to ask them, to please take over and take control of the Turner
Radio Network. I want that web site to stay on line. I need those shows to stay on line. I need
you guys to support them. To keep those things running. Because if the government of this
country is so frightened, by what is being broadcast there, that it has to continue. - Hal Turner,
upon his being arrested for incitement to violence.

http://www.amfirstbooks.com/IntroPages/ToolBarTopics/Articles/Featured_Authors/fox,
_william_b/Fox_works/Fox_2009-
2010/William_B._Fox_20090628_Hal_Turner_Reference.html

Wickstrom’s Hateful Rhetoric leads to Acts of Violence

http://www.religionnewsblog.com/00002286

Gordon Kahl and James Wickstrom

This article gives the mainstream media version of the Gordon Kahl murder:
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http://www2.edutech.nodak.edu/ndsta/rendahl2.htm

The Story of Gordon Kahl, True Identity Martyr

http://www.constitution.org/abus/gkahl/chronology.html

Yorie Von Kahl, Son of Gordon Kahl, Implicates James
Wickstrom as a Federal Informant

If all of the foregoing information is not damning enough, in his book, Writ of Habeas Corpus,
Yorie Von Kahl, son of Gordon Kahl, has provided evidence that James Wickstrom was a
federal informant during the days of Wickstrom’s involvement with Gordon Kahl.  Agent
Swearingen was taken aback by specific deletions contained in documents obtained through the
Freedom of Information Act, which is supposed to provide uncensored material.
On pages 216-218 of his book, Yorie quotes the affidavit of an officer named M. Wesley
Swearingen (CR. NO. C3-83-16(3), CIVIL NO. 96-CV-55 AFFIDAVIT.

Exhibit No. 11
Affidavit of Former FBI Special Agent M. Wesley Swearingen

“15. While reviewing only a few FBI documents concerning Yorie Kahl, I observed instances
in FBI teletypes where the name of a field office had been excised.  I had not seen this done
in all the years I have dealt with FOIA material.  This piqued my interest.  Further study of
the documents revealed that the name of the FBI field office may be Milwaukee and the name
of the agent deleted may be the SAC.  [Special Agent in Charge – Eli]
“16. When I questioned an investigator working on the Yorie Kahl case I was told that the only
person in Wisconsin connected to the Yorie Kahl case in 1983 was one James P. Wickstrom,
the self-proclaimed National director of counterinsurgency of the Possees of America, known
as the Posse Comitatus.  James P. Wickstrom resided at one time in Evansville, Wisconsin and
later in Tiger Dells, Wisconsin.
’17. Clearly, the FBI may have attempted to protect the identity of Wickstrom as an informer
by excising the name of the field office covering Wickstrom’s residence.
“18. The FBI has argued that it must protect its informers for fear of retaliation against the
informer.  This is a blatant misstatement to confuse and to purposefully mislead the court.  For
as long as I can remember, the FBI has developed informers so that the informers may
eventually testify and be witnesses against a subject in a court of law.”
Apparently, Agent Swearingen was unaware of the FBI’s secret COINTELPRO branch, which
does, indeed, protect the identity of informants, so that they can infiltrate and continue to operate
without ever testifying in court.  COINTELPRO develops infiltrators for the purposes of
subversion and provocation; and COINTELPRO does protect its informants, whose main
purpose is to sabotage the movements they infiltrate.
Nevertheless, Wesley Swearingen identifies James P. Wickstrom as the only possible person
that the FBI could have been protecting at that time.  Yorie von Kahl is still in prison to this day,
having been convicted of defending himself when he was only 13 years old.  What has James
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P. Wickstrom done to help the innocent Yorie von Kahl get out of jail?  If the Trickster were
really a friend of the Kahl family, he would be doing his best to exonerate Yorie.

The Siren Song of the Alarmists and Fear-Mongers

Those who would have us start a revolution before the Second Coming are asking us to do
something that the Bible advises against.  “Who can make war against the beast?”  (Rev. 13:4.)
Only rabble-rousers would insist that we start a revolt or commit acts of futile violence, when
we are hopelessly outnumbered.  This is an invitation to commit racial suicide.  Typically the
rabble-rousers are nowhere to be found when the shooting starts; and the person who has been
incited winds up dead or in jail.
Rather than promoting a Scriptural understanding of the issues between True Israel and the
impostor Jews, Wickstrom specializes in stirring up “us against them” hatred against our
enemies - and their hatred of us - while paying lip service to brotherly love.  One of his previous
websites contained a highly provocative video called “Up Yours, Nigger.”  Needless to say, such
a video does nothing to further our cause.  It just makes Identity look hateful, violent and
ridiculous.  The ADL just loves it when we play into their hands.

Summary of Wickstrom’s Career

James P. Wickstrom is a shady character.  The list of his dubious activities is quite extensive
and should raise a red flag for anyone who is associated with him:

1.)  Wickstrom is a known associate of many federal informants/agent provoca-
teurs, including Roy Frankhouser, Mark Thomas, John Roberts, Hal Turner and
August Kreis.

2.)  Wickstrom has a history of violent and illegal acts.  No Identity ministers that
I know of have ever engaged in such activities.  Not even William Potter Gale, the
founder of the Posse Comitatus, engaged in illegal or violent acts.

3.)  Wickstrom is a convicted counterfeiter.

4.)  He was convicted of impersonating a public official.

5.)  Wickstrom has repeatedly advocated acts of violence against Jews and others.
No real Identity minister, with the exception of other bogus anti-Semites, has ever
publicly made such statements.  Real Identity ministers advocate self-defense, not
destructive acts of violence, which only serve to defame the Christian Identity
movement.

6.)  Like Cain, Wickstrom has a history of being a fugitive and a vagabond, wearing
out his welcome, once people get to know him and have been victimized by him.

7.)  He has no visible means of support, raising the question of how his act is financed.
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8.)  He has a history of lashing out at anyone who disagrees with him.

9.)  He uses profanity on a regular basis.  No real Identity minister does this.

10.)  The family of Gordon Kahl accuses Wickstrom of being a federal informant,
as did the FBI agent, Wesley Swearingen, who testified that Wickstrom was a
federal informant while living in Wisconsin.

11.)  From all appearances, Wickstrom is still promoting Hal Turner, despite the
fact that Turner has admitted to being a federal informant.

12.)  Wickstrom has never acted honorably towards me.  He has carelessly
threatened me with physical harm and has never practiced the Golden Rule
towards my person.  Since I have done him no wrong, he has no reason to threaten
me or make false accusations.  Anyone who calls himself a “teacher of Yahweh”
needs to demonstrate exemplary behavior, following in the footsteps of Yahshua.

“Giving no offence in any thing, that the ministry be not blamed: But in all things approving
ourselves as the ministers of God, in much patience, in afflictions, in necessities, in distresses,
in stripes, in imprisonments, in tumults, in labors, in watchings, in fasting:

By pureness, by longsuffering, by kindness, by the Holy ghost, by love unfeigned.” -  II Cor.
6:3-6.
Contrary to these qualities enumerated by Paul, Wickstrom has demonstrated a distinct lack of
brotherly love.  He has violated Yahweh’s laws and State laws on numerous occasions and he
is unrepentant concerning these violations.  In his personal behavior, he is smug, imperious and
without compassion.  These are not the traits of a minister.
The long and short of it is this:  Wickstrom’s career as a “teacher of Yahweh” is riddled with
criminal violations of the law, questionable income, vagabond shoes, constant confrontations
with other Identians, setting people up to take falls, inflammatory rhetoric, incitement to commit
violence, numerous associations with the enemy up to the present time, smear tactics against
anyone who questions his activities, and personal threats: the whole gamut and more of what
you would expect an infiltrator to be involved in.
Wickstrom’s trail of tears is as long as it is nasty.  There is no comparison between him and the
shining lights of Identity, such as Swift, Comparet, Rand, Emry, etc.  Wickstrom is a career
criminal with Identity pretensions.  The ADL and SPLC have given him a big assist by
publicizing him as one of our “leaders.”  This assistance can only be to the detriment of our
Movement, as obedience to Yahweh’s laws is the Number 1 requirement of any who would
claim to be a “teacher of Yahweh.”  To my knowledge, Wickstrom has never set such an
example.   Today, his following is small, because his rhetoric is violent and his personal
immorality drives real Identians away.
Among this cabal of false accusers, Wickstrom fits the profile of a bogus anti-Semite best.
No longer the violent criminal he used to be, Wickstrom still plays the role of provocateur,
duping the small handful of people who do not apply the yardstick of righteousness to his
“ministry.”  Nevertheless, the ADL will continue to promote him as the “face of Christian
Identity,” because the Jews don’t want people to see Christian Identity without the hate rhetoric.
Given Jewry’s control of information, violent rhetoric only plays into their hands.  This is why
I have consistently argued that the only way to cut through the Jewish wall of deceit is by
sound scholarship and calm, reasoned arguments, without provocation and without
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apologies.  This is the approach that Dr. Wesley Swift, Bertrand Comparet and Sheldon Emry
used; and this is the approach that makes converts.
“Bless them which persecute you: bless them and curse not.  Rejoice with them that do rejoice
and weep with them that weep.  Be of the same mind one toward another.  Mind not the high
things, but condescend to  men of low estate.  Be not wise in your own conceits.  Recompense to
no man evil for evil.  Provide things honest in the sight of men.  If it be possible, live peaceably
with all men. [Adamites, - Eli.]  Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves, but rather give place

to wrath: For it is written, Vengeance is mine, I will repay, saith Yahweh.
Therefore, if thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him drink: for in
so doing thou shalt heap coals of fire on his head.   Be not overcome of evil,
but overcome evil with good.”  -  Romans 12: 14-21.
In contrast to this, Wickstrom has consistently been one of the most provoca-
tive of rabble rousers.  He preaches to the six-gun choir and the choir applauds
the same old sermon of Jew-bashing.  Anyone can post articles about Jewish
criminality, but only true Identians teach and practice His Laws.  To my
knowledge, James P. Wickstrom has done nothing for CI theology, except
to repeat the well-known doctrines of others.  As several of his ex-followers
have said to me, “If you’ve heard one of Wickstrom’s sermons, you’ve heard
them all.”
In his personal behaviour, Wickstrom is no different from August Kreis and
Hal Turner, his two closest associates.  Any bogus anti-Semite can do what
Wickstrom does.  If you think this charlatan is a “teacher of Yahweh,” you are
either ignorant of his criminal record, or your moral standards are set very low.
When you see him at the podium, you may think you’re seeing an Identity
pastor, but I see a wolf in sheep’s clothing.

“For I say to you, That except your righteousness shall exceed the scribes and Pharisees, you
shall in no case enter the kingdom of heaven.” – Matt. 5:20.

William Finck, Master of Talmudic Deception

 Source:  http://williamfinck.net/
My first on-air analysis of Finck’s Extermination Thesis was that this “theology” is designed to
destroy Christian Identity.  [Here is the link to that show on 1/23/2011:

http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talkCast.jsp?masterId=22187&pageNumber=5&pageS
ize=15 ]  The destruction of our Movement will be caused by the repugnance decent White
people will feel when confronted with the idea that Yahweh hates the other races.  What BF (Bill
Finck) has done is to develop a theology of a purely racial supremacism, by claiming that
Yahweh hates the other races as much as He hates Edomites.   But this doctrine is devoid of
scriptural backing.  The Bible teaches Dominion Theology, which is based upon us White
Israelites serving Him by obeying His Laws.  By perverting the meaning of “All Israel will be
saved,” William Finck also teaches that obedience is unnecessary.  The colour of our skin is all
that is necessary for Whites to qualify for the promised Kingdom.

I have documented Finck’s distortionist tactics in “William Finck, Race-Traitor,” on ASI, so
there is no need to go into any great detail about that.  I will, however, cite a few examples of
Finck’s skill at spinning facts into Pharisaic lies.

For example, here is Finck’s version of my show with two black men.
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http://zogbots.org/content/walk-animals

Finck claims that I was trying to convert these non-Whites, accusing me of “casting pearls
before swine.” The fact is that my only purpose in going on this particular show was to explain
to their Black audience that the Jews are the true enemies of all races.  Contrary to Finck’s
accusations, I had no intention of converting any Blacks to Christianity, nor did I try to.  When
I had scheduled this appearance, it was to be with the main host.  But on the night of the show,
someone else ran the show, as the main host had become sick.

I was explaining to their listeners that the Jews, not Whites, are their real oppressors.  If more
Blacks understood this fact, they would be less likely to rape White women and attack White
males.  In no way did I ever argue, as August Kreis did with the Muslims, that Whites and
Blacks should unify.   In no way was I trying to convert non-Whites to our religion.  This is all
distortion by the Finckaholics.   My only purpose in appearing on a show hosted by Blacks was
to explain to them that we Whites are NOT their oppressors.  Finck and his crew of false
accusers utterly misrepresent the reason for my appearance on that show.  Apparently, trying to
lessen the crime being committed against Whites by Blacks is “universalism.”

If you read the essays of Bertrand Comparet, Dr. Wesley Swift, Arnold Kennedy, Howard, B.
Rand, Dan Gayman, Willie Martin and virtually all the others, hatred towards non-Whites is
either completely absent or negligible.  CI has never been about hating the other races.  It is
only about loving our own Race and our Father, Yahweh, and His Son, Yahshua.

But William Finck has raised the art of racial hatred to the level of dogma.

Obviously, we are obliged to point out racial violence against our own people; but we must also
point out that racial violence against us has always been instigated by the perfidious Jew, who
are the only documented descendants of the Edomites of Scripture.  I have documented the
absurdity of trying to equate the other races with Edomites in “Beast of the Field.”  That
document should be compared with William Finck’s writings on the subject, so you can
determine for yourself whether the Extermination thesis has any merit.

As I have been saying since 2003, “Anyone who espouses hatred and violence is an enemy of
Christian Identity.”  The Bible says hundreds of times that, if we Israelites would simply obey
His laws, no enemy can harm us.  It also says “Who can make war against the beast?”  We
Christian Israelites are NOT to engage in pre-emptive violence, like the Jews do.  At the same
time, we are to be constantly prepared to do battle in self-defense.  The Second Amendment is
our political guide and Luke 22:36-38 is our biblical guide for the Second Amendment.  Because
the Bible is so clear that He protects His obedient, righteous children, anyone who agitates for
unbiblical hatred and violence is working for the Synagogue of Satan.

The Straw Man Technique

The Straw Man technique is a typical Jewish method for misrepresenting someone else’s
teadchings.  It consists of reducing someone’s arguments down to a simplistic concept, which
is easily refuted and/or ridiculed.  Finck did this when he asserted that I claimed that the world
would end on Dec. 21, 2012.   He went even further by declaring that I am a false prophet.  Both
of these characterizations are blatant distortions.
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I have been known to be provocative in literary ways, and the countdown clock that I once had
on my website was designed to be provocative.  It was designed to get people to think about
these prophecies.  No one can deny that the world is collapsing before our very eyes.  But no
fair-minded person would ever say that I predicted there would be no Dec. 22, 2012.  That is
Finck’s false characterization of my work, “Why 2012?”  It is a perfect example of the Straw
Man technique.

Here is the first paragraph of my Conclusion of “Why 2012?”

The signs of the times are piling up very high. It is very hard to ignore them! This survey of
various prophecies, secular, Biblical and non-Christian, serves, I believe, is ample warning that
we are indeed in the End Times. Whether or not Dec. 21, 2012 is D-day, we will have to wait
to see. But current events clearly show that we are in the midst of a precipitous decline in
civilization, a decline which shows no indication of being reversed, because those who are in
power do not want it to be reversed. They are determined to have their World Empire, or go
down in flames and ashes trying to complete it. Little do these children of Satan realize that all
of their plans and deeds have been anticipated by Yahweh, as He is going to send Yahshua and
Archangel Michael to cleanse this planet very soon.
            Note the highlighted sentence.  Does that sound like a guarantee that there will be no
Dec. 22, 2012?   Finck has put words in my mouth.  That is a Jewish technique.
            My purpose in writing “Why 2012?” was to draw non-Identians into considering Iden-
tity by virtue of the massive amounts of End Times prophecies, both Christian and non-Chris-
tian.  In fact, several people wrote to that reading this article caused them to investigate
Identity further.  This article also stresses the fact that all of the great civilizations of the past,
even those not currently recognized as White, were founded by the bearded White men.  This
fact is totally suppressed by academia.  But BF thinks he can undo my work by falsely labe-
ling it as a failed prophecy.
            Furthermore, I am NOT a false prophet, which is yet another one of Finck’s false accu-
sations.  Here is the Biblical definition of a false prophet:

“But the prophet, which shall presume to speak in My Name, which I have not com-
manded him to speak, or that shall speak in the name of other gods, even that prophet shall
die…When a prophet speaks in the name of Yahweh, if the thing follow not, nor come to pass,
that is the thing which Yahweh hath not spoken, but the prophet hath spoken it presumptuous-
ly.  You shall not be afraid of him.”  -  Deut. 18:20-22.
            In “Why 2012?” I made it abundantly clear that I was giving my own opinion.  I would
never presume to speak for Yahweh, unless directly quoting from Scripture, nor did I utter any
prophecy in His Name.  Thus, Finck is shown to be a distortionist, twisting my words for max-
imum impact on those whom he is deceiving.  This another example of the Straw Man tech-
nique, by which the critic misrepresents someone else’s point of view, in order to make it look
silly or easy to refute.  I never claimed to be a prophet; and anyone who says I made a prophe-
cy in Yahweh’s Name is a liar.
            Of course, the Straw Man technique relies heavily upon the hope by the deceiver that
the deceived will never access the victim’s true ideas.  The whole point of the technique is to
prejudice potential readers against actually reading my work!  But, even in this, BF will fail,
as he is only piquing people’s curiosity; and their curiosity will eventually lead them to my
websites, where they will find out what I actually teach, as opposed to the rumors they have
heard!
            Likewise, his claim that I am a “universalist” is laughable, as I have never deviated
from the doctrine of absolute racial segregation.  In all of these things, I follow Scripture, not
William Finck.  The Rules of Engagement of Deut. 20:9-20 make it very clear that only
the very specific Canaanite tribes of Verse 17 are to be completely exterminated.  All oth-
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er nations or tribes are to be offered terms of peace (Verse 10).  If they refuse those terms of
peace, only then are the Israelites to smite them.   We are not to intermarry with these peoples,
unless they are White.  Otherwise, they are to be placed under tribute, under the dominion of
Israel.  In all of these cases, BF has radically distorted my words and clear teachings.
            By their broad brush, and by giving a universalistic definition of the words ‘Canaanite’
and ‘Edomite,’ Finck and Emahiser teach that all non-Whites are doomed to the same fate as
these two demographics.  Therefore, they all deserve to be exterminated!!!   This is quite a far-
fetched doctrine, which is nowhere to be found in Scripture.  My refutation of this doctrinal
concoction is contained in the article entitled “Crumbs,” at ASI.
            William Finck also criticizes me for doing an interview with Darryl Bradford Smith.
Have a look at Smith’s website, which has always been anti-Jewish, because he is a historical
revisionist:  http://www.iamthewitness.com/index.html  See also:
http://www.iamthewitness.com/doc/Ashkenazis.are.not.the.descendants.of.the.Ancient.Israelit
es.htm
            At the same time, Mr. Smith is promoting Elizabeth Dilling, AC Hitchcock, Willie Martin
and Eustace Mullins.  What is wrong with that?  What is wrong with making non-Whites aware
of the Jewish problem?  It is because Mr. Smith has become aware of the Jewish pretense of
being Israel that he is now promoting these other critics of the Jews.  The fact is that White
people go there and find out about the true motives and perfidy of the Jews.  This is a good
thing!  From such websites, they will eventually hear about Christian Identity, and the sheep can
come back into the fold.

William Finck would have you believe that that is a bad thing, merely because Mr. Smith is a
half-breed!  William Finck would have you believe that half-breeds and non-Whites are
condemned to die just because they are not White.  By infusing Identity with this rank,
un-scriptural hatred, William Finck proves himself to be an infiltraitor.   Because of his subtle
theology, he is by far the most dangerous threat that Christian Identity faces at the present time.

My attempts to reason with him have been met with by nothing other than insults and subtle
fabrications, as will be demonstrated later.

Many Whites come to Identity by finding out about the Jews from others first.  In fact, it is even
better that newcomers hear about the Jews from “non-racists” first, as they have been
conditioned to avoid hearing it from “racists.”  Once they realize that they have been
brainwashed by the Jews, it makes our job that much easier.   What does it matter who
introduces them to our Scriptural doctrine of racial segregation?  The important thing is that they
are led back into the Truth of the Holy Scriptures.  According to Finck, Yahweh hates Darryl
Bradford Smith merely because he is part American Indian.  Does this mean that Mr. Smith is
an Edomite?  How many Edomite revisionists are there in this world?  Finckahiser would have
you believe that he is an Edomite, merely because he is part American Indian!

Mat 7:17.  Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth
evil fruit.

Finck’s teachings have brought forth good fruit only until the day of our schism, because he had
to watch his foul language and his insults of other Identians while he was the co-host of my
shows.  Since then, he has done nothing but sow dissension and discord among the Brethren.  It
is amazing that someone who so routinely uses the Jewish tactics of smear, distortion and
defamation as William Finck can posture as a “Christian.”
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Finck’s rank dishonesty in all of his dealings with me since our split in Jan. 2011 shows that he
has no commitment to Truth or to Yahweh.  It is quite possible that Finck came out of prison
with the intention of passing his Extermination Thesis off as Scripture.  But first, he needed to
establish credibility within the CI community; and this he was able to do as my co-host.
When he realized I wasn’t having any of his Hybridity/Extermination Thesis, he turned on me
like a viper and stabbed me in the back like a Jew.  That’s when the personal attacks began.
Before that, we were good buddies – or at least, that’s what I thought.  Now I know better.

            “Fool me once, shame on you.  Fool me twice, shame on me.”

To demonstrate how Finck uses spin tactics in order to distort what I teach, here is Finck’s
analysis of my supposed “universalism.”  Contrary to his usual pugnacious style when writing
about his adversaries, in this document he uses the soft sell, in order to make himself look fair
and smell sweet.  [Mr. Finck’s words are in italics.  My comments are in brackets.]

Three years ago I was plunged into the world of Christian Israel Identity from a state of virtual
isolation.   [BF does not mention that he and I were penpals for the last three years of his
imprisonment.]  Formerly, I had been introduced only to Clifton Emahiser, Lorraine Swift,
Jeanne Snyder, and a small handful of others who had been around for a very long time, but
who were not internet denizens, and who did not regularly make the rounds of nationalist
forums and radio broadcasts.  [This is a lie, which is intended to create the impression that I
somehow imposed myself upon him.  I have many of his letters to me from prison in my files.]
So when I encountered men such as Eli James or Rabbi Martin Samuelson, I trusted the people
who referred them to me, and accepted them as fellows in our struggle to bring the truth of the
Bible to our White brethren lost among the general public.

[The truth is that I had a well-established track record as an internet theologian, with 30 years
of experience in both writing and teaching.  I was on internet radio for seven years before Finck
got out of prison.   BF makes it sound like I am a newcomer and that he had no contact with
me before he got out of prison!  This is highly disingenuous.  The fact is that his eventual
appearance on my talk shows was arranged beforehand, while he was still in prison.  While BF
was still in prison, a copy of his Christogenea New Testament was shown to me by Clifton
Emahiser.  After contacting Bill in prison, we exchanged numerous letters and phone calls.
BF makes no mention of his 2.5 years as my talk show co-host.  Amazing!  During those days,
everything suggested to me that Bill was a sincere two-seedliner.  It was not I who betrayed his
trust.  It was the other way around.  I didn’t let him down.  He let me down, very hard and very
nasty.  After getting out of prison, for two and a half years, Finck had complete access to my
talk shows and he was even my webmaster for over a year.   During all of this time, there was
not even a suggestion by Finck that I might have universalistic tendencies.  I was totally
upfront with Finck and told him which of his doctrines, such as Oneness and Baptism, that I
disagree with.  We agreed not to discuss these matters on the air.  Everyone who has ever
listened to these shows will tell you that Finck never once suggested that I was a universalist,
not until AFTER our schism over the Hybridity/Extermination Thesis.

This brand new doctrine, which had never before been taught in CI, became the subject of
debate between us.  From my perspective, there was no friction or animosity between us until
he and Emahiser started calling me a lair and other names, because I did not agree with this
particular thesis.  This is the factual, historical record, as all who heard our shows can attest.

On the other hand, Martin Lindstedt is another ex-con, with no track record in Identity.  It was
William Finck who brought Lindstedt into the movement, not me.  Unknown to me, Finck and
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Lindstedt had become internet buddies while I was warning people to stay away from Lindstedt.
I even defended Finck against Lindstedt’s bluster, after the two of them had a very public row

in 2010!  How does Finck repay me for defending him?  He blindsides me with this universalism
nonsense and then stabs me in the back by joining up with various White Nationalists, who have
no interest in Identity.  Then he helped Zogbots to spread false rumors about me.  This outfit,
Zogbots, specializes in producing videos depicting me as a Jew.  Finck has very cleverly worded
this paragraph to make it seem as though Lindstedt and I are partners against him.   What an
amazing piece of disinformation and Pharisaic deception!  My Talkshoe listeners are witnesses
to the fact that it was the other way around.  BF continues.]

Today I know that Eli James is a universalist, and I cannot work with him for that reason: we
shall never agree where it matters most. I have also found, the hard way, that Rabbi Martin
Samuelson is a raging lunatic who is actually out to discredit all of Christian Identity, by the
tactic of embracing it and making it into a sort of scatalogical freak show. I use these men only
as convenient examples.

[This is nothing but Talmudic spin.  First of all, in the two years that BF has been accusing me
of being a “universalist,” he has yet to quote a single statement of mine that can be construed as
such.  Like a Churchian, he quotes my work out of context, if at all.  Then he spins it into
universalism.  His vague generalities are typical of Jewish spin.  Rather than directly quoting
my work, all of which refutes his spurious claims, he merely makes undocumented assertions.
How Jewish can you get?  Please note that this essay of Finck’s is of the same caliber: all
accusation, no documentation.  Secondly, Finck refuses to provide his readers and listeners an
accurate definition of  “universalism.”  Since I have always taught ABSOLUTE RACIAL
SEGREGATION, there is no way I can be a universalist.  When Finck says, “Eli James is a
universalist,” what he really means is that “Eli James is an anti-exterminationist.”  There is a
world of difference between the two concepts.  Thirdly, it is Finck’s theology which is suspect;
and he is afraid to debate me in public, because he knows that I will easily expose his false
theology, his withholding of crucial facts from his supporters, and his deliberate distortions of
our relationship and my teachings.]

I wonder how it is that these men latched onto me, for I never sought after them. I also wonder
how it is that the people who referred them to me had trusted them in the first place. No man is
an island. We all have to trust one another's discernment. In the criminal world you trust no man
until he has proved himself thoroughly, and then you only grant trust in very small increments.
That should not be the case for a Christian among Christians. In a Christian world we should
be able to trust our brethren, because we ourselves are planning to do no wrong, and therefore
we should never have any reason to be distrustful of apparent brethren. We assume, when
someone is called by certain labels, that they make certain professions which can be identified
by those labels. However obviously, that is not always the case.

[Finck is being coy and obtuse here.  As stated above, Finck and I were exchanging letters and
calls while he was in prison.  Our future talk shows together were a matter of agreement, an
agreement which I kept until he ceased behaving like an Aryan.  His statement, “I wonder how
that these men latched on to me” is therefore incredible, as if we had not made this agree-
ment!  While he was still in prison, I contacted him about his upcoming Christogenea New
Testament.  We developed a friendly dialog, in which it became established that we saw eye
to eye about Paul not being a universalist.  I saw the need for a non-universalist translation of
Paul’s works.  When Bill got out, he was welcomed by me to appear on my Talkshoe shows, in
order to help me explain how Paul’s writings have been distorted.  {By the way, there is now a
critique of his CNT at ASI:  Joseph Zito’s “Against William Finck,” which shows Finck’s
grammatical errors, which, of course, lead to bad doctrine!}
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I trusted Finck completely, and he betrayed that trust by conniving with Clifton Emahiser to
insinuate their Hybridity Thesis into Christian Identity.  As soon as I challenged their Hybrid-
ity Thesis, they both went into ad hominem  attack mode; and rational discussion of the
subject was no longer possible.  That’s when the false accusations of “universalism” began.
There are dozens of witnesses to the fact that this is how our relationship went sour.  It was
Finckahiser who were working behind the scenes, planning to discredit me by any means
possible.  I was completely honest and straightforward with Finck and Emahiser during this
entire period, simply stating my positions and expecting honesty in return.

Finck is here painting, in a very sly, cunning manner, a picture which suggests that I somehow
betrayed him.  On the contrary, I tried my absolute best to get Finckahiser to discuss these
matters in the spirit of genuine, scholarly debate.  Both of them refused to do so.  Their
campaign of ritual defamation via the internet is what followed; and it is still going on.   Finck’s
antichrist behavior is a matter of public record.  He deceives his readers who are not familiar
with that record.  Yes, I agree, it is regrettable that there are untrustworthy people within
Identity who pose as Christians.]
And that is where we find trouble so easily: by following the party mentality. When I looked at
Eli James, other people calling themselves “two-seedliners” who knew Eli, whom I also knew
and could inquire with, had nothing negative to say about him. Of course, Clifton had a negative
experience with him at one time  [vague innuendo, very Jewish!], but I wrote that off to the
self-induced suggestion that it was likely a result of Eli's possible political naivete, and I still
believe that may be true.  [What a ridiculous statement.  There is no one more Jew-savvy than
yours truly!  If there was any naivete on my part, it was trusting BF!] Eli was recommended
and introduced to me by another man, a long-time “two-seedliner”, whom I knew personally.

[That would be Ralph Daigle, a former inmate with BF while they were in prison together.
Ralph is also a Paul-basher.] I have Eli's first letters to me to this day, and the papers he sent,
and he seemed to be authentic [Now, Finck admits that we corresponded with each other, but
there is no mention of prison, because that would bring up the subject of WHY he was in
prison!!  Murder, she wrote!], so I did not mind working with him. He was, after all, a
“two-seedliner”, and therefore I took for granted that he held certain perceptions that other
two-seedliners generally held in common.  [My views of two-seedline are held in common with
other two-seedliners.  It is the Finckahiser Exterminationist view that is shared by no one else.]
When Rabbi Martin Samuelson first wrote me, I looked at some of his writing and the responses
posted at a few “two-seedline” forums, and found nothing alarming.   [Yes, William Finck was
not alarmed by Lindstedt’s call for an all-out race war, even hoping that a lot of White people
would be exterminated in the process! BF did not find this alarming, but I did!] At the time,
I did not know the existence of some of the White Nationalist forums which had already excluded
Martin Schmuelson, and because they were not “two-seedline” I may not have checked them
out anyway. We tend too easily to fight with and reject the opinions of others who are not of our
party.  [Now, who’s NAÏVE?  LOL!  The fact is that BF was looking for allies in his hate
movement, and he will therefore patronize anyone who makes the right noises!  Note Finck’s
use of the expression, “our party.”  Jus WHO is that is promoting a “party mentality”?]

[Here again, I would challenge Finck to be specific.  As for my possible naivete, Finck is
manufacturing this as a plausible excuse for posturing as Mr. Kindheart, giving his poor,
wayward former friend every opportunity to “see the light.”  Finckahiser’s backstabbing is a
matter of public record.  Anyone who has the time to listen to our talkshoe shows will realize
that the truth is far from what Finck’s Talmudic canvas conveys.  I wonder if the prison Finck
was in, Elkton, was really a prison.  I’m beginning to think that it was a yeshiva, where the
rabbis fabricate subtle lies, for he has perfected the art of spin like the editor of the Jew York
Times!
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Finck keeps on mentioning myself and Lindstedt in the same breath, as if there is any
connection!  I rejected Lindstedt’s presence in Identity from the very beginning.  Mr. Finck
 conveniently forgets that he was the one who welcomed Lindstedt with open arms, because of
his violent and hateful rhetoric, which fits right in with the ADL’s characterization of CI.  Eli
James was the one issuing the warnings about Lindstedt, not Finck.  How easily Finck
forgets that I defended him and now he distorts the facts!  Several people have suggested to me
that the two of them may actually be working together to foment dissension within Identity.  The
more I think about it, the more plausible this is becoming.  No one can accuse me of creating
dissension.  I took a stand against Finckahiser on principle, stating very clearly that no two-
seedliner had ever taught that Yahweh did not create the other races.  I was simply demanding
a better argument from them, which they failed to provide.  Again, this is a matter of public
record.]

I realize now, that Eli's reputation was for the most part unsoiled by other two-seedliners whom
I was in contact with, because they were following the party mentality, and because Eli carefully
crafts his language in terms that are not readily alarming to those of that party. I also realize
now, that Rabbi Martin Samuelson is adept at presenting himself decently to those of the party
who do not yet know of his treachery, and therefore they give him an audience which he can
leverage. Sooner or later he inevitably ruins the relationship, and only then does he actively
seek to discredit his gracious host, and moves on to his next victim in a seemingly unending
pattern.

[Again, this is masterful Jewish spin.  My reputation is unsoiled because I have done no
wrong…certainly not to William Finck.  It is spinmeister Finck who is trying to destroy my
reputation.  Party Mentality?  What party mentality?  After establishing his own “party” in an
earlier paragraph, Finck creates this fictitious “party mentality” in me, plus other unnamed
individuals!!  Talk about undocumented assertions!  The fact is that every CI teacher has a
slightly different version of Scripture; and I have never tried to force my views on anyone or
demand loyalty from anyone or against anyone, so this is pure fiction!  There is no such trend
in my teachings; and CI has resisted such trends.  It is only the bogus anti-Semites who engage
in this party mentality.  I have had disagreements with other Identity teachers.  None of them
have ever accused me of creating a “party mentality.’  This is pure invention by Finck.  What
there is between myself and all other honest researchers is mutual respect, which Finck has
never shown to any other minister except those who dare not disagree with him.  Everyone
else gets insults and diatribes!  Very Christian!  Because different pastors attract different
people, there will always be some disagreements.  Most of these are minor, but there are
hotheads who demand that everyone must agree with them!  This is unscriptural.

There is more vagueness in this gratuitous piece of spin than in a Jew York Times editorial!
Innuendo is the craft of a Pharisee.  If anyone is trying to create a party mentality, it is William
Finck.  He’s the one who declared: “It’s either me or Eli.” Such demands betray his party
rhetoric.   Again, Finck keeps bringing up Lindstedt, as if I were somehow comparable to him.
Everyone knows that Finck and Lindstedt have way more in common with each other than I
have with either of them.  At this point in time, absolutely no one within Identity takes Lindstedt
seriously.  Only outsiders are fooled by Lindstedt’s nonsense, which is on a par with Finck’s!
I’m beginning to think that there is a game of “good shill, bad shill” going on here!  Please
read “Rabbi Lindstench” at ASI to get the unvarnished truth about my non-relationship with
Lindstench.  If Finck was betrayed by Lindstedt, it’s Finck’s own fault for ever taking him
seriously, which I never did; and Finck knows it.  So far, this essay has not cited a single fact.
It’s all been nothing but shifty lies and vague suggestiveness, designed to make Finck look like
an innocent angel.   For those who know Finck, this is actually very funny!]
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Because Eli James is so personable and nice to everyone whom he meets, and because he is
often so ambiguous in his Biblical interpretations, it is easy for him to play the victim when
someone reveals him for what he truly is. Doing that, he maintains respectability with fellow
party-members by accusing his accusers of not being true members of the party. Because Rabbi
Martin Samuelson immediately begins slanderously accusing everyone who even so much as
discovers his treachery, he also is able to play the victim, in a different sort of way, and maintain
credibility among many members of the party. The party members – which for our purposes here
in the case of “two-seedline” describes just about anyone who calls themselves “two-seedline”
and gravitates towards others who use the label, whether they accept this definition or not – for
the most part seek only to maintain the status quo, protect their own little fiefdoms, and not upset
other party members. His is the mentality of the political whore.

[This paragraph is a real knee-slapper.   Finck actually accuses me of ambiguity!   No one else
has ever accused me of this, which proves that it’s a lie intended for newcomers to the
movement. If anything, people have asked me to tone down my criticisms of the Jews and
the two-seedline message, because they’re afraid that newcomers might be alienated by the
message.  Ask the non-seedliners if my teachings are ambiguous!  Finck comes up with one
whopper after another!  I defy Finck to quote a single “universalist” statement in all of my work.
 Like a Jew, he hopes that his readers will never bother to look or listen.  If Finck’s view were
correct, he would debate me and the matter would be settled.  Finck’s Extermination Thesis
has never been openly challenged by anyone but myself, although this is beginning to change,
because Finck’s tactics have become known, if not his agenda.

If anyone is endeavouring to create a little fiefdom, Finck is working overtime by spending
virtually all of his time trying to convert people to a doctrine that cannot be maintained in open
debate – like Talmudism and the hoaxacaust.   Finck’s vagueness and failure to cite my actual
words proves that he is grasping at straws, hoping that those who read his essay will never
venture into real scholarship on the issue of exterminationism.  Finck’s activities can only
benefit the Jews, who hate my websites and teachings, because they are rational and irrefutable.
This is why the Jews took my site down last July.  Therefore, they hire Net Nazis to attack me.]

I have encountered many people since my split with Eli James, and the treachery which I have
detected in Rabbi Martin Samuelson, who understand that both James and Martin Schmuelson
are wrong, however they still give respect to or even continue to ally, themselves with these men.
They are political whores who really do not care about the truth of Scripture. They only care
about being well-liked, popular, or having the comfort of being more acceptable to a larger
group.

[If I were doing this to become popular, I would never have stood up to the exterminationism
taught by Finckahiser.  I would be much more popular with White Nationalists and neo-pagans!
Several Identians urged me to ignore the issue, but I took a stand on principle.  Note very
carefully that Finck does not accuse me of treachery.  That is because he knows that I have not
betrayed him.  But, he does use the Jewish trick of mentioning me in the same breath with
Lindstedt, a person with whom I have absolutely nothing in common.  Finck is trying to
create guilt by association, where no association exists!   I published The Great Impersonation
in 2003 and began my talk show career shortly before then.   I have been a consistent
two-seedline racial segregationist the whole time; and only a liar would suggest otherwise.
Unlike Finck, I have never promoted Lindstedt.  I have consistently opposed him, yet Finck,
by constantly mentioning our names in the same breath, is creating the impression that we
are bedfellows.  While they both attack me, Finck accuses me of having something in common
with Stench.  Whatever it is I may have in common with Stench, he does not say, nor can I
imagine what it might be!  With spin like this, BF is merely trying to prevent people from
accessing my talkshows and websites.  It is a futile tactic, but it needs to be exposed for the
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Talmudic spin that it is, so that people can determine for themselves who is being honest and
who isn’t.]

This is the point I tried to make Saturday, in the introduction to the program on Universalism
which I did with Mark Downey. I said that many would expect Mark and I to be at each others
throats. By that I meant to refer to many two-seedliners, those who have the party mentality and
who would rather assail anyone in Christian Identity who does not identify themselves as
two-seedline. Yet even though he is not “two-seedline”, Mark and I, since my first few months
out of prison when I frequented Stormfront, have always had a cordial relationship. This is the
danger of the party mentality. Eli James professes two-seedline, but has a veiled universalist
attitude concerning the rest of Scripture. Mark Downey does not understand Genesis chapter 3
the way two-seedliners understand it, however Mark is firmly on the right side of Scripture when
it comes to who the enemies of Christ are, and the dangers of universalism. Who is closer to me,
Eli or Mark? Those with the party mentality would say Eli, but due to his universalism Eli has
made himself my enemy. Mark, on the other hand, cannot be my enemy, because he understand
the racial exclusivity of the Bible and the clearly professed intentions of our Redeemer. Those
things are primary to our cause.
[Contrary to these words of the Spimaster, Finck has made himself my enemy via tereachery,
deceit and lies.  My views on two-seedline are available on ASI and they have been since 2003,
when I first put up the website.  Again, Finck uses the word ‘universalist’ without informing
people of his private definition of the word, namely “anti-exterminationist.”   Most of my
two-seedline work was done before I even heard of William Finck.  My focus since Finck got
out of prison was to demonstrate the false translations of Paul in the KJV.  This is common
knowledge within Identity.   ASI contains a great amount of information about these false
translations; and William Finck contributed much to this work, including helping to organize
the Paul Conference which we attempted hold in Bingamton, New York.  I invite the reader to
go to ASI and decide for yourself whether I teach universalism or not.

Contrary to my purely defensive posture for the last 2.5 years, the Finckaholics have set up a
cabal of internet spies, who troll my shows and record my interviews, for the sole purpose of
twisting my words and turning my interviews into “anti-Identity” snippets.  The Finckahiser
Inquisition began in January of 2011 and the Grand Inquisitor is ready to pounce upon anyone
who sympathizes with Eli James!  Torquemada, you have competition!  If this isn’t the party
mentality of Pharisaic Judaism, I don’t know what is!!  With respect to the charge of creating
a “party mentality,” Finck needs to look in the mirror.

Contrary to Finck and Emahiser, I HAVE ALWAYS ADVOCATED GOOD RELATIONS
WITH NON-SEEDLINERS, as has our Council of Elders.  William Finck reveals his duplicity
yet again.  BF’s friendship with Mark Downey is brand new!! In 2003, when the Ecclesiastical
Council was formed, we took a vote as to whether to fellowship with non-seedliners.  The vote
was 23 to 1 in favor of admitting non-seedliners, should they wish to join the Council.  We did
not want to belittle or antagonize non-seedliners for numerous reasons, even though we strongly
disagreed with the non-seedliners.   If Yahshua was willing to fellowship with publicans and
harlots, why shouldn’t we fellowship with non-seedliners, especially since they are of our own
race? The one dissenting vote belonged to Clifton Emahiser. (This was while BF was still
in jail and Clifton was his main advisor.)  I personally confronted Emahiser about his stance and
I told him that Scripture tells us to love our brethren, despite the fact that they may disagree with
us.  He was dead set against fellowshipping with non-seedliners.  His position was that we
should consider them as enemies because they do not teach the whole truth.  Finck and Emahiser
have made a career out of insulting non-seedliners...until now.  Hoping to ingratiate himself
into their company, Finck now postures as Mr. Nice Guy.
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So, if my speech against the anti-seedliners has been less than offensive, it is because I am being
too congenial.  Now that Finck is courting them, after years of disparaging them, he’s just being
reasonable!

In my experience, non-seedliners are more likely to disfellowship seedliners, because they
think we are too radical.  For example, Pastor Charles Jennings, of Truth in History, asked to
be removed from my Newsletter list because he is not a two-seedliner.  Ted Weiland, Mark
Downey, and Ric Niemela are in the same camp.  At best, my relationship with these men has
been strained, precisely because I am a bona fide two-seedliner; but I have never attacked any
of them personally or ridiculed their beliefs.  It has actually been the other way around.  Ask any
of them if I have ever uttered a universalist word.   Two-seedline doctrine is inherently
segregationist and anti-Jewish.   I am surprised that Mark Downey would associate with Finck
after Emahiser’s articles on Downey’s “No-Satan” position.  Perhaps he has accepted Finck’s
olive branch with trepidation; or maybe Finck desperately needs allies to supplant the ranks of
his diminishing party.
LO AND BEHOLD, now Finck is pals with one of the most outspoken “No Satan”
anti-seedliners in Identity!   Finck and Emahiser have made a career out of opposing the
anti-seedliners and the No-Satan crowd.  As I have stated many times, it is William Finck who
keeps changing his position when it suits his politics.  Suddenly, BF, Mr. Angry White
Bludgeoner, passes himself off as Mr. Congeniality!!  Sandra Bullock, move over!  Bill Finck
is looking for an Oscar!  Suddenly, anti-seedliners are no longer his enemy.  “Now, I am willing
to accept “No Satan” anti-seedliners as equals” says Mr. Finck!   Finck is now taking the
position that I have consistently advocated since 2003, and he is using it to pretend that he is Mr.
Reasonable Exterminationist.  Contrary to Finck, I am being consistent.  It was Finckahiser who
were hurling insults at Pete Peters, Mark Downey and Dave Barley, not me.  Now that Finck has
come around to my way of thinking on this matter, he is posturing as the new “peacemaker.”
Finck is going to have a hard time getting other non-seedliners into the fold, because Finck has
deservedly earned their distrust!

I was right, Elkton was NOT a prison.  It was a yeshiva!  Finck has perfected the art of  flattery
and soft spin to the point where the gaon and the exhilarch of Judaism sit in admiration!  Even
after the laundry has been run through the Spin Cycle a number of times, it still STINKS!  By
promising “salvation” to all who were born with White skin, he advocates a form of antinomi-
anism, which obviates the Law.  Nay, Lucifer himself couldn’t make the Law any more
obsolete!!  Continuing with Finck’s essay, which is a masterpiece of patronization, it should be
downloaded by all as an object study in spinmeistership.]

How many so-called Conservative, or Tories, or Republicans, depending on what country you
are from, have sold us out to Bolshevism in the name of party politics? That is the danger of the
party. One or two wayward leaders can sell out an entire philosophy in the name of party
politics. That is the state of “two-seedline” today. Will it be universalist? Or will it remain true
to Scripture? We cannot accept evil, even if it calls itself “two-seedline”, or “Christian”, or by
any other label. The apostle John tells us this in his first epistle: “Beloved, do not have trust in
every spirit, but scrutinize whether the spirits are from of Yahweh, because many false prophets
have gone out into Society.” Of course, John is talking about embodied spirits, not disembodied
spirits. We must learn to assess men, and not parties, and the measure of that assessment should
be in a man's fruits, in what he actually is and not merely in what he professes to be.

[My essays in opposition to Finck’s Exterminationsim are open to the public at www.anglo-
saxonisrael.com.   Read those essays to determine who is being true to Scripture and who isn’t.
Finck is a Talmudist in sheep’s clothing.  Only a Talmudist could deliberately distort the
entire tradition of two-seedline, including the teachings of Swift, Comparet, Fowler, Gayman
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and others, none of whom ever taught that Yahweh did not create the non-White races.  They
were either silent on the subject or taught that they were created by Yahweh BEFORE He
created the White Race.  Indeed, that is what Gen. 1:24-27 specifically records.  The debate is
NOT between “universalism” and two-seedline.  The debate is between two-seedline and
exterminationism!  Dear reader, has William Finck ever explained to you my true position on
two-seedline?  Why does he constantly speak in generalities, never fully quoting from my
work?  Like a Jew, he quotes my statements out of context, so he can pretend that I preach
“universalism.”

Donning a pro-White facade, BF rants about Adolf Hitler in order to fully persuade his audience
of his sincerity, but then he proceeds to act like a Pharisaic rabbi, by distorting the teachings of
his adversaries.

Before I even heard of William Finck, I had written “Arsenal of Words,” which I later invited
BF to read and edit.  He did so; and he posted it on my website while he was my webmaster.
BF did a lot of work on my website, for which I am very grateful.  At the same time, he knows
very well that I am not a universalist, because he NEVER ONCE OBJECTED to anything I had
written for ASI, all of which stresses racial segregation.  It was not until BF tried to force his
Extermination Thesis down our throats that he began calling me a “universalist”!  This is the
actual record, and BF, in this very sneaky piece of Jewish-style spin, has outdone the Pharisees.

For those who are unaware of this factual record, here is what I stated in “Arsenal of Words”:

Verse 1 of Hosea 9 tells us this: "Rejoice NOT, O Israel, for joy, as other people: for thou hast
gone A WHORING FROM THY GOD, thou hast loved a reward upon every corn floor."

Israel is thus depicted as a whore rolling around on the floor with forbidden lovers. The deluded
Dispensationalists believe that other people can become like us, literal Israel. Thinking them-
selves to be wise, they teach that the inheritance was taken away from God’s chosen people,
Anglo-Saxon Israel. But Yahweh Elohim has no intention of giving THE INHERITANCE to
people of ANOTHER RACE!!!!!! He specifically created our DNA so that we would be a light
unto the nations, not so that the other nations should amalgamate with us!! History has proven
that, whenever we forget God’s commandments and socially intermingle with other races, we
cease to be that light.

Just look how low we have sunk since segregation ended here in America in the 1960’s. Has life
gotten better or worse? Has integration benefited YOU? Has integration benefited Blacks? The
fact is that societal conditions have gotten progressively WORSE, even worse for the Blacks,
who were far more productive, well-behaved, and prosperous while segregated in their own
communities! Black family structure has literally been destroyed by the liberal Welfare State;
but they keep on blaming us middle-class White folk for their failures!!! Their illegitimacy rate
is 90%, and the great bulk of them are dependent upon the Welfare State. The true Conserva-
tives of the 60’s and 70’s warned that this would be the outcome; but the fever of integration
had to demonstrate its folly. Hurricane Katrina showed the world how the social engineering of
the Welfare State has "benefited" Blacks, as Blacks looted, raped and terrorized the other
victims of Katrina, making the social aftermath worse than the hurricane.

Now, listen very carefully: "The floor and the winepress SHALL NOT FEED THEM, AND
THE NEW WINE SHALL FAIL IN HER"!!!!! (Hos. 9:2)  This is just one example of the
many hundreds of statements I have consistently made AGAINST the concept of racial integra-
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tion and/or racial equality.  Despite my forty-year record of opposition to racial integration,
Finck feels no moral qualms in distorting the facts.  This lack of moral integrity should make
his character plain.  Now, for Finck’s final paragraph:]

In other words, they (the deluded Israelites among us) shall fail to comprehend the New
Covenant (new wine) because of their whoring (race-mixing and universalism). There is
simply no doubt that the Judeo-Christians of our race are hopelessly deluded culturally and
theologically, believing every lie the Jews tell them. Hence, they follow the Zionists, who are the
SWORN ENEMIES OF THE MESSIAH, straight into the HELL of ignorance and deceit, not to
mention the ignominy of unjust wars and the oppression of innocent people, all the while
praising themselves for their theology, refusing to see how their eschatology (end-times inter-
pretations) has failed, expecting to be blessed by blessing the anti-Christ. Their religion is
nothing but vanity and foolishness.

[Source: http://forum.christogenea.org/viewtopic.php?f=46&t=3765#p8633 ]

[Nothing to object to here, unless he is implying that I am one of those who follow the Zionists,
except that Finck himself fails to obey Yahweh’s laws.  Knowing the mistakes of the Jews and
the Judeos is not enough.  Our righteousness must exceed that of the scribes and Pharisees.

I John 3:22 "And whatsoever we ask, we receive of Him, because we keep His commandments,
and do those things that are pleasing in His sight." ]

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

William Finck is mocking Christian Identity.  You cannot belong to CI and be an unrepentant
lawbreaker.  BF is no more a Christian than Hillary Clinton.  The debate is which one of these
two hustlers is a better politician.

My career as an internet Bible scholar has always been predicated upon racial separation,
as everyone clearly knows.  It is only in BF’s distorted, Talmudic mind that someone who
teaches ABSOLUTE RACIAL SEPARATION could be construed as a “universalist.”   BF is
blowing smoke, hoping to prejudice White patriots against True Identity, by issuing a false
warning.  This type of deceit is utterly condemned in Scripture, and BF’s treachery will certainly
be discovered.  I am just the first witness.  Many more will come forward.

This verse is for William Finck:  “Beware you of the leaven of the Pharisees, which is
hypocrisy.  [Anyone who speaks in the Name of Yahweh and does not obey His laws is a
hypocrite.]  For there is nothing covered that shall not be revealed; neither hidden, that shall
not be known.  Therefore, whatsoever people have spoken in darkness shall be heard in the
light; and that which you have spoken in the ear in closets shall be proclaimed upon the
housetops.”  - Luke 12:2-3.

With respect to non-Whites, Finck’s hatred of all non-Whites is highly provocative and increas-
es the hatred between and among the races.  This is exactly what the Jews want.  The Jews do
not want peace between the races.  Neither does William Finck.  He and the Jews have the
same goal: to exacerbate the hatred between the White Race and the other races.  Nothing could
be more obvious.
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In his article, BF is using the Straw Man tactic to cause strife and division within our ranks.  The
Bible says we are to be a blessing, not a curse.  BF has been nothing but curse to CI since our
schism.  We must stand upon Yahweh’s laws, which include the Golden Rule and being kind
and courteous to one another (Matt. 25:40).   Since Finck cannot accomplish his goals with open
and honest debate, he has resorted to Jew tactics; but his foolish followers fail to see this.  Until
they develop eyes to see his distortions and flagrant violations of Yahweh’s laws, he will
continue to fool them just as the Jews and the antinomians fool the Judeos.

William Finck teaches doctrines that are designed to antagonize the other
races, when, in reality, they are not the enemy.   Like August Kreis and
James Wickstrom, he preaches hatred, not just against Edomites, which the
Bible does encourage, but also against all non-Whites, which not even
Adolf Hitler ever did.  Being more subtle that those two fellows, he spent
a large portion of his time in prison developing his absurd hybridity thesis,
which he uses to justify his hatred of non-Whites, even justifying killing
them simply because they are non-White!   It was only when I began to

realize his sinister intentions that I broke away from him.

Finck’s Ultimatum

As further proof of Finck’s own party mentality, Stocktrader Dan copied several posts by Finck
on Facebook stating an April 1, 2013 ULTIMATUM that anyone who communicates with Eli
James will be deleted from his friends list.  The fact is that most people will consider this a
welcome relief from his diatribes!

Here are some of these posts:

William Finck shared a link.
March 26
April 1st is April Fools' Day. On that day I will go through my "Friends' List" and anyone who
has Eli James as a friend, I am dropping. I DO NOT CARE WHO OR HOW CLOSE WE ARE.

If you want to know why, listen to this podcast. I will no longer deal with compromisers.
Compromise was the second sin in the Garden:

William Finck shared a link.
Yesterday

Well, today is April Fools' Day. I unfriended everyone who had Eli James on
their friends' list. If you do not know anything about Eli, well, that is unfortu-

nate, but I could not pick-and-choose or I would be a hypocrite. Having Eli James a...s a friend,
you may as well be friends with the devil.    [Talk about Party Mentality! – Eli]

If Christians do not pot into practice their right of association, they shall continue to stand for
nothing, because they make themselves enablers of evil. That is the point of my doing this, to
attempt to awaken certain people up to that fact.
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In no way shape or form have I compromised our right to NOT associate with non-Whites.
Finck’s filibuster lost him a lot of friends and it is gaining Yahweh’s wrath!   With his lies and
rudeness, he continues to alienate Whites who would otherwise come to Identity.

Donald Smithposted toWilliam Finck

March 27

Donald Smith - http://picosong.com/wiPU/

Hey Christian Identity Friends, Want To Hear About Another Jewish Rabbi Intruder Into
Christian Identity, Click On This Site, Its Good, You'll Find Out The Real Truth About The
Imposter, Eli-James.....

Playing: John Kaminski and Daryl Bradford Smith call Eli James a Jew
10172012.mp3 - picosong.com

This recording is very ironic, as DBS now believes that I am a rabbi, thanks
to the garbage being put out by William Finck, says that DBS has no right to
exist!  Shall wonders never cease!  This is what happens when you adopt a

posture of intellectual superiority, when all you have is a false belief.   Even more ironic is the
attitude of Donald Smith, because I had written several letters to the parole board on behalf of
his imprisoned son, David.  In return for trying help his son get out of prison, he insults me by
circulating this insulting audio!

Of course, this is type of insult that Yahshua was being subjected to BY HIS OWN PEOPLE,
who were stupid enough to believe the lies of the Pharisees!  The more things change, the more
they stay the same.  Even Peter denied Him thrice. But I have never asked anyone to follow me.
I only ask that you listen to my arguments and comprehend my position.

One more:

William Finck shared a link.
March 9
Amos Part 6: "All the families of the earth" defined. Eli James' universalism addressed. Listen
to the evidence before you judge.

In the notes to this podcast, towards the bottom, there is a link to a ten-minute audio clip of Eli
James and... Greg Howard. In that clip there is more universalist bullshit emanating from the
mouth of Eli James than I ever heard from a Catholic priest on any given Sunday when I was a
kid.   [This charge is absolutely ridiculous.  What Catholic priest advocates racial segregation?]

http://christogenea.org/content/amos-part-6-christogenea-talkshoe-03-08-2013

I listened to the clip. The whole discussion is against race-mixing.  My discussion with Jose is
totally Scriptural, explaining to him why we Whites cannot live with or worship with non-
Whites.   Somehow, telling Jose that the races must remain segregated is “universalism.”
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What?   The essence of Finck’s argument is that he hates non-Whites; and anyone who disagrees
must be smeared as a “universalist.”

From the snippet he recorded, I say things like “We must not mix our genetic seed.”  “We must
practice our religion separately from others.”  “We are not to go around killing and domineer-
ing.”  (See Gen. 12:3.)   Jose actually admitted that non-Whites are more racist than we are.
Such admissions need to be heard by White Judeo-Christians, who falsely believe that only
whites can be racist!!  Coming from the mouth of a Latino, such a statement is a strong witness
for the truth of our segregationist position.  Fascinatingly, Jose perfectly comprehends our
demand for racial segregation, with an understanding of racial differences.  He even accepted
the fact that non-Whites don’t show blood in the face and therefore cannot receive the Cove-
nants of Israel!!!   In no uncertain terms, I made it plain to Jose that my people and his people
are to stop mixing.  How is that universalist?

It is not exterminationism, but it is certainly not universalism.

With this epic onslaught of disinformation directed against my person, it has become fairly
common for me to receive emails from irate Whites asking me why I teach salvation for
non-Whites.  The Finckaholics have turned many of my former friends into enemies.  It hurts to
be literally unfriended – not just on the internet - by those who believe the lies.  All I can do is
to inform them that they have been misled.  The fact is that I do not teach salvation for
non-Whites.  That is the fraud that was invented by William Finck.  Here is an example of such
an exchange of emails:

--- On Tue, 2/19/13,  [named deleted]> wrote:

Subject: Question
To: "elijames@att.net" <elijames@att.net>
Date: Tuesday, February 19, 2013, 8:50 PM

What races are born from above?  Thanks.

My response:

On Feb 22, 2013, at 7:26 PM, Eli James <elijames@att.net> wrote:

Only the Adamic Race was given Yahweh's in-breath. All the races were created by yahweh,
but only the blushing race was given the indwelling Spirit by Yahweh personally (Gen. 2:7).
Eli

The party’s response:

From:
Subject: Re: Question
To: "Eli James" <elijames@att.net>
Date: Saturday, February 23, 2013, 2:24 AM

Okay but why do you teach that all races can be saved? When Yahshua said only those born
above can return above. Rev. 14: 6 only mean Adam kind, as to all others he does not know
them and never will deut 7: 6, Amos 3:2
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My response:

I do not teach that all races can be saved. I have never taught that. You must have heard this lie
from a Finckaholic!!!

I teach absolute racial separation, ala Abraham Lincoln and the Whigs, who were shipping the
Blacks back to Africa.

Here is my Word Study on the Hebrew and Greek:

http://www.anglo-saxonisrael.com/content/salvation-and-second-coming

Here is my rebuttal of Finck's absurd notion that Yahweh hates all non-Whites:

http://www.anglo-saxonisrael.com/content/crumbs

Thanks for contacting me about this.

Pastor Eli James

On a regular basis I have to answer these false accusations, which come from BF, Zogbots and
the rest of the rumor mill cabal.  Short of filing a lawsuit against these fraudsters, all I can do,
besides praying for their exposure, is to publicly counter their lies and hope that people begin
sharing the truth about the Finckaholics.

First of all, it is just common decency to ask the accused his or her side of the story.   This is
what the emailer did, although in an accusatory fashion.  Our law is “innocent until proven
guilty.”  That’s why we have trials, so both sides can be heard.  Anyone who makes no effort to
allow the accused to defend oneself is just as bad as the hoaxer.   Ridicule and defamation are
Jew tactics; and it demeans us to engage in these things.  Like the Jew-media, Finck and
company have been doing their utmost to present a one-sided story, prejudicing newcomers with
endless spin.   There is no doubt in my mind that Yahweh is allowing all of this to transpire in
order to remind true Israelites of their obligation to hear both sides and to obey His Laws.  Those
who get tricked by Finck will fall with him because their egos have been puffed up and because
they do not have a sense of fair play, i.e., they are not willing to go the extra mile to find out the
Truth.   Justice cannot be served when only one side is heard.

I have also received evidence that Finck has gone on Facebook disrupting various groups with
his Net Nazi hate rhetoric.  Here is one comment sent to me by a former member of one of his
chat groups:  He [Finck] never has been on my friends list and he was in one group I was in
Universalism on Trial, and every tme I posted something from Eli, he started on his universalism
Rant. That group basically fell apart and HE was the cause of it.

Finck’s divide and conquer tactics are becoming evident to everyone; yet he will not debate me
publicly.  Why not?  If he is so sure that he can maintain his accusation that I am a universalist,
why does he not face me?   Every accused has a right to face his accuser!!  Scripture says,
“Come, let us reason together.”  Finck banishes all those who would try to reason with him.  It
is obvious to me that, as Finck becomes more frantic in his attempts to dethrone a True Identity
Minister, his ravings will offend even his closest allies; and then his joy ride will be over.

William Finck Is Mocking Christian Identity and
White Nationalism
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Via sheer cupidity and spite, this provocateur is doing his best to destroy Christian Identity by
making it appear to be mere racism, just like all the other forms of White Nationalism.  This is
why he hypes Hitler so much.  BF is not worthy to wear Hitler’s moustache!  White Nationalists
love it when Hitler is praised and deified!  So do the Jews!  They love it when White Nationalists
scare the bejeebers out of the little jews!   Worse yet, the ADL uses all of those photographs of
Angry White Men and tells the lesser brethren and the White Christian world, “See, here are
your would-be leaders! Oh, by the way, send more money to Israel.”

Unfortunately, Hitlerism is a lost cause.  Rather than converting Whites to Identity, harping in
Hitler just drives them away.  Finck’s attempt to make Hitlerism look Christian is just as silly
as it is disingenuous.  Pastor Butler’s sincere attempt to combine the two ideas failed precisely
because neo-Nazism has always been as anti-Christian as anti-Jewish.  Most neo-Nazis repudi-
ate Christianity precisely because they think Jesus was a Jew on a stick.  No easy conversion of
this mindset and lifestyle is possible.  The Jews have taught them to hate Yahshua and they don’t
even realize it.

The easiest way to discredit a movement is to make its leaders look silly.  And that is what Bill
Finck has been trying to do to me, since our schism.  Like a typical Jew agent, he spends a lot
of time blow-harding against the Jews, but when it comes down to action, like Wickstrom
and Stench, he spends the bulk of his time attacking Whites who oppose his Talmudic
agenda.

The same is true of my other accusers.  They blow hard against the Jews, but their actions
exacerbate our situation or cause disunity in the CI movement.  I have never shirked the duty of
honest debate, nor have I ever descended to the level of name-calling, although the temptation
has been great.  I resist this temptation only because I know that it can only make things worse.
If sanity is to prevail, then all disputes must be resolved by reason, honesty and fair play.

Now, I admit that Finck had me fooled, primarily because his Christogenea New Testament is
very well done, compared to the catholic interpretations of the RCC and organized Protestant-
ism; but I was the first one to call out Rabbi Lindstench.  I even defended Finck against the
charges of Brian Akira, who was the first person to suggest that Finck was a collaborator.  Finck
has repaid my loyalty to him by repeated, unwarranted attacks against my person.

I was also the first one to call out Zander of Zion Crime Factory. I challenged him on the
Rebecca Carley show and proved that he was a hypocrite.  I challenged him to discuss whether
the Jews were really the people of the Book.  His response was that he doesn’t discus religion!
But his website was full of anti-Christian sentiment.  I left him a message on his blog telling him
that I didn’t believe he was an anti-Semite.  His real agenda was anti-Christian.

I was right again.

In conclusion, all of my accusers are welcome to debate me publicly.  Stocktrader Dan invited
Finck to debate me about his Extermination Thesis and my supposed universalism, but he
declined.   I doubt that any of my accusers has the guts to debate me publicly.  But if they do,
they know that they will have a lot of explaining to do.  That will be very uncomfortable.
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The issues are straightforward:  Love versus hate; Truth versus lies; Justice versus injustice;
Fair-mindedness against obfuscation; Dialogue versus name-calling; Debate versus Diablos;
Guilelessness versus bad faith.  If these men haven’t developed these Dominion traits yet, when
will they?  As Mike Ditka likes to say, “Character DOES matter.”  You’d better believe it does.

In all of these cases, I have taken the moral high ground, because that’s what I believe in.   My
enemies, on both sides of the aisle, race-mixers on the Left and bogus anti-Semites on the Right,
have resorted to smear tactics.  Kill the peacemaker!  Destroy rational debate!  This is what
honest people, even within Christian Identity, have to deal with in this dishonest world.

Honest Israelites follow righteousness and are obligated to hear both sides of the story.  “Does
our law judge any man before it hear him and know what he does?”  - John 7:51, Deut. 17:6.
None of my accusers teaches or follows righteousness, although they do their best to pretend.
Lacking any other forum, I have decided to use this essay as an explanation, for those who will
listen, of what is really going on in the world of subversion.

Bearing in mind that BF’s target audience is those Whites who are ignorant of my work, his
methodology consists of a.) stating his own position very clearly, b.) misrepresenting my
position in order to make it appear to be the exact opposite of what I actually teach, and c.)
demanding that you side with him without giving me any time on the witness stand.  And this
person actually claims to be a “Christian.”  I call it Chutzpah.   On top of all this deception, the
man has the audacity to accuse me of creating a “party mentality,” while he is the author of it.
The Jews are experts at accusing others of what they themselves are most guilty of.  Diablos,
your agent has served you well, but his time is up.  The charade is over.

William Finck is a bully.  This is why he killed Arnaldo Ortega and this is why his wife divorced
him.  There is no such thing as a Christian bully.  The man has disgraced Christian Identity with
his deceit, posturing and bullying.   His antics cannot be allowed to be considered representative
of Christian Identity.  This is why I have gone to such great pains to document the hypocrisy.
 As a servant of my People, Israel, it is my duty to expose evildoing wherever it exists, especially
when it’s White people pretending to be Christians.

“Let love be without hypocrisy.  Abhor that which is evil and love that which is good.”  -
Romans 12:9.

“Bless them which persecute you: bless and curse not.” – Rom. 12:14.

As with all of the other false accuser mentioned herein, I pray that they find a way to overcome
their own demise, which is guaranteed to those who fail to observe the path of righteousness.
May Yahweh bless them with the courage to repent.

“But whereunto shall I liken this generation?  It is like unto children sitting in the markets, and
calling unto their fellows, And saying, We have piped unto you, and you have not danced; we
have mourned unto you and you have not lamented.  For John came neither eating nor drinking,
and they say, He hath a devil.  The Son of Man came eating and drinking, and they say, Behold
a man gluttonous, and a winebibber, a friend of publicans and sinners. But wisdom is justified
of her children.”  - Matt. 11:16-19.
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The false accuser likes to have it both ways.  If you don’t eat and drink with him, that makes
you a Jew.  If you DO eat and drink with him, that makes you a Jew too!  Damned if you do;
damned if you don’t.  Facts don’t matter in such a situation.  The Pharisees tried this
Finck/Baker tactic against Yahshua, when they accused Him of having a devil!

Observe:  “Then answered the Jews, and said unto Him, Say we not well that thou art a
Samaritan and hast a devil?  Jesus answered, I have not a devil; but I honor my Father, and ye
do dishonor Me.”- John 8:49.

My accusers say, “Eli James is a Jew and he has a devil”!  Do I laugh or cry?  All I can do is
defend myself in the only court available to me right now: public opinion.  When I get my day
in court, all of William Finck’s lies will be exposed.  For this reason, I hereby publicly challenge
William Finck to prove his false contentions against me.  William Finck, let’s have at it.  Let’s
have a radio debate!  We’ll see if Finck can prove his claims and defend his tactics in such a
forum!  Unless he repents, this will be his fate:

“A false witness will not be unpunished; and a spouter of lies will fail.” – Prov. 19:9.

The bottom line for Christian Identity is who is obeying Yahweh’s laws and who isn’t.  If
CI folk accept pastors and teachers who openly flaunt Yahweh’s laws, then CI will go the way
of the denominations.  Pastors and teachers must be held accountable for their errors and their
deliberately obnoxious behaviour.

Christian Identity has NEVER been mere racism.  Nor does Scripture accept mere racism.  It
is not just about blood.  It is about

Blood And Honour
A final word to those who take Finck seriously.  First of all, you need to stop inhaling that sweet
perfume of self-righteousness and stop assisting the Finckoholics in their smear campaign.  It is
beyond obvious that BF is a man who utterly lacks both honesty and statesmanship.  The only
way he can maintain your loyalty is by getting you to jump to quick and rash conclusions.

If you persist in following this marauder, you will surely find yourself standing next to him in
hell, with the heat of the barbecue searing you conscience, which he has encouraged you to
abandon.  If that’s what it takes to cure you of your self-righteous delusions, so be it.  You can’t
say I didn’t warn you of his intrigues.  To those of you who have indulged your passion for
ridicule upon those whom you falsely believe to be your inferiors, I have already wasted too
much sympathy upon you.  If you can’t comprehend the real issues, then you are not fit to enter
the Kingdom.

At all costs, you must resist the temptation to judge in self-righteous indignation, which is easily
manipulated and exploited. Finck uses the tactics of flattering his supporters and demonizing his
enemies: Jew-tactics, blatant and transparent in their call for prejudice.  BF has succeeded in
focusing their justified anger and resentment upon a supposed practitioner of “universalism,”
even though that supposed universalist has done nothing but promote racial Covenant Identity
expose Jewish perfidy for the last 25 years, thus helping to awaken hundreds of Caucasians to
their Identity with the people of the Book.  As Finck would have it, NONE OF THAT
MATTERS.
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I am to be condemned and ridiculed solely on the basis of his interpretation of the facts.  If you
are not revolted by so narrow an accusation in view of the far greater good that I have
accomplished – even if Finck’s accusations were true – then you are indeed narrow-minded and
deserve the just punishment of those who do not pursue justice.  To be condemn others for one
dubious fault while disregarding their greater accomplishments, and thereby obviating all the
good that they have done, is nothing short of mean and petty.  You should be larger than that.

BF has attempted to make Universalism the main issue; but it is not.  The main issue has always
been Righteousness versus self-righteousness.

Here is how Yahweh puts it:

“Understand, therefore, that Yahweh your Elohim gives you not this good land to possess it for
your righteousness, for you are a stiff-necked people.  Remember and forget not, how you
provoked Yahweh your Elohim to wrath in the wilderness: from the day that you did depart out
of the land of Egypt, until you came to this place, you have been rebellious against Yahweh. –
Deut. 9:6-7.
Although these words were recorded 3,500 years ago and were spoken to your ancestors, they
surely apply to those of you who would judge others according to your own sense of righteous-
ness, while disregarding His.

It is not your friends who appeal to your emotions, frailties, and fears, while at the same
time encouraging you to feel superior.  There is no need for such vanity.  Mere racism is a
death sentence.  If Yahweh wanted to or needed to, all He would have to do is make a whole
new Adamic Race.

As John the Baptist stated in Matt. 3:8-10:

Bring forth therefore fruits fitting for repentance; and think not to say within yourselves, We
have Abraham as our father.  For to you I say that God is able of these stones to raise up
children to Abraham. And now also the ax is laid to the root of the trees: therefore every tree
which brings for not good fruit is hewn down and cast into the fire.”

Your White skin will avail nothing if you remain an unrepentant, evil tree.  On the contrary, you
will taste the fires of hell for imagining that there is such an easy path into the Kingdom.

It has always been our semi-eternal foe who has exploited our vanity in order to destroy us.
Nothing has changed.  Your worst enemy has always been, and still is, your own pride.  And
the only antidote for this sickness is His Righteousness.  Never forget this and act accordingly.
If you do, you will have a reasonable expectation of seeing the Kingdom, which is what your
Father wants.   But He has no intention of giving it to the self-righteous.  You might as well be
a Jew; and you would deserve no better.

Adam and Eve, will you again fall by virtue of the flatteries of Nachash?
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Conclusion

“If a false witness rise up against any man (Adamite) to testify against him that which is wrong;
then both men, between whom the controversy is, shall stand before Yahweh, before the priests
and the judges, kwhcih shall be in those days.  And the judges shall make diligent inqueisition:
and, behold, if the witness be a false witness, AND HATH TESTIFIED FALSELY AGAINST HIS
BROTHER; Then shall ye do unto him as he had thought to have done unto his brother: so shalt
thou put away evil from among you.” – Lev. 19:16-19.

My five accusers include a gangster Klansman, a murdering cop, a counterfeiting home wrecker
and two child molesters.   These are the men who seek to undermine my ministry by making
false accusations.  I never claimed to be a saint, but since I have no criminal record, and because
I have done no wrong to any of these men, the contrast in credibility is quite stark.  But
most their followers don’t know about the massive violations of Yahweh’s laws committed by
these men, both past and present.  Worse yet, none of them have demonstrated any repentance
for their crimes.  They do their best to act as though they have done nothing wrong.  This is why
I have had to expose their wrongdoing, so that you can gauge for yourself whether these
accusers are worthy of casting stones.

If any one of them thinks they can uphold their false charges against me, LET THE INQUISI-
TION BEGIN.  I AM READY!  I would love to witness your attempts to prove that I am a
“Jew,” “faggot,” universalist,” “rabbi,” etc.  But beware of Leviticus 19:19!  You will be
punished accordingly!

What is the lesson for law-abiding Israelites?

To summarize the nature of the problem, I suggest that every Israelite should ask these three
questions of every accuser:

 1..  Does he employ the Jewish tactic of ad hominem attack instead of public debate?
 2.  Does he stir up needless divisions within our ranks?
 3.  Does the accuser make a habit of violating Yahweh’s Laws?
 4.  Does the accuser enlist friends, thus engaging in a conspiracy, to help him
smear the accused?
 5.  Does he employ the tactics of demonization, concocting false arguments and
misrepresenting the words of the victim?
 6.  Does he persistently agitate, even against those who are not directly involved,
thus trying to inflame the situation?

Here is what Yahshua said of those who presume to lead:

“You know that they which are accounted to rule over the nations exercise lordship over them;
and their great ones exercise authority upon them.  BUT SO SHALL IT NOT BE AMONG
YOU; but whosoever will be great among you shall be your minister.  And whosoever of you
will be the chiefest shall be servant of all.  For even the Son of Man came not to be ministered
to but to minister, and to give His life a ransom for many.” – John 10:42-45.
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True Christianity is based on service to the brethren.  Those who wish to rule over you by lying
to you, thereby flaring up hatreds and dissensions, are hardly qualified to lead.  In fact, they are
serving Satan.

“Blessed are the humble, for they shall inherit the earth.  Blessed are they which do hunger and
thirst after righteousness, for they shall be filled.  Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain
mercy.  Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God.  Blessed are the pure in heart, for
they shall see God.  Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of God.
Blessed are they which are persecuted for righteousness sake, for theirs is the kingdom of
heaven.  Blessed are you, when men shall revile you and say all manner of evil against you
falsely, for My sake.  Rejoice and be exceeding glad: for great is your reward in heaven: for so
persecuted they the prophets which were before you.” – Matt. 5:1-12.

In their own ministries, they all preach some form of pre-emptive violence against the Jews and
non-Whites.  But this is irresponsible at best and fatal at worst, because we all know that
Mystery Babylon controls the largest armies in the world, with firepower that can crush any
insurrection in minutes.  The tactic of fear-mongering and mud-slinging is employed by all
demagogues who agitate people into committing stupid acts of violence or rebellion.  Any battle
that is not sanctioned by Yahweh will fail miserably; and He will not support us if we follow
unrepentant sinners.  This is the crux of the matter.

Calling for pre-emptive violence is a standard Jewish tactic.  Recall the words of Israel Cohen,
Jewish communist:

We must realize that our party’s most powerful weapon is racial tension.  By propounding into
the consciousness of the dark races that for centuries they have been oppressed by the whites,
we can mould them to the program of the communist party.  In America, we will aim for subtle
victory.  While inflaming the Negro minority against the whites, we will endeavour to install in
the whites a guilt complex for their exploitation of the Negroes.  We will aid the Negroes to rise
in prominence in every walk of life, in the professions and in the world of sports and entertain-
ment.  With this prestige, the Negro will be able to intermarry with the whites and begin a
process which will deliver America into our hands.” -  A Racial Program for the Twentieth
Century (1912), quoted by Congressman Abernathy, Congressional Record, 1957, p. 8559.

While the Jews inflame the blacks against us Whites, my accusers enflame naïve Whites against
all of the other races… and against those who do not go along with their pre-emptive agenda.
Those who march behind these errant teachers will find out that they have no support from
Yahweh.

Since Yahweh promises us, over and over, that He will protect His righteous children in all of
our endeavours as long as we obey His laws, we have nothing to fear, not even from Jews.
(Deut. 28 and Lev. 26.)  The rabble rousers never mention this fact, because it cannot be used
to arouse anger and hatred.  It puts the burden squarely upon ourselves, to obey His Laws.  This
is the one and only solution to our current crisis.  When, we as a nation, return to His
Laws, the Jews will be toast…and so will the shills.

Yahweh still promises to destroy our enemies, as He did on behalf of Gideon, Moses, David and
others.  But my five accusers are leading the rebellion against Yahweh by preying upon your
fears and creating unnecessary hatred.  Yes, there is a justified hatred of the Edomites and
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others, but there can be no justification for us if we are lawbreakers.  He will ignore us just
as he ignored the rebellious houses of Israel and Judah, when they turned their backs on Him.

For those of you who still do not understand my position, let me her quote the relevant passages
of Scripture:

“There is “none like the Elohim of Jeshu-run, Who rides upon the heaven in Your help, and in
His excellency on the sky.  The eternal Elohim is your refuge, and underneath are the everlast-
ing arms: and He shall thrust out the enemy for before you; and shall say DESTROY THEM.
Israel then shall dwell safely alone.  The fountain of Jacob shall be upon a land of corn and
wine; also His heavens shall drop down dew.  Happy are you, O Israel.  Who is like unto you,
O people saved by Yahweh, the shield of your help and Who is the sword of your excellency!
And your enemies shall be found liars to you; and you shall tread upon their high places.”-
Deut. 33:26-29.

But there is a condition for this type of support from the Most High.“

IF you walk in My statutes and keep My commandments, AND DO THEM, THEN will I give
you rain in due season; and the land shall yield her increase, and the trees of the field shall yield
their fruit…and you shall chase your enemies and they shall fall before you by the sword.  And
five of you shall chase a hundred, and a hundred of you shall put ten thousand to flight: and
your enemies shall fall before you by the sword.  For I will have respect to you and make you
fruitful and multiply you and establish My covenant with you.” – Lev. 26:3-9.

Given this promise by Yahweh to protect His righteous, how can the lawbreakers within our
ranks be trusted to lead you into the promised land of Jew-free living?  Their example is the
exact opposite of what Yahweh demands.  Yahweh does not support calumniators and dema-
gogues.  They are to be first corrected; and if they persist without repentance, they are to be
rebuked.  If they fail to heed the warning, they will be judged.

The experiences I have had with the afore-mentioned suspects shows that the Deceiver is trying
very hard to derail Christian Identity by turning it into just another anti-Christian form of mere
racism, like neo-Nazism or pagan supremacism.  I surely hope that this is the last temptation of
Israel.   It is not possible for the doctrine of hatred towards the other races to produce a positive
result.  It is both unnecessary and unscriptural.  I here provide a witness who sympathizes with
my position:

Pastor Eli:  Thank you for sending me your rebuttal to Clifton Emahiser’s BOF [“Identifying
the Beast of the Field” – Eli] series.  I am very satisfied with the evidence you provided to
illustrate your case, and I agree with it.  It also answered my question concerning the term,
‘behema.’

Personally, I am relieved that the creation of the pre-Adamic races is accounted for in
Scripture.  Not that I like them, but I understand that my dislike of them is due to the current
unnatural imbalance of Yahweh’s natural order of things.  I agree with you that not all of them
(non-Whites, aside from joos) are evil.  I honestly feel more pity than loathing for mamzer
children, and reserve the loathing and contempt for the parents.
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I thank Yahweh for teachers like yourself, whose writings reflect an HONEST LOVE FOR
OUR BRETHREN…  Yah bless, LD  (Nov. 20, 2010)

Thank you, LD.  The temptation to take things into our own hands must be resisted.  Unless
Yahweh blesses the occasion, it will surely fail.

“You stiffnecked and uncircumcised in heart and ears, you do always resist the Holy Ghost: as
your fathers did, so do you.” – Acts 7: 51.

None of these false accusers show the slightest bit of humility in their thoughts and actions.  The
Scriptures teach that we must be humble, kind and generous.

“Humble yourselves, therefore, under the mighty hand of God, that He may exalt you in due
time:  Casting all your care upon Him; for he cares for you.  Be sober, be vigilant; because your
adversary is the devil, as a roaring lion walks about, seeking whom he may devour.”  - I Peter
5: 6-8.
Nor do they follow the example of Yahshua Messiah. “For I have given you an example that
you should do as I have done to you.”  - John 13:15.  Clearly, my five accusers do not follow
the example of brotherly love; and they hardly even pay lip service to it, as they prefer to spread
their gospel of hatred against all dissent while failing to love their own brethren.

“Blessed are they that do His commandments, that they may have right to the tree of life and
may enter in through the gates of the city.  For outside are dogs and sorcerers and whoremong-
ers and murderers and idolaters and whosoever loves and makes a lie. – Rev. 22:15-16.

There is no chance that those who love and make lies will enter into the Kingdom.  It does not
matter what the color of their skin is.  Their reward will be the Second Death.  Lies and liars
will simply not be allowed to exist in the Restoration of Israel.  Only 144,000 Israelites will
qualify as the bride of Christ.  Are you willing to risk losing the eternal life of glory by rejecting
righteousness?  Realize who your tempters are!

“Let the lying lips be silenced, which speak grievous things proudly and contemptuously
against the righteous.”  -  Psalm 31:18.

The bottom line is that my critics all display an egregious lack of both brotherly love and
righteousness.   Brotherly love is just as important as intellectual comprehension of our
oppression, for we are indeed in the time of Jacob’s trouble; but by relying on the tactic of
pointing the accusatory finger against honest people, they have revealed themselves as traitors
to the race. They are quick on the trigger to condemn, harass, slander and scoff – all character-
istics of antichrists – but their capacity for love, even for their own people, is sorely lacking.
This is a fact that is not in dispute.  It is a matter of their very public attitudes and
behavior, as demonstrated herein.  Despite their pretensions, these men are NOT Identity.
Their pro-Aryanism is a façade for their public unrighteousness.  Because they promote racial
strife without warning you of the pitfalls of unrighteousness, they must be considered as agents
of the wicked one, pretending to be “teachers” of the White Race.

Now, the question I put before you is this:  Do you put Faith in Yahweh and His Laws, or will
you allow your righteousness to be stolen from you by impostors?
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“And then shall that wicked one be revealed, whom Yahshua shall consume with the spirit of
His mouth [Truth], and shall destroy with the brightness of His coming: even him whose coming
is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and wonders, and with all DECEIVA-
BLENESS OF UNRIGHTEOUSNESS in them that perish…that they might all be DAMNED
who believed not the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness.” – II Thess. 2:8-12.

You can believe the siren song of “White Makes Right,” but it will not get you into the
Kingdom.  If we do not hold our pastors to the standards of RIGHTEOUSNESS, we are
doomed.  This is the very reason that all of the other denominations have fallen into the hands
of Satan.  Do you want the same thing to happen to Identity?  Try all spirits, test them, to
determine whether they are true or false.
“Be diligent that ye may be found of Him in peace, without spot, and blameless.” – II Peter
3:10-11.

Praise Yahweh and pass the ammunition!
I rest my case.  Shelah.

Appendix A:  Zogbots.org

At Zogbots.org, they cover themselves legally with this statement:

Zogbots is a satirical site that uses parody and allegory to portray fictional entities. Any
resemblance between real people and the characters described on Zogbots, is a pure and
intentional coincidence. If you are associated with or feel that any of the characters on Zogbots
are similar to you, we suggest that you get a life.

Here it is our intention to expose the zogbots by portraying their methods and motives and
madness. If you do not know what a zogbot is, you probably do not belong here, since the
zogbots either possess your soul or you live on Mars.

The problem is that not everyone who circulates their satire either by reposting or linking is
aware that this is satire.  The fact is that people like Skip Baker circulate this satire thinking that
it is real.  Based on this Zogbots satire, Skip Baker even foolishly went on the Rick Adams show
declaring that I am a Jew and a rabbi.  (By the way, Rick Adams is also an alias.  He does not
use his real name, because he does not want his relatives and neighbours to intrude upon his

privacy, should they find out about his political and religious
beliefs.)

What kind of a Christian uses ridicule to slander people, obvi-
ously knowing that not everybody will get the joke?   Who are
the real madmen?  The satirizers or their victims?

Furthermore, when William Finck calls me a “universalist,” no
one thinks it is satire.  They take him seriously, so this statement
is disingenuous.  So, when people portray me as an Israeli rabbi,
very few people think it is just a joke.  The people talking about
me in his various blogs really believe Finck’s lies.  I’m not
buying this satire business.  For the last two years, I have been

receiving curt and terse emails from those who take Finck’s lies and Zogbots “satire” seriously.
These people send me really hateful emails, because they have been led to believe that I am a
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Jew or a universalist.  The ignorant actually believe that I am a universalist!  Nevertheless,
William Finck is doing all that he can to muddy the waters, with the Jewish technique of
distortion.  In the meantime, the damage is done, like this piece of trash being floated by Skip
Baker: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ym0OYtBXYWs

Zander C. Fuerza
Posted on 14. Feb, 2013 by zogbotslayer

Zander C. Fuerza, also often known as Zion Crime Factory, is a self-hating Jew who has
ingratiated himself with anti-Zionists and other so-called "anti-semites" by writing various
articles bashing Zionists. Usually the internet is his only source of "research", so he is most often
merely re-phrasing the research of others.

Fuerza's anti-Zionism has ingratiated him with many more authentic White-nationalists. In
reality, Fuerza is not an anti-Semite, but only an anti-Zionist, who insists that Jews can be
reformed. He does not understand history, or the fact that the White nations of Europe had a
Jewish problem long before the advent of modern Zionism.

While Fuerza claims to be an avid admirer of Adolf Hitler, he is hypocritically also an
Anti-racist who despises White Separatists. He has an outright hatred for Christianity as well.
Therefore the people whom Fuerza hates most vehemently are Christian White Nationalists and
Identity Christians.

In reality, Fuerza's true allegiances lie on the anti-White Communist Left, the Occupy Wall
Street types who would support total anarchy and the destruction of White civilization, prefer-
ring the raceless godless world promoted by Jews everywhere.

In reality, Zander C. Fuerza is himself a Jew.

Source:  http://www.zogbots.org/content/zander-c-fuerza

Is this satire, or is it fact?   From the disclaimer, it should be satire.  How can zogbots.org be
taken seriously?  What proof is there that Zogbots is not itself a Zionist front organization?
Before the Zogbots people made this post, William Finck hobnobbed with ZCF.   Were they
working together all along?   Obviously, Zander C. Fuerza was deceiving people.   Is Zogbots
still deceiving people by pretending to be a White Nationalist/Christian Identity site?  Who is
joking and who is serious?  This is the poem I circulated in response to all of the recriminations
that are flying around on the net:

Fee, fie, foe, fum, I smell the stench of a Talmudbum.
Zander C. Factory is not the only one!

What is the Zogbots agenda?  Needless to say, this type of “satire” is divisive and destructive.
Having “fun” at other people’s expense, when reputations are at stake, is nothing but irrespon-
sibility.   This is what Sarah Silverman does.  I would suggest to the Zogbots crew that they
get a life and do something positive for the movement, instead of trying to destroy the
reputations of good people.

It’s not as though this is comparable to Saturday Night Live or a TV roast, where everybody
knows it’s satire.  Considering the fact that we are in the middle of a race war, I fail to see the
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humor, especially when true patriots are accused of being Jews or “threats to Identity.”  Of
course, the disclaimer serves a legal purpose.  “We don’t really mean it!  It’s just satire!”  The
slanderer protects himself by claiming that he’s being jocular.

The Jews have always thought that ruining people’s reputations is funny.  As I said earlier, we’ll
find out who is really working for the Jews.  Yahweh is not the author of confusion.  Zogbots
is, in my opinion, very Kosher.  It’s hard enough getting the truth out without kosher patriots
helping the Jews drown out the CI message.

The latest piece of fiction coming from the Finckaholics is this attempt make me “confess” to
being Rabbi Amnon Yitzak.    Of course, it is a completely fabricated piece, as I have never
addressed an audience of Jews in my life.  Nor have I been to the Israeli State, where this video
was shot.  I am told that the language being spoken is Yiddish.  If someone translates the words
being spoken, it will prove that the subtitles do not accurately reflect the words of the speaker.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=8TAtPRKJZMo# About this
video:  This video was posted on Dec. 22, 2012.  1.)  There is no disclaimer that the video is
satire.  2.)  Whoever produced the video is hiding behind the name, Aaron Swartz.  The
Finckaholics hypocritically accuse me of hiding behind an alias, while “Aaron Swartz” is clearly
an alias.  The same Aaron Swartz produced a video posted on June 12, 2012, promoting William
Finck.  Who is Aaron Swartz?  I would like to know.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&v=y68vQB9L9oI&feature=endscreen Is Aaron Swartz
promoting Rabbi Yitzak, William Finck, or both?   Why is a Jew, by the name of Aaron Swartz,
promoting William Finck?   3.) If you listen to the speech and compare the reactions of the
audience, they cheer and boo at the wrong times.  They should be cheering when Rabbi Yitzak
supposedly attacks Paul, because the Jews hate Paul.  4.) He uses words like “intelligentsia” and
“Africani,” which are not reflected in the phony subtitles.  5.)  Nowhere does Rabbi Yitzak
pronounce the name, “Eli James,” even in Yiddish, which proves again that the subtitles are
phony.  6.)  Rabbi Yitzak’s voice is much higher-pitched than mine.  A voice analyzer will easily
prove that we are not the same person.  7.)  One of the Finkaholics, D4rknb3h0ld3r, in the
comments beneath the video, states, with respect to Finck’s imprisonment  for murder,

 A murderer? So, he murdered a white guy in cold blood huh? Cause, if He murdered any other
race, it's not murder in the eyes of God dipshit since God never created, nor cares for the other
races. He died only for HIS people, the White Race. And the LAWS are only for HIS people. So,
you and your pro-diversity, pro-mix racing friends can all fry in hell when Yahweh returns.

Like all of the statements made by Finck and his cabal, Darknob3 misrepresents or misunder-
stands what is going on.  First, I never said Finck murdered a “white guy.”  In “William Finck,
Race Traitor,” I quoted the court record, which stated that Arnaldo Ortega was a Latino.
Second, Darknob3 confirms the fact that he is an Exterminationist, boldly stating, without proof,
that God did not create the non-White races and that it is no sin to murder a non-White!  (See
Zechariah 14 for a clear refutation of this doctrine.)  Third, I have never stated that Yahshua died
for the other races.  Finck claims that I have said that, but he never quotes me on this subject.
Like a Jew, Finck makes ad hoc accusations without any documentation.  Darknob3 is merely
repeating Finck’s lies, having never asked me, as the Bible demands, if these accusations are
true.  Those who do not seek out both sides of the story are guilty of demagoguery.  Fourth, I
have never stated that Yahweh’s Laws are for any other people than Israel.  Fifth, I have NEVER
advocated diversity or race-mixing.  There is not a single word in favor of these things on my
website, in my radio shows, or in my book, TGI.  Darknob3 has been duped by Finck, big time!
Question, class:  Who is creating a party mentality?  Who is creating divisions by spreading lies
and rumors?  Who is violating Yahweh’s laws?   The answers to these questions are obvious;
and these answers reveal who is working for Truth and who is working for Evil.
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“I appeal to you, brothers, to watch out for those who cause divisions and create obstacles
contrary to the doctrine that you have been taught; avoid them.  For such persons do not serve
our Lord Christ, but their own appetites, and by smooth talk and flattery they deceive the
hearts of the naïve.”-  Romans 16:17-18.

Who’s the smooth-talker and flatterer?  Who is the antinomian who claims that all Whites will
be saved by the color of their skin?  Does Darknob3 know what an antinomian is?  I doubt it.
Finck takes advantage of the hotheads and the fearheads with itchy trigger fingers: those
volunteers who rush in only to find out that they signed up to fight with General Custer at the
Little Big Horn.  By exploiting their legitimate fears and anger towards non-Whites, BF makes
matters worse by claiming that Yahweh hates the other races.

I think it is instructive to note that many of the Founding Fathers owned slaves and that none of
them had a hateful attitude towards Blacks.  George Washington and Thomas Jefferson owned
slaves.  It never occurred to them that they had a right to kill them.  They retained their
Black slaves only because it would have been even more cruel to set them free in an economy
that had no use for them.

All of the Founding Fathers intended that slavery should eventually be abolished and that the
liberated Blacks be sent back to Africa.  The Whigs under Daniel Webster and Henry Clay
pursued this policy and began the policy of shipping Blacks back to Africa.  The American
Colonization Society had commissioned ships for this purpose and the nation of Liberia was
founded on the west coast of Africa for this purpose.   [Link:

http://encyclopedia.jrank.org/articles/pages/5946/American-Colonization-Society-and-the-
Founding-of-Liberia.html

Abraham Lincoln was an avid promoter of this concept and actively deported numerous Blacks
to various destinations before and during the Civil War.  Lincoln absolutely opposed racial
integration.  So did all of the Founding Fathers, yet not a single member of this noble race ever
suggested that God hated the other races or that we have a right to kill them simply because they
are non-White.  That dubious doctrine is the product of two notorious distortionists, William
Finck and Clifton Emahiser.

In fact, the ACS was in the process of fulfilling Isaih 13:9-14, which states,

9. Behold, the day of the LORD comes, cruel, with wrath and fierce anger, to make the land a
desolation and to destroy its sinners from it.  10. For the stars of the heavens and their
constellations will not give their light; the sun will be dark at its rising, and the moon will not
shed its light.  11.  I will punish the world for its evil, and the wicked for their iniquity; I will put
an end to the pomp of the arrogant, and lay low the pompous pride of the ruthless.  12.  I will
make people more rare than fine gold, and mankind than the gold of Ophir.  13.  Therefore I
will make the heavens tremble, and the earth will be shaken out of its place, at the wrath of the
LORD of hosts in the day of his fierce anger.   14.  And like a hunted gazelle, or like sheep with
none to gather them, each will turn to his own people, and each will flee to his own land.  –
English Standard Version.

In verse 12, ‘people’ is translated from IYSH, meaning men of any and all races.  ‘Mankind’ is
translated from AWDAWM, meaning Whites exclusively.  Hence all races will go back to their
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countries of origin, but Adamkind will retain the territories and nations which Yahweh has given
us.  That there will be tremendous culling of all races goes without saying.  That is the thrust of
the passage.  It is also obvious that the pompous, arrogant and ruthless will be culled out of our
own race, as the Finckaholics prove with their anti-Scriptural hatred of non-Whites and their
lawless treatment of dissident Whites.  Suffice it to say that Dominion Theology is in accord
with the views of the great statesmen of America, while Exterminationism is a doctrine so
radical and novel that only the ignorant and the hateful advocate it.  This is why I refer to it as
the Aryan Talmud.

Who Is Zogbots.org?

A few facts about Zogbots.org:  1.)  Zogbots.org is owned by a corporation.  The name of the
corporation is eNom, Inc.  The address is 11400 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 200, Los Angeles CA
90064.  The phone number is 1-661-310-2107.   Who is this secretive person, who is hiding
behind the name of a corporation?  My accusers privately deal with someone who has a
corporate alias, while publicly accusing me of being a “namechanger.”  Double standards
abound with the disingenuous.  2.) The same corporate entity owns other entities: 1.) Who Is
Guard, listed at the same address and phone number.  2.) Airpush.com at the same address and
suite.  3.) Namecheap.com, same address and phone #.

Here are some angry reviews of enom.com, which, according to the complaints, seems to
specialize in stealing domain names and raising the price, once they learn that somebody wants
to use the name:  http://www.vistainter.com/reviews/E/enom.com/   Enom.com provides lots of
Internet services including “Website Monitor,” which means that it is a cyber-spy corpora-
tion.  I’ll bet a Jew signs the checks.  Maybe someone in LA can go down to the hall of records
and find out who the principals are.

Appendix B:  Why Mike Delaney had to Fire
Zion Crime Factory?

Thursday, February 14, 2013

Prothink's Mike Delaney Fires Brandon From Zion Crime Factory; Bran-
don Fires Back, Disputing Ownership Of The Site

The latest outbreak of movement drama involves Mike Delaney, the editor of Prothink and the
brand-new Truthink.tv website, and an individual identified as Brandon, who edited Zion Crime
Factory. Delaney fired Brandon as editor of Zion Crime Factory and took the website from him,
but Brandon disputes Delaney's ownership of Zion Crime Factory.

The latest outburst started on February 10th, 2013 when Delaney published this brief announce-
ment on Prothink:

At this point and time I wont go into too many details but will be interviewing some highly
respected people about how and why I removed both of these non-white individuals. *Most* of
their work in the Prothink network is appreciated but my limit of tolerance and compromise has
been far exceeded. These domains and content have been property of the Prothink network and
therefore will continue to be the property of such. I refuse to turn this into a big ordeal but do
feel people are justified in some explanations which will be offered in length shortly.
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Note that Delaney insists that Zion Crime Factory is the property of the Prothink network.
However, Brandon disputes this premise, and he's chosen to fire back, launching a new website
called The Real ZCF. In this post, Brandon launches his counterattack. Much of it is a hysterical
diatribe against Christian Identity, in which he attempts to portray Christian Identists as Whites
who wish they were Jews. He claims he was fired because he criticized Christian Identity, and
that Delaney knew from the very beginning that he was anti-religion and anti-CI. But Brandon
also claims that Delaney never asserted ownership of Zion Crime Factory, telling him that ZCF
was his site and that he could do whatever he wanted with it. Here's the pertinent part of
Brandon's response:

Most people in the real truth movement know that my former website:

 http://www.zioncrimefactory.com

is hosted by Mike Delaney, also known as ‘Prothink’. In September 2011, Mike offered to host
a website for me where I could post my written work, which had been consistently censored
from free Blogspot and WordPress sites for over a year. Since I began working with Mike, he
gave me full control of the Zion Crime Factory website, and only ever went into my control
panel to fix some technical issues that we’ve experienced from time to time. He told me it was
my site and that I could do whatever I wanted with it.

You can see that Brandon is under the clear-cut impression that he owns ZCF, not Delaney; this
explains why he claims Delaney stole the site from him. The tipping point actually came on
February 3rd during a chat room discussion where Brandon says he merely remarked that
“Yahweh = JWO (Jew World Order)”. Some Christian Identists in the chat room understandably
took offense to that statement, since they consider such a reference to Yahweh to be blasphe-
mous. Then Delaney jumped in and said “Only a kike would have such a hard-on to bash CI
(Christian Identity).”

On February 4th, Delaney allegedly returned to the chat and promptly lashed out, telling
non-religious critics of Christian Identity to shut up, essentially forbidding any further criticism
or discussion of Christian Identity. Delaney accused Brandon of trying to divide the White
community between between pro-CI and anti-CI factions. Brandon then tells us what happened
next:

On that same day (February 4, 2013), in a hissy fit of uncontrollable religious rage, Prothink
[Delaney] locked me out of my site by changing my log-in password because he took offense to
what I had said the previous day about Yahweh representing the ideological foundation of the
Jew World Order. Since Mike is a fervent devotee of Christian Identity, he decided to “punish”
me for what he considered to be an affront to his religion by preventing me from accessing my
website. Shortly after barring me from my site, he maliciously redirected my domain to
Christogenea for several days, a website run by CI cult leader and convicted murderer psycho-
path William Finck. Prothink associates closely with this animal, and I suspect Finck played a
substantial role in the seizure and redirecting of my domain to his pathetic site of ridiculous
gibberish. Like a typical scheming snake, Finck apparently was gloating about the substantially
increased traffic to his trashy website of fanciful delusions of grandeur. This treasonous act of
betrayal by Prothink was obviously an attempt to rattle my cage and “get at me,” so to speak.

Mike Delaney says he will tell his story in full later on. A discussion thread on The Information
Underground indicates that Delaney addressed the issue on his February 10th Talkshoe podcast.
At this point, it seems to be a "he said-he said". type dispute; I don't know either party well
enough to make a call. One person on The Real ZCF is sympathetic, but maintains that Delaney
had a right to shut Brandon down:
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Justin Thyme says February 13, 2013 at 6:30 pm:

I feel sorry for you, ZCF. You do good work, and it sucks that everything went down the way
it did. I hope you find some people to work with that you can get along with better, and continue
to spread the word.

That said, your story distills down to: This CI guy offered to set me up on one of his websites.
Everything went well until I invited him to a chatroom where I said CI was a Jew plot. Then he
kicked me off the site and called me a Jew.

How did you expect Mike to react to you calling his faith into question? If you were writing for
a Mormon guy’s site, and you said “Mormonism = Satanism,” how would you expect him to
react?

I’m an atheist by the way.

Justin Thyme has a point. If you go on a CI site and claim that Yahweh is a Jew, you can expect
to get censored. I censor comments here that I consider too personal against Rocky Suhayda,
Jeff Schoep, or other WN personalities. But the vast majority of commenter's are uncondition-
ally sympathetic towards Brandon, including such heavyweights as Clay Douglas and John
Kaminski.

Weighing in separately in support of Delaney is William Finck, who refers to Brandon as a
"little atheist punk" and claims he looks like a Jew. However, Finck's own Christian Identity
bonafides were compromised by his recent claim that Genesis 3 is an "allegory". Also weighing
in separately is DSCI Pastor Martin Lindstedt. While Lindstedt is no ally of Brandon, he has
particularly strong issues with Mike Delaney. Pastor Lindstedt has extended an invitation to
Brandon to call in to The Movement Turd at any time; perhaps he will call in tonight

The Jews thrive on this kind of drama.   This is why I just keep on telling the Truth to whoever
is willing to listen, without fanfare or animosity.  Interestingly, the author of the post
confirms the fact that BF keeps on changing his theology!  I wonder if Clifton Emahiser
thinks that Gen. 3 is mere allegory!!  The Finckaholics routinely work with “friendly” people
using aliases and hiding behind corporations.  This fact proves their hypocrisy, because they
condemn me by a standard which they fail to apply to their co-conspirators.  There is no
criticism of ZCF, Justin Thyme, Brandon, eNom.com, Zogbots.org, etc. for using aliases.  As
everyone should know, double standards are the trademark of the Jews.  This verse is for those
hypocrites:
“The remnant of Israel shall not do iniquity, nor speak lies; neither shall a deceitful tongue

be found in their mouth.” – Zeph. 3:13.

This verse is for everybody else:

“Be ye therefore wise as serpents,
yet guileless as doves.”
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Shills 'R Us' an Expose - Pastor Eli James

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The

Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus

Mountains Into Europe
By

Pastor Eli James

The above PowerPoint presentation is
available at Pastor Eli’s website:

www.anglo-saxonisrael.com
Parts 1 - 6 plus a short introduction
can now be viewed or downloaded -
the latest addition part 6  covers the

German people in relation to the
migrations of the Tribes of Israel.



THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH

CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!

At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE

"For out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the
Word of the Lord from Jerusalem"

(Isaiah 2:3).”


